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Volunteers are key in growing 
Campus Campaign. Ads for 
CODOHWeb shake ADL 

Last month's issue of Smith's Report underlined the 
importance of COOOH' s recent volunteers in carrying out 
the ongoing Campus Project: inserting small, simple, 
devilish ads that challenge the Thought Police and point 
university newspaper readers-virtually all of whom have 
easy access to the Internet-directly to COOOH's 
revisionist Website, COOOHWeb, where they find a 
cornucopia of thought-

March 1997 

In a private conversation Charyton told Streidieck that 
she had gone to COOOHWeb's site and perused our 
. materials and found the "theories" proposed there 
"offensive." When asked which of those "theories" she 
found offensive, she telillinated the conversation. 

COOOH's man on the spot wasn't giving up just yet. 
He fired off a letter to the editor of The Daily Collegian 
protesting the refusal and setting forth COOOH's position 
on the Holocaust story. Editor-in-chief Jason Alt observed: 
"We never refilse to run a letter because an editor or group 
of editors disagrees with the point the writer is making." .. 
Of course not. Nevertheless, he didn't print the letter. 

Streidieck was through 
provoking, Hoax-busting articles 
and graphics. 

COOOH volunteers have 
been busy placing ads and doing 
follow-up at colleges around the 
country. One in particular, 
Pennsylvanian Karl Streidieck, 
has shown students and faculty 
at one American university-
Penn State-that he won't take 
no for an answer. Streidieck, 
who graduated from Penn State 
in 1966, is a veteran COOOH 

In a private conversation Chary ton 
told Streidieck that she had gone to 
CODOHWeb 's site and perused our 
materials and found the "theories" 
proposed there "offensive. " When 
asked which of those "theories" she 
found offensive, she terminated the 

waiting. He armed himself with 
a stack of revisionist leaflets, 
including COOOH's "The 
Holocaust Controversy: The 
Case for Open Debate" [see 
page 8] and a big, two-color 
sign lettered "Censorship at 
PSU: Read what the Collegian 
censor doesn't want you to see," 
and stationed himself at the 

conversation. 
• 

activist who three years ago arranged for COOOH's ad 
challenging the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum to run 
in the Penn State student paper, The Daily Collegian. 

The second week in February Streidieck submitted 
COOOH's ad offering "46 Unanswered Questions about 
the World War II 'Gas Chambers'" to the Daily but was 
turned down. He then submitted our current ad, "The 
Revisionist Controversy" (see SR41). 

The Daily's business manager, Joanne Charyton, 
explained: "I didn't feel the content was appropriate for 
our paper. Based on the fact that 1 was here when it ran 
before, 1 knew 1 wasn't going to run it [this time--ed.]." 
Charyton was referring to the scandal that erupted when 
Streidieck helped us run my essay-advertisement, "A 
Revisionist Challenge to the U.S. Holocaust Memorial 
Museum," in the 1993/94 academic year. 

entrance to The Daily Collegian 
offices to call public attention, 
first, to the paper's disregard 

for intellectual freedom and fairness; second, to COOOH 
and COOOHWeb. 
There was something of a hubbub while Streidieck handed 
out his leaflets, enough so that the timorous editors of The 
Daily Collegian felt themselves forced to report on the 
affair. The reporter who was assigned the story, Kelly 
Ruoff, volunteered that there was a bit of a "tumult" in the 
paper's office. Streidieck also learned that the reporter, as 
a young teen, had been living in Ohio when The Ohio State 
Lantern ran COOOH's full page ad and recalled vividly the 
state-wide controversy which followed. The text of that ad 
is the body of the leaflet Streidieck was now giving to 
students on the Penn State campus. 

Ruoff's story appeared first in the Digital Collegian, 
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Bradley R Smith 

.. _--- ---------------- --------

NOTEBOOK 
The third week in February when I returned from out 

of town I discovered a letter infOl ming me that we were 
losing our Internet service provider. Unlike the fiasco of .. 
last summer, where our service provider turned against us 
for political reasons and broke its contract, this time it was 
a matter of market-place failure. TCINet of Brea, 
California, was going out of business. We had five days to 
set things straight, by finding another server who would 
agree to serve us. 

There was nothing to it. Mighty David Thomas, co
Webmaster for COOOHWeb, who is responsible for all the 
technical, and much of the design, work done on the site, 
treated this emergency, that could possibly have taken us 
off the Internet for who knows how many days, as just 
another event in his colorful life. He found another server, 
took care of all the business, and overcame another bad day 
at Black Rock with a deceptive ease. 

It appears that our on-line readers will not know that 
anything went awry. Unlike what happened last July when 
we lost our Internet address and had to start all over again 
to develop a readership, this time we have a "Domain" 
name, which means we have a permanent Internet address 
that stays with us regardless of service provider. 

At the office. My part-time secretary, order-taker and 
order-shipper, file clerk, typist, scanner and general right
hand woman, Robin, has left my employ temporarily to 
have a baby. We knew it was coming but it came three 
weeks sooner than we expu.1ed. I'm contIacting to have 
much of my office work done in an outside secretarial 
office with a lady I have worked with for several years 
now. This means new computer programs, and developing 
new ways to complete the routine work that is necessary to 
carry out the Project. It's a real bother, but I think it may 
work out for the best. Once Robin returns, she will work 
with me on doing promotional work for the Project. Work 
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that she was unable to do while she was tied down with all 
the office work. 

For the next few weeks I expect to drop a little further 
behind with order shipping, correspondence and other 
business matters. Please bear with me as we put our 
improved office system in place. 

Bow much does it cost to run our present ad in college 
newspapers? Some of you have written to ask The cost 
varies. It's a two-column-inch ad. I run it once each week, 
on the same day of the week, usually a Tuesday or 
Wednesday. I generally pay "national" rates, which are 

The 
Holocaust 

Controversy 
Ignore the Thought Police 

Read the evidence 
Judge for yourself 

WWW.CODOH.COM 
brsmith@lightspeed.net 

higher than "local" rates; the price varies at each paper. I 
think it's most infolillative just to give you the costs of the 
ads that are n!Dning as of this writing. 

University of Georgia Red & Black $37 each time 
Iowa State University Daily $16 each time 
Georgia State University Signal: $16 each time 
University of Texas Daily Texan $35 each time 
Georgia Tech Technique $24 each time 
Florida State University Flambeau $22 each time 
HofstIa University Chronicle $20 each time 
Oklahoma State University 0 'Collegian $12 each time 

Weekly cost of these 8 ads alone: $182 ea. week 

There are other costs of course: the telephone and fax 
bills, which are considerable, the office work, and my time, 
which I like to believe is valuable, though I am unable to 
demonstIate this. 

While these costs must be taken care of, this is not 
where my interest lies. I want to run these ads at campuses 
allover America. I don't know of anyone thing I can do 
that will be more effective in breaking through to our 
student bodies and their faculty than using these ads to 
promote access to COOOHWeb, the largest revisionist Web 
site on earth. With $2,000 dollars a month ea. marked to 
fund this ad, we would be able to run it in 25 major 
campus newspapers from one end of the country to the 
other. We could reach half a million students and 
academics every month. It would be a :fire-stOlm for 
intellectual freedom and for truth. Am I dreaming? 

, 
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Continued from page 1 

the Internet version of The Daily, then on the front 
page of its print edition (same date, same story--Feb. 19, 
1997). The article was quite fair. In addition, the digital 
version listed the addresses of sites on the World Wide 
Web which The Daily suggested its readers follow up. 
Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust (COOOH) 
was at the top of the list, followed by the Holocaust 
Memorial Center; the United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum and a couple lesser lights. Students, and faculty, 
were given the opportunity to do what the suppressed 
COOOH ad would have done: provide direct access to 
COOOHWeb where students and faculty could "read the 
evidence andjudge for themselves." We bet there were 

P.O. Box 3267 Visalia CA 93278 

hand, if the lobby protests the running of these small, 
unprovocative ads, it will produce a public scandal and 
turn everyone's attention to them. I weep at its 
predicament. 

The Signal at Georgia State, which has run our ad 
going on ten weeks, has been approached at least twice by 
representatives of Jewish groups demanding that the ad be 
suppressed. We have learned that the first represented 
Jewish law students at Georgia State. When that failed to 
move the paper, our source tells us, a spokesman for an off
campus Jewish organization approached The Signal 
demanding that it stop nmning the ad. If not, "pressure" 
would be applied to all the right places. 

Next, The Signal received a letter from Dr. Charles 
Jaret of the GS Depaltment of 

plenty who did, and still are. Karl 
Streidieck's gutsy persistence 
pulled it off. 

In many ways the alumni and 
alumnae are the missing men and 
women of the American academy. 
They take their courses; they pay 
their tuition; they graduate and 
move on, of further interest chiefly 
for their contributions. It's rare to 
find an alumnus tied to the old 
school by more than the fortunes 
of the football team or the uses of 

If kids are looking for informa
tion on the Holocaust, we need to 
make sure they don't get directed 
to the home page of a Holocaust 
denier [sic] and think that's 
accurate information. 

Sociology, which it published. The 
letter used a couple hundred words 
to note that "Several years ago, in 
April 1994, The Signal's Editorial 
Board voted against publishing an 
ad submitted by Holocaust denier 
Bradley R Smith. I think that 
decision was the proper one to 
make, and I respect The Signal's 
reasoning that these ads should not 
be run because they present 
materials that are simply false and 

David Lehrer, ADL regional 
director for Southern California 

the old boy network Which is why 
it's gratifying to see one man, linked to his alma mater by 
bonds of obligation as well as fealty, return to campus and 
take a public stand for freedom and truth on the touchiest 
issue there is in today's America. We at COOOH are proud 
to have a man like Karl associated with the Campus 
Project. 

The Anti-Defamation League is "concerned" (among 
so many other things) about the Campus Project. In its 
latest report, as noted in The Los Angeles Times (17 Feb.), 
ADL regional director for Southern California David 
Lehrer is worried that "People who claim the Holocaust 
never happened took to the World Wide Web with anti
Semitic sites, chat groups and mass e-mails, and some 
have placed ads espousing their messages in college 
newspapers [my emphasis]." 

"'Ifkids are looking for inforillation on the Holocaust, 
we need to make sure they don't get directed to the home 
page of a Holocaust denier [sic] and think that's accurate 
information' Lehrer said." 

For eight weeks I have been watching and waiting for 
mainline Holocaust lobby watchdog groups to begin to 
make their move in public. It looks like that's about to 
happen. They're in a tough situation. If they remain quiet, 
tens of thousands of students and faculty across the nation 
will see our ad announcing access to COOOHWeb and the 
scores of revisionist articles available there. On the other , 

.i \ ,; 

defamatory ... Knowledgeable 
experts on this subject have 

demonstrated the errors and gross distortions in these 
'revisionists' writings many times." 

As is usual with these professors, Jaret does not take the 
trouble to inform his readers of any specific error or gross 
distortion in what I have written. This assures the 
professors that no one will challenge them on the basis of 
the record 

In the 1993/94 academic year The Signal was about to 
run my ad challenging the U.S. Holocaust Museum to 
provide at least one proof that at least one person had been 
"gassed" in a homicidal gas chamber in a Gelman camp 
when, at the last moment, the ad was rejected. A source on 
campus at the time reported to me that the reversal was due 
to pressure from the ADL. 

The same source informed us that in January, 1995, 
when Professor Deborah Lipstadt appeared at Georgia 
State to give her talk, "perhaps 20 people attended." He 
tells us an ADL representative nonetheless wrote up a 
beautiful story and submitted it to The Signal for 
publication. Packed auditorium, standing room only, 
hunting down the hidden Nazis on campus and so on. The 
student editors got their collective back up and refused to 
print it. 

If our source is correct, and I believe she is, then what 
we may have very soon at Georgia State is several Deborah 
Lipstadt clones appearing on campus to warn the students 
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away from revisionist theory and, in effect, warning The 
Signal to stop running our ad. Maybe I'm wrong. 

In any event, as of this writing, our ad is still running 
in the Georgia State University Signal. It's a small affair, 
really, but that won't stop the David Lehrers from getting 
very antsy about it. 

At Georgia Tech (Atlanta, 21,000 undergraduate 
students) it's a different story. There the ad ran in The 
Technique one time before it was suppressed Our 
volunteer fact finder, Albert Doyle, spoke with Technique 
editor David Skinner. Skinner told Doyle he is "not at 
liberty to answer" questions about who convinced The 
Technique to stop nmning the ad, but that the decision was 
made by "The Board," which consists of students only. 
When Doyle expressed surprise at this turn of events, 
Skinner said he could not talk about it further because "it 
would open a whole can of wonns" 

P.O. Box 3267 Visalia CA 93278 

Amnesty International tells 
CODOH that revisionists deserve 

• prison 
Few things have been more disappointing to 

libertarian-minded revisionists than the persistent silence 
of free-speech organizations in the face of the worldwide 
persecution of Holocaust revisionists for their historical 

. , 

opmlOns. 
The same groups which have made a cause celebre out 

of every small-town effort to refuse to carry the latest New 
York celebration of adolescent onanism in the local 
kindergarten library have been utterly silent about the 
banning and burning of revisionist books here and abroad 
and the imprisonment, injury and murder of their writers 
in such democratic nations as France, Germany, Austria 

and Switzerland. 
and that there had been trouble of 
some unstated kind in the past. 

Meanwhile, The Red & Black at 
the University of Georgia (Athens, 
24,000 students) is running the ad, 
as is The Florida Flambeau at 
Florida State (Tallahassee, 28,000 
students), The Daily Texan at the 
University of Texas (Austin, 40,000 
students), The Daily at Iowa State 
(Ames, 25,000 students); The 
o 'Collegian at Oklahoma State 
(Stillwater, 18,000 students); and 
Hofstra University (Hempstead, 
Long Island, 10,000 students). 

In Amnesty International's 
view denial of the Holocaust or 
the propagation of the theory of 
the Auschwitz lie in writings or 
meetings would amount to an 
advocation of national, racial 
or religious hatred constituting 
an incitement to discrimination, 
hostility or violence. 

The "silence of the shams," 
some revisionists have come to call 
it-from the American Civil 
Liberties Union, the American 
Library Association, PEN (poets, 
Essayists, and Novelists), Amnesty 
International, the rest, not a bleat 
about the real censorship, 
exterminationist-style, right under 
their noses. • 

Until now, that is. This last 
January, when COOOHWeb's 
energetic co-Webmaster Richard 
Widmann wrote Amnesty 
International's European 
representative regarding the 

Michael C. Butler, 
Europe Program 

Our luck ran out at 
Northwestern, where Arthur Butz has once again been the 
source of a scandal because of his site on the Web, and at 
al talib, the Muslim paper at UCLA. At al talib all we 
could find out was that the contract for the ad was refused 
at a "higher level." Allah? We don't think so. 

Despite these run~f-the-mill setbacks, this latest 
campaign by the Campus Project continues to pick up 
steam. It hasn't yet generated the major media that bright 
young collegians like Kelly Ruoff remember from 1991 
through 1995. On the other hand, there wasn't all that 
much that students could do with those ads. The ads that 
are now being read by tens of thousands of college students 
and faculty, thanks to the help of our volunteers and your 
contributions, are leading them to the world's largest trove 
of Holocaust revisionist scholarship, accessible 24 hours 
and day, fiee for the taking. It's leading them to Butz and 
Ball and Faurisson and Porter and Rudolf-no wonder the 
ADL is "concerned"! 

, 
,I \,j 

imprisonment in Germany of Guenter Deckert (largely for 
sponsoring a lecture by Fred Leuchter), Widmann received 
this response: 

Dear Mr. Widmann; According to its mandate, 
Amnesty International does not adopt as prisoners of 
conscience persons who use or advocate violence or 
who advocate national, racial or religious hatred that 
constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or 
violence. In Amnesty International's view denial of the 
Holocaust or the propagation of the theory of the 
Auschwitz lie in writings or meetings would amount to 
an advocation of national, racial or religiOUS hatred 
constituting an incitement to discrimination, hostility 
or violence. 

Michael C. Butler, Europe Program 

So there it is, as tortured and tendentious as anything 
that ever wormed its way out of a censor's mouth-and 
from a professed defender of intellectual liberty! Naturally 
Butler is too fearful, and too smart, to dare to think for 
himself on this touchy issue, so he's obviously cribbed his 
response from what passes for law in the Bundesrepublik, 

.-
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including the official catch phrase "Auschwitz lie" (which 
German censors swiped from the late Thies Christophersen 
and turned inside-out!). 

You'll note, too, the watery analysis whereby one item 
in the menu of either/ors "amounts" to an item on the next 
list, which in turn "constitutes" something that follows--so 
that scraping paint chips off an old cellar well, then 
analyzing and publishing your findings, becomes the 
equivalent ofbuming down a synagogue. Left unmention
ed (and not prosecuted, of course), is a book like Hitler's 
Willing Executioners, which argues that the entire 
German nation was a gang of genocidal murderers during 
the 1930's and 1940's. 

At about the same time as Butler announced that 
Amnesty International stands with Metternich, 
Torquemada, and Henry the Eighth on "inconvenient" 
kinds of intellectual freedom, the U.S. State Department 
was issuing Germany and other European persecutors of 
revisionism a clean bill of health, notwithstanding the 
Bundesrepublik's-according to State-worrisome lack of 
tolerance for Scientologists. 

Whatever might be said of the justice and wisdom of 
some powerful German groups, including the ruling 
political parties', campaign against the Scientologists (or 
of the Church of Scientology's lurid ads likening their 
woes to those of the Jews under Hitler), no Scientologists 
have yet been imprisoned for their opinions, as revisionists 
have been-nor any of their books or tracts seized and 
banned and burned, as revisionist publications have been. 

Amnesty International--and the rest of the shrinking, 
stinking violets of self-proclaimed devotion to free spccch
are at the center of COOOH' s interests. Committed as we 
are to bringing to you, to the academic world, and to the 
World Wide Web the work of men who are on trial or in 
prison in nations across balf of Europe, we're going to 
continue to confront, and to expose PEN, ACLU, and the 
rest of that bunch-or win them over to our side, i.e. to 
living up to their own stated ideals. 

SR W orldscope on Revisionism 
and revisionists 

• Publication of David Irving's Goebbels by Lyle 
Stuart's Barricade set for August, according to the 10 
February issue of Publisher's Weekly, bible of the book 
industry. Despite Stuart's record of pub lis bing outre books 
(such as Dr. William Pierce's sanguinary Turner Diaries), 
we'll believe it when we see it 

• Latest from the Northwestern front: a few 
tatterdemalion demonstrators call ineffectively for canning 
Professor Butz, while the administration tries to lure him 
into early retirement by buying out his contract-he 
embarrasses theml-but no sale. Does the Holocaust lobby 
worry that a high-priced buy-out would inspire other 

, 
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tenured professors to write revisionist books, then get 
luxurious early retirements? 

• Sad news from Germany, where an ailing Thies 
Christophersen died at Kiel on February 13th, 
Christophersen, who served as an agronomist at Auschwitz 
during the war, gained worldwide fame through The 
Auschwitz Lie, the first published dissent by a camp staffer, 
of which over a hundred thousand copies are in print. His 
battle for the fteedom to tell the truth about the Holocaust 
story forced him into successive exiles in Belgium, 
Denmark, Switzerland and Spain, Recalling Thies 
Christophersen from meetings at lliR functions, we salute 
the memory of this hard-headed, good-hearted North 
Gelman peasant. 

• Germans don't count! That's the message the U.S. 
Holocaust Memorial sent when it suddenly 
canceled Jewish author John Sack's lecture, scheduled for 
Febrnary 13th, on postwar Jewish atrocities against 
Gelman civilians in Polish concentration camps. Museum 
director Walter Reich didn't challenge Sack's scholarship, 
available since 1993 in his bookAn Eye for an Eye, 
claimed merely that "holding the program would not be 
compatible with the Museum's programs." Your taxes 
support these programs. .. 

Revisionist newsletters continue to flourish 
around the world: 

• In Australia, Dr. Fredrick Toben's Adelaide 
Institute publishes the monthly Adelaide Institute Online, 
which includes thoughtful articles on revisionist as well as 
political and intellectual topics. The February 1997 issue 
reprinted SR's recent article on the "Japanese Scpmdler" 
(#39, January 1997), as well as Yehuda Bauer's thought
provoking, recent plea to Jewish and non-Jewish 
politicians: "Leave the Shoah Alone!" (lest they continue 
to garble history even to the emballassment of Shoah
business professionals). The Adelaide Institute can be 
contacted by writing: Adelaide Institute, PO Box 3300, 
Norwood 5067, AusbaJia; and by email at: 
fredadin@adam.com.au. Its address on the Worldwide 
Web is: http://www.adam.com.au/-ftedadin/adins.html . 

• Hans Schmidt, known to many 
SR readers through his video discussion of the U.S. 
Holocaust Memorial Museum with Bradley Smith, 
continues to publish a newsletter, the GANPAC Brief, in 
handsome format and with extended discussions of issues, 
many of them revisionist, of interest to German
Americans. Schmidt, a veteran ofWWII on the "other 
side," did several months in a Gellllan prison not long ago 
for infringing his native country's thought control laws. He 
can be contacted at: Gelman-American National Public 
Affairs Committee, P.o. Box 11124, Pensacola, FL 32524-
1124. (We still have a handful of video tapes of the 

• 
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interview I did with Hans Schmidt after our first visit to 
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum two weeks after its 
opening. Many interesting insights, $25 ea.) 

• In British Columbia, Canada, Insight: The News 
behind the News appears every other month. Focusing 
chiefly on the Canadian revisionist scene, Insight features 
long articles on the deteriorating legal status of free speech 
north of the border, and on Canadian political and general 
historical subjects. Excerpts from other revisionist letters 
and many illustrations make for a lively potpourri. A free 
sample may be obtained by writing #241-720 Sixth Street, 
New Westminster BC, V3L 3C5 Canada. 

The Holocaust Story in 
microcosm: Gene Siskel on 
Schindler's List 
Richard Widmann 

A recent issue of TV Guide (Feb. 22, 1997) featured a 
review of Schindler 's List by well-known movie reviewer 
Gene Siskel. Siskel ' s article, entitled "Schindler 's List: 
Cut, but no Commercials," is a fine example, on a small 
scale, of how the mystification surrounding the Holocaust 
story breeds confusion and self-delusion among adepts and 
amateurs alike. 

No doubt Siskel set out merely to review Spielberg' s 
overblown Holocaust epic; but he wound up as emotionally 
unhinged and intellectually befuddled as the wildest of the 
survivor fantasts and exaggerators. To wit, he saw a "gas 
chamber" where, literally, there was only a shower. 

Siskel writes: "Even if it doesn 't totally capture the 
Nazi horror, many of its shocking images do linger: Jewish 
heads recoiling from bullets; a Polish girl shouting, 'Good
bye, Jews! '; a Jewish child hiding in a cesspool; gas
chamber fumes enveloping naked Jewish women." (p.16) 

"Gas chamber fumes enveloping naked Jewish 
women"? No such scene exists in the film! Oh, we think 
the Jewesses at Auschwitz are about to enter a "gas 
chamber," and they think they' re entering one too. But, 
amidst screaming and crying and melodramatic music, we 
see cleansing water, not poison gas, sprinkle from the 
shower heads. No "gas chamber fumes" envelop anyone in 
this film. 

It ' s likely that Siskel has seen Schindler 's List more 
than once. He most likely saw the film in 1993 when it was 
a nationwide sensation. He' s had the advantage of being 
able to view the shower scene from his arm chair. He 
didn't learn of the scene as a piece of concentration camp 
scuttlebutt by some half-starved or typhus-ridden fantasist. 
Nor is Siskellikely lying--why would he lie about a movie 
that tens of millions of Americans and many of his readers 
were about to watch? 

No, Siskel 's remarkable gaffe has another explanation-
holocaustomania. This fearsome affliction, by definition, 

\ , 
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means seeing what isn' t there--a "gas chamber" in an 
ordinary shower, homicide in an insecticide, a murdered 
relative in a bar of soap. A medical f01 mulation of this 
confusion, described as "Holocaust Survivor Syndrome," 
explains: " the true horrors and stress of the concentration 
camps were forgotten by survivors with the passing of the 
years, and were supplanted by group fantasies of 
martyrdom borrowed from heard or read materials or by 
delusions confabulated anew." (News release, Polish 
Historical Society, Stamford, CT 06902). 

Siskel can 't suffer from HSS because he 's not a 
Holocaust survivor--but he' s acquired the necessary 
delusions through immersion in holocaustomania. And 
he' s taking it to a new level : he ' s beefing up a florid 
extennination epic novel with juicy new murder scenes. 

Dubbing his affliction "Schindler 's List Survival 
Syndrome" seems too narrow--suppose a colorized version 
of The Diary of Anne Frank were to make its way onto the 
screen and Siskel began shivering in print over the human
soap-making scene? Siskel's Disease? Perhaps properly 
naming the disease that adds additional Holocaust 
malarkey to already mendacious Extenninationist agitprop 
is a task for medical science. 

This little incident makes this much clear: a big reason 
for cutting the Holocaust down to its proper size is that it 
encourages some people to become liars--and many more 

to act like fools . 

INTERNET ROUNDUP 
CODOH Explains the Web and Net to 
Non-Cyber-Revisionists 
Richard Widmann 

On February 15, 1997 a private conference held on the 
Jersey shore drew a strong contingent of revisionist 
historians, scholars, writers and activists. It was my honor 
to address this important group on the past, present, and 
future of CODOHWeb, as well as on the value for 
revisionism of other facets ofthe Web and the Internet. 

In my presentation I made the connection between 
revisionism and the Internet by first recounting how I came 
to revisionism through obtaining and reading Arthur 
Butz ' s The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, then giving 
some brief background on my familiarity with computers 
and the Internet. I related my first contact with Bradley 
Smith, after learning of Bradley' s decision to set up his 
own Website in August of 1995 (through his request for 
help in Smith 's Report #25), soon after which we were 
exchanging e-mail and CODOH's Internet project was 
underway. 

Within two short months the Bradley R Smith Website 
(CODOHWeb) was born. Initially it was short on content, 
but big on ideas. Over time much-needed volunteers came 
forth, most notably David Thomas, who is responsible for 
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much of the aesthetics (in the fonn of graphics and design) 
and organization of the site materials. 

I told these mostly non-computer-oriented revisionists 
how, from its humble beginnings, COOOHWeb has grown 

• 
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forward to the day when I can stand before readers of 
Smith's Report and speak to you about COOOHWeb. 

LETTERS 
into the largest single Holocaust revisionist Website in the Your number 40 is positively uplifting! 
world, featuring at present over 20 departments and areas The new small ad is just wonderful. Brilliant! It is very 
including: Gas Chambers and Gas Vans, the eXCiting to me that I find you espousing just the things I 
ThoughtCrimes Archive, War Crimes Trials and COOOH do-and so beautifully, without a trace of bigotry. 
International. There are now over 60 megabytes of material Your story about your childhood experience, the talk 
posted to the site, that is, 60 million bits of infolillation. with your father about Pearl Harbor, brought tears to my 
This translates into an excess of 5 million words! eyes. Please send the Tinbergen Archives catalogue. Also I 

Hard-hitting, scholarly revisionist articles are available could use 10 copies of your "Controversy" essay. And the 
in eight different languages (languages in which well over Wannsee Protocol. Take good care of yourself What 
a billion people have a native fluency, and of which many would we do without you? 

more have a reading knowledge). To date, the total number Dear B.S., you're not only a 
of "hits" (recorded individual accessings) on the site is "crank" [as Arthur Butz suggests in SR39] but a "wise 
estimated at around 150,000. We will soon have the guy. " Here's some money for all the back issues of 
technical capability to record visits not merely to the site as Smith's Report. 

a whole but to trace the visitor's route as he makes his way Jfyou really must use my initials, please include the 
from document to document. 1 found it very gratifying that a middle one: "R." 

After infolilling conference 
attendees of where COOOHWeb simple oral description of (email) Just 

wanted you to know that I'm 
including your site on a list for 
college students to check out and 
to hopefully use their critical 
thinking skills to evaluate the 
amazing amount of crap that 
people in our democracy can put • 
on the Web. Aren't you happy you 
have this kind offreedom? I'm 

stands at present, I:filled them in CODOHWeb 's present accomplish-
on opportunities for the site in ments and future potential fired the 
the future, above all the more enthusiasm of my revisionist audience-
costly, but eminently achievable, 
possibility of adding audio -although most of them had never seen 
messages and video images. CODOHWeb. 1 believe that all of them 

My talk was well received. I left this valuable mini-conference 
found it very gratifying that a convinced oifthe importance of the 
simple oral description of 
COOOHWeb's present Internet for the future of revisionism, not sure. I'm not letting you know 

who I am because J think you're 
actually pretty scary. accomplishments and future and with an enhanced appreciation of 

potential fired the enthusiasm of the leading role of co DOH Web in 
my revisionist audience- world-wide revisionist outreach. 
although most of them had never 

A concerned college 
instructor. 

seen COOOHWeb. I believe that all of them left this 
valuable mini-conference convinced of the importance of 
the Internet for the future of revisionism., and with an 
enhanced appreciation of the leading role of COOOHWeb 
in world-wide revisionist outreach. 

The conference, a pleasant affair with plenty of food 
and wine for all, featured a variety of other lectures and 
discussions, including a learned consideration of the 
linguistic roots and actual meanings (in documentary and 
other contexts) of such key words as "extennination" in 
English, Geni,an, and Polish (it need not connote killing in 
German or Polish). There was news of the continuing 
harassment of revisionists and their families even in 
America-including the recent death of the German author 
of The Auschwitz Lie, Thies Christophersen. 

As with every well-run revisionist conference, this one
day mini-con was a very worthwhile affair for its 
organizers, for the speakers, and for the attendees. I look 

Revisionism to the world! 
This month the college students and professors who are 

accessing COOOHWeb thanks to the Campus Project (and 
to the exertions of concerned college instr uctors--see 
above) will find several articles that put the lie to some of 
the central claims of Schindler's List. Michael Hoffman 
and Alan Critchley's review "Schindler's Mist: Spielberg's 
Fraud in Schindler's Lisf' makes valuable points against 
the movie's reliability. They point out that Plaszow camp 
commandant Amon Goeth (portrayed by Ralph Fiennes in 
the movie) was tried, convicted, and imprisoned for theft 
and murder-by the SS, before the war's end-a point 
somehow passed over by the movie's producer, Steven 
Spielberg. 

Their review also raises the question of: the brutality of 
Jewish kapos-ignored by Spielberg; Spielberg's omission 
of Schindler's self-proclaimed collaboration with 
Hungarian Zionist kingpin Reszo Kasztner, who brought 
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himself and his family and friends out of internment at 
Auschwitz and was later murdered in Israel (see the 
material on Kastner offered in the Tinbergen Archives 
Catalog, free at your request). 

John Ball's aerial photography page on COOOHWeb 
alerts collegians to the fact that, whatever Goeth' s crimes 
were, they didn't include shooting inmates in the camp 
from his balcony. As the contemporary photographs here 
on display make clear, the layout of the commandant's 
house, at the bottom of the hill on which Plaszow was 
situated, would have made that kind of marksmanship-
like so much else in the Holocaust story-out of this world! 

Carlos Porter weighs in with an article in French-
"Contreverites dans 'Ia Liste de Schindler '" (Countertruths 
in Schindler's List) that takes aim at novelist Thomas 
Kenea1ly's novel, which served as the basis for the movie. 
Web browsers practicing their French will iearn a few 
truths about Zyklon B, crematoria and the like that 
Kenea1ly got all wrong in his book. They'll also learn that 
the Australian author was right about the prevalence of 
epidemics in the camps, their use as industrial centers, and 
the Soviet origins of most Holocaust "evidence." 

And visitors to COOOHWeb Will be able to read the 
article by RA Widmann you've already read in this issue 
of SR, on how that central element of the Holocaust myth--

F 

the gas chamber-is the missing link in Schindler's List--
whatever Gene Siskel thinks. 

In short, students-and their teachers-who come to 
COOOHWeb primed with a largely uncritical acceptance 
of the latest Hollywood Holocaust blockbuster will 
encounter informative, nuanced, attractively designed (and 
persuasively illusbated, in the case of the camp 
photography and 3-dimensional drawings) and, above all, 
provocative food for thought, for questions, for liberation 
from the Holocaust cult. 

No wonder the ADL is concerned. 

Here are a few recent articles posted on 
CODOHWeo which i can senti you in printed COim. The 
word count averages about 650 words per page-example, 
25 pp. equal 15,000+ words). The amount following each 
document is a suggested contribution. 

The Wannsee Protocol- Anatomy of a Forgery, by 
Johannes Peter Ney. This "protocol" was used for five 
decades as proof of a "decisfon" to begin the 
"extermination" of the European Jews. 16pp. $5 

Porter & the German Court. Germany seeks to extend 
its internal suppression of free inquiry beyond its national 
borders. Carlos Porter isn't having it. Includes translations 
of "The Order of Punishment" by Judge Zeilinger; Porter's 
full, dramatic "Response" to the ruling; a courageous open 
letter of support from Danish Ph.D. Christian Lindtner, 
"Germany Violates the Freedom of Expression." 

l2pp. $10 
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The Founding Myths of Israeli Politics. Roger 
Garaudy. The book which caused an uproar in France by 
confronting Zionism and the Jewish Holocaust story head
on. Includes the open letter from Abbe Pierre to Garaudy of 
15 April 96. l22pp. Spiral-bound .$35 

Katyn: How the Soviets Manufactured War Crime 
Documents for the Court. Translated by 
Carlos Porter. Not available elsewhere. 33pp. $10 

The Holocaust Controversy: The Case for Open 
Debate. Bradley Smith. The most widely read revisionist 
essay ever published This new printing contains our new 
address for COOOHWeb and a mug shot of myself. Eight 
panels. Sample copy your sase. 10 copies $2. 50 copies 
$5. 100 or more copies 8 cents each (all postpaid). 

Jacques Baynac, French Historian, CalL<. for an End 
to Repression of Revisionism. Two stunning articles from 
the September 2 and 3, 1996 editions of the Swiss 
(Lausanne) newspaper Le Nouveau Quotidien. Baynac 
describes the chaos that Holocaust revisionism has 
unleashed among French intellectuals. "Heartbreaking as it 
is to hear it or to say it," there is no documentary or 
technical evidence for the existence of the gas chambers. 
(Our translation.) 4pp. If you read French we'll include 
photocopies of the original as well. 

(Contribution $10) 

Thanks very much for your help, and best wishes! 

Bradley R. Smith 
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ADL coordinates "response" to 
CODOH's Campus Project 

They' re saying as little as possible in public, they're 
ashamed of what they're about, but electronic mail 
communications obtained by COOOH confinn that the 
Anti-Defamation League and Hillel are doing what they 
can, under the table, to stop COOOH advertisements from 
running in student newspapers across America. 

It 's clear they' re worried--worried that these simple, 
inexpensive ads announce our World Wide Web address' , 
worried that the ads encourage students--and faculty--to 
access COOOHWeb directly, to read and judge the 
evidence for revisionist theory themselves. On February 25, 
the following message went out to Hillel headquarters: 

From: Ari Hoffnung ahoffnun@hillel.org> 
To: Hillel-public-policy@offer-ent.com 
Date: Tue, 25 Feb 1997 10:16:41 -0400 
Subject: Holocaust Revisionist 
We wanted to inform you that Bradley Smith, a 

Holocaust revisionist, recently placed a small ad in the 
Daily Texan (I'he University of Texas student newspaper). 
It did not contain any of his usual propaganda, but did 
contain his web site (www.codohcom) and his email 
address (brsmith@lightspeed.net) in case people wanted to 
"ignore the thought police " and "read the evidence " for 
themselves. This "subtle" way of advertising in college 
papers may be his new tactic to reach college students and 
must not be ignored. Please pass this message on to as 
many people as possible. 

On March 7, in a somewhat more breathless 
communique (for the CampuS Project had begun to roll 
with ads running on campuses in half a dozen states), 
Luisa Ellenbogen, Assistant Director of Campus Affairs for 
the Anti-Defamation League, passed along, to campus 
Hillel offices across the country, the dread news that 
COOOH was calling for intellectual freedom on the 
Holocaust story, and worse, alerting readers to our bigh-
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tech center on the World Wide Web. ADL's campus 
director told the Hillel rabbis and officers what to do : 

To: hillel@offer-ent.com, 
hillel-public-policy@offer-ent.com, 
hillel-women@offer-ent.com, 
hillel-grad@offer-ent.com, 
hillel-jcsc@offer-ent.com 
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 1997 
Subject: Holocaust Denial Advertisements: 
Important Infol111ation From The Anti
Defamation League. 
Bradley Smith, a major proponent of the 

Holocaust denial movement, works through the 
Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust 
(CODOH) to place Holocaust denial advertisements in 
college newspapers. Smith has recently submitted an 
advertisement that contains his web site and his e-mail 
address in case people want to "ignore the thought 
police " and "read the evidence" for themselves. This 
is a new tactic of exposing students to Holocaust 
denial. 

This advertisement has been published at the 
University of Texas and at Georgia State. If you see 
an advertisement like this in your campus newspaper 
plea"e CONTACT YOUR HILLEL DIRECTOR AND 
THE ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE IMMEDIATELY. 
We need to respond to this new wave of Holocaust 
denial ads. You can e-mail meatLUlSAE4@aol.com. 
The ADL 's Campus Affairs Department will help you 
respond to these two issues. 

Luisa Ellenbogen 
Assistant Director of Campus Affairs 
for the Anti-Defamation League 

COOOH has been made privy to these two egrams 
~nks to watchful friends in cybelspace. They are two 
of what must have been an electronic firestOlm. These 
two alone make it clear that the watchdogs are puzzled 

Continued on page 3 
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less to very good effect. 
It makes my 
imagination water 
(there's a peculiar 
image) to imagine how 
it would be for the 
Campus Project--for 
revisionism-- if I had a 
measly million bucks 

Bradley Smith 

to spend in any given 
year. Or half a million. . 
A quarter of one 

NOTEBOOK 

In the newsletter lrusiness it's not 
always good news. If it were, it 
wouldn't be a newsletter, it would be 
something else, a personal puff sheet, 
a glad rag of some sort .. We' re 
winning the war, as they say--and I'm 
perfectly confident ofthat--but along 
the way I get beaten here, I get beaten 
there. Nothing big. But it can be 
nettlesome. 

Last week The Hornet at 
California State University 
(Sacramento) accepted my ad The 
Hornet was savaged badly a few years 
ago for running a COOOH 
advertisement and has refused to run 
anything from us since--untillast 
week. I wanted very much to be at 
CSU Sacramento. It's right under the 
noses of the California State 
Legislature. The heart of California 
politics. This is the legislature that in 
1986 gave the Simon Wiesenthal 
Center $5,000,000 to help run its 
Museum of Tolerance. 

According to the Philanthropic 
Advisory Service, the income of the 
Simon Wiesenthal Center in 1995 was 
$20,133,860. Its assets totaled 
$64,078,711. The Chief Executive 
Officer of the SWC, Rabbi Marvin 
Rier, earns $254,855 per annum, not 
counting perks. 

Rabbi Rier and I are going head 
to head-have been for years. He 's set 
up a special desk at the SWC to 
"handle" the Campus Project. I 
suppose I'm a little envious of the 
rabbi. I could use $64 million in 
assets myself. I could use considerably 

million. There'd be all hell to pay, I 
can tell you that. 

Running my ad at CSU 
Sacramento, just being there, two 
little inches of display space week in 
and week out, would make me a 
happy camper. That's what a simple 
fellow I am. What's more, I have a 
supporter for the ad in The Hornet. I 
could stay there forever, a thorn in the 
side of this Holocaust Lobby 
Legislature, a thorn in the side of the 
SWC , which would do whatever they 
could to block publication of the ad. 

Last Saturday my check to The 
Hornet was returned with a note 
saying the editorial board had 
changed its mind. The rabbis (of 
whatever faith) had got to the editors 
or got to someone who had gotten to 
t~e editors. They'd beaten me again at 
CSU-Sacramento. This one ad by 
itself wasn't going to change the 
world one way or another, but it gave 
me pause. 

Sometimes I ask myself if I am 
not too old to be horsing around with 
student newspapers and student 
journalists. I'm old enough to be a 
grandfather to these kids. I'm 
depending on 20-year-olds to help me 
in my struggle to win a great contest 
against great odds. But then these are 
the same 20-year-olds the professors 
and the SWC and the ADL and the 
rest of them are dependent upon to 
win the contestfor them! 

The universities are full of old 
guys trying to tell students what to 
think about the Holocaust story. I'm 
here to tell students they can run their 
own intellectual lives on this or any 
other subject. They don't need a 
bunch of pinched-faced old farts 
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telling them what to think and how to 
think and when to think it. The 
students need me. They don't know it. 
But I'm the one who will help free 
them from the chains their professors
have enveloped them with on this 
issue. And in turn, it will be the 
students--in the end it won't be me-
who will playa major role in blowing 
down the Holocaust house of cards. 

Meanwhile, the Campus Project 
is becoming a subject for reflection in 
university classes in communications. 
There are professorial lectures, class 
discussions, papers assigned The 
subject of these discussions and 
papers is not the rights and wrongs of 
revisionist theory, but whether 
campus papers are professionally or 
ethically required to publish our ads. 

Today , the St. John's University 
(New York) paper interviewed me in 
March. I have a long list of questions 
to reply to from a Colorado academic 
who is writing a book on the use of 
the Internet by radical groups, and 
another by a student at Arizona State. 
A California communications 
instructor expects to interview me in 
person this spring for his book. 

In each case there is a 
presumption that revisionism is part 
of a "movement." It 's unclear what 
this movement is supposed to be, but I 
am seen to be part of it. This is a 
movement, however, that has no 
leader, no followers, no party and no 
platform. I'm proud to be part of it. 
But what kind of movement is that? 

I used to tell these people that 
revisionism has no politics, but of 
course it does. It's the politics of 
intellectual freedom, open debate, a 
free press. Those are political ideas. 
American political ideas. What makes 
a politics of intellectual freedom so 
dangerous is that it promises the same 
thing to everyone--to those who 
believe and to those who don't 
believe--whatever. 
Revisionism is a "politics" that's 
made to order for students. It's made 
to order for me-for you and me--to 
take to them. 
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and perturbed. The messages establish a kind of functional 
hierarchy: the first goes forth from campus Hillel at the 
University of Texas, to Hillel central, warning ofthe local 
problem. The second, an alert from ADL headquarters to 
Hillel, directs Hillel 's college branches coast to coast to 
respond immediately. 

ADL's message states: "We need to respond to this 
new wave of Holocaust denial ads." What that response 
might be is left unsaid. Based on past performance, though, 
we understand what is happening. In SR41 (March 1997) 
we related how student editors at The Signal, which had 
been running CODOH's ad for several weeks, had been 
approached by two different Jewish groups and asked to 
suppress the ad The first was made up of Jewish law 
students at the university. The second, when the efforts of 
the students proved unavailing, was "an off-campus Jewish 
organization" --would we be going too far by suggesting 
that this "off-campus" group was the local office of the 
ADL?--that threatened "pressure" if the ad weren't killed 
forthwith. 

The Georgia State Signal, however, signed up for an 
additional six weeks, making 18 weeks in all that they will 
have run the ad This has simply never happened before for 
the Campus Project. The Red & Black at University of 
Georgia and The Daily Texan at University of Texas 
(Austin), both of which it is certain have been contacted by 
the Hillel rabbis or the strong-alms who represent them, 
continue to run the ad as if to do so is an everyday 
expression of campus independence and a sense of what is, 
simply, right. . 

As the behind-the-scenes squawks from ADL and 
Hillel make clear, these ads matter!--and they matter now 
in ways they couldn't have mattered a couple years ago. At 
the three campuses named above, alone, tens of thousands 
of students and faculty have instant access to CODOHWeb, 
and thus the most devastating archive of revisionist 
scholarship and infonnation available either on or off the 
Internet. 
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campus Mafiosos do. As I reported here last month, we 
changed Internet service providers. It turns out that our 
new provider provides us with more sophisticated 
statistical infOlll1ation than our previous one did. The 
upshot? CODOHWeb is getting many more visits than we 
could clock before--or had reason even to imagine! 

During the first two weeks in March that we have 
figures for, more than 17,000 (!) documents on 
CODOHWeb were accessed by readers eager to learn more 
aboJ1t revisionist theory. Some of these new readers were 
certainly introduced to us by Hillel 's Ari Hoffnung when 
he thoughtfully mentioned our Web address in that egram 
we've reptinted on page one. We trust they learned a few 
things they didn't expect to learn. 

POSTSCRIPT: The Michigan Daily, University of 
Michigan at Ann Arbor, has signed up to run the ad. 
Student enrollment at Michigan is 35,000, with more than 
3,300 faculty. Also, The Washington Square News, New 
York University, signed on board. NYU is the largest 
private university in America, with a student body of 
47,000 and faculty and staff of 15,000. No ad is run until 
it's run, but are these the kind of people we want to 
introduce to CODOHWeb and the pleasures of revisionist 
theory--or aren't they? 

[Muchos thanks to all of you who helped 
sustain the Campus Project with your contributions 
and extra contributions this past month. I only regret I 
can 't thank each one of you personally . To those of 
you who can, our warmest thanks for your continued 
help in whiting out the Holocaust blackout with 
freedom and truth. It takes $80 to $120 per month, on 
average, to keep the ad running at important 
universi ti es around the country.] 

Elie Wiesel: sometimes the truth is 
an accident 

Elie Wiesel is in the press again, this time in the 
pages of The New York Times (5 March 1997). With March 

the madcap month of hares, 
Campus Hillel is a peculiar 

organization. It ' s fronted almost 
entirely by rabbis in an attempt to 
give the organization a patina of 
religious sensibility. Yet the rabbis 
and other Hillel officers act out the 
role of mere political operatives, 
denouncing those who disagree 
with Zionist and establishment 
orthodoxies on the Holocaust story, 

"I flew an entire block," said 
Elie. "I was hit at 45th Street and 
Broadway, and the ambulance 
picked me up at 44th. It sounds 

• 

fittingly enough the Nobel laureate 
was telling yet another hare
brained tale of a hair's-breadth 

. , 
SUTVlvor s escape. 

The story? In the course of his 
interview, the reporter from the 
paper Joseph Sobran dubbed "The 
Holocaust Update" noticed that 
the survivor was in pain. Real, 

crazy [now we're getting 
someplace--ed.]. But I was totally 
messed up." 

physical, not metaphysical, pain, 
this! A crutch, an aching knee was the hero hurting from 
an ancient Nazi kick? 

working to limit intellectual freedom, and leaning on 
student editors with accusations of anti-Semitism and 
threats of economic boycott. 

As a matter of fact, it no longer matters--not the way it 
used to-- what Hillel and the ADL and the rest of these 

No! A taxicab-in Times Square, New York City, in 
1956. "I flew an entire block," said Elie. "I was hit at 45th 
Street and Broadway, and the ambulance picked me up at 
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44th. It sounds crazy [now we're getting so~eplace--ed.] . 
But I was totally messed up." 

Now, in New York, a north-south city block normally 
measures (adjoining street included) 264 feet. Assume the 
Holocaustian, hurled heavenward by the taxi' s blow, flew 
only curb to curb--i.e. , a measly 180 feet or so. The 
question still arises: how is it that a victim of two such 
impacts-taxicab and pavement--is still able to speak to us? 

But the trail of miracles and tears in Wiesel's rant was 
only just beginning. He claimed the ambulance that picked 
him up stopped not at one, but two, New York City 
hospital emergency rooms, where heartless, greedy medics
instead of treating him--flrst checked his pockets for 
evidence of cash or insurance. On flnding none, they sent 
him off--for them no Hippocratic Oath--until at last, one 
doctor (Jewish-who'd have guessed) admitted, treated and 
cured poor Elie. ("Three hospitals it took," the survivor 
told The Times.) 

We trust you'll forgive our lapse into doggerel here 
and there: the survivor laureate's ravings, whether his 
story of geysers of blood spouting from corpses buried 
months before, or his vision of truckloads of Jewish infants 
thrown by Germans into a flaming pit, or this new tale 
about flying the length of a flrst-rate football punt and 
surviving the landing on a New York street, somehow 
provoke the poetic in us. 

In a prosaic mood, CODOH decided to consult a 
medical expert on this last story, as well as look into what, 
if anything, Wiesel's said about this remarkable incident 
earlier-to deteIllline which of the two the Nobelist, 
survivor, and professor is: a flying--or a lying-laureate? 
(Sorry.) Our doctor friend agreed that such a crash was , . 
unsurvivable, and he also told us that in the 1950's it was 
extremely uncommon in New York City for charity cases 
to be turned away at emergency rooms (that only started 
happening with any frequency in the 1980's). 

Next, we turned to Elie 's memoirs, All Rivers Run to 
the Sea -or fly, as the case may be--(New York, Knopf, 
1995), and there we found the same taxi story with its one
block flight (" ... through the air like a flgure in a Chagall 
painting .... " p. 293), but the two greedy, non-admitting 
hospitals?-in 1995 there was only one! How these stories 
evolve, eh? 

Then we turned to a novel Wiesel wrote devoted to the 
same incident called, appropriately enough, The Accident 

• 
(published in France in 1961 [Editions du Seuil], in the US 
1962 [Hill and Wang]). The author's caution in his 
memoirs that "My novel The Accident was only partIy 
inspired by reality" (p. 298) was like a subliminal message 
telling us to look at Avon 's 1972 paperback edition of the 
book. 

There Wiesel describes an accident that befalls a 
flctive "Joseph"--at the same time, the same place that the 
cab struck Elie in real life. Joseph, just like Elie, was 
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struck while walking with a woman friend. In The 
A ccident the lady later tells Joseph what took place: 

"A speeding car approaching from the left had caught 
me, dragging me several yards." (p. 19) Alas, how drab is 
Elie's flctional imagination in his novel, contrasted to the 
wonders of his real life! In real life he was blasted through 
the air for hundreds of feet. In his novel, written more than 
35 years ago, he was dragged a drab several yards. 

In the novel Wiesel writes: 
"Kathleen also told me this: the flrst hospital to which 

the ambulance took me refused to let me in. There wasn't 
any room. All the beds were taken. At least that ' s what 
they said. But Kathleen thought it was just a pretext. The 
doctors, after one glance at me, had decided there was no 
hope. It was better to be rid of a dying man as soon as 
possible." (p. 20) 

In the novel Joseph (Elie) is not refused care because he 
had no money and no insurance, but because he looked like 
a lost cause. The no-money and no-insurance slur against 
American hospitals and American doctors is traceable, so 
far, only back to 1995. 

What we like about this story is that with Elie Wiesel, 
Nobel laureate, his lies about his real life are considerably 
more colorful and inexplicable than what he has dared to 
invent for his flction-a strange, even fatal weakness for a 
novelist, but a source of great strength for a liar and 
propagandist. 

CODOH is going to keep after the facts on this one, 
both as to what Wiesel has said and as to what really 
happened. We expect that the police, medical, insurance, 
and court records of this remarkable collection of incidents 
will prove very interesting. Meanwhile, two questions for 
SR readers and the world: if Wiesel, the sainted elder, lies 
about an ordinary traffic accident, and slanders U. S doctors 
along the way, what wouldn 't he invent about his hated 
Germans? 

I thought I was done with this story for the moment, 
but something is nagging at me. I have been told that I 
should let up on Elie Wiesel, that he's "just an old Jew 
who lost everything at Auschwitz." That's true enough, 
and I cannot help but be moved when I reflect on what 
happened to him as a young man, a boy really, at the hands 
of the Germans. 

But Elie is no longer a boy. He's an adult. He's a 
world-renowned spokesman for what has been called the 
greatest flood of lies and illth the world has ever known. 
He can no longer expect to be treated like the boy he was 
balf a century ago. The time is come for him to walk away 
from the lying before it ' s too late. Because he is going to be 
outed now, or he is going to be outed after he dies. In 
either case he will become the cause of immense shame to 
his son, to the rest of his family, and to those allover the 
Western world who have placed their trust in him. 
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New revisionist quarterly is 
launched in Europe 

We are pleased to report the imminent appearance of a 
brand-new, scholarly revisionist journal, the German
language Vierteljahreshefte fuer freie Geschichtsforschung 
(literally, Quarterly for Free Historical Research). 

Publisher of the VfJG is the estimable Flemish 
revisionist house Stiftung Vrij Historisch Onderzoek 
(Foundation for Free Historical Inquiry [see SR38, 
December 1996, "Revisionism Rampant Round the Globe," 
p. 7]). 

The quarterly' s editor is Gerlnar Rudolf, chemist, 
revisionist, exile, and editor of Grundlagen zur 
leitgeschichte (Foundations of Contemporary History), the 
state-of-the-art revisionist anthology that, in a mammoth 
effort, has been translated and posted on COOOHWeb with 
access to all site visitors. [Print-outs of these chapters are 
available in either German or English.] 

The initial issue of the Vierteljahreshefte will include 
articles by authors posted on COOOHWeb, including 
Robert Faurisson (writing on the Garaudy affair), Michael 
A Hoffman II (on the hue and cry against a "pro-Nazi" 
French chemical company), "Conrad Grieb" (on "self
assisted Holocausts," reported on in SR39 [January 1997], 
pp. 2-3), and editor Rudolf (on wartime reprisals, 
jurisprudence and the case of Erich Priebke). Forthcoming 
editions are planned to feature articles by Arthur Butz, 
David Irving, Carlo Mattogno, and (we say with special 
pride) the co-Webmaster of COOOHWeb, SR's own 
Richard Widmann. 

VfjG, like COOOB, intends to focus on the forces that 
repress revisionists as well as presenting the latest, most 
scholarly research into the facts about the Holocaust and 
related historical issues. An ambitious outreach is planned 
to libraries and universities in German-speaking countries. 

We know of no one better qualified to head up such an 
enterprise than Germar Rudolf. We applaud the poetic 
justice whereby this scientist and patriot, driven from his 
homeland for defending truth, now captains an enterprise 
that can help mightily to sink the Auschwitz lie. Torpedoes 
away! 

[Readers fluent in German may subscribe (four 
issues) by sending DMIOO, cash or check, to: V:fIG, 
c/o Vrij Historisch Onderzoek, Postbus 60, B-2600 
Berchem 2 (Flandem), Belgium. The cost for just the 
first issue: DM30] 

Help distribute The Holocaust Controversy: The Case for 
Open Debate by Bradley Smith. The most widely read revisionist 
essay ever published. This new printing contains our new address 
for CODOHW eb and a mug shot of myself. Eight panels. Sample 
copy your sase. 10 copies $2. 50 copies $5 . 100 or more copies 
8 cents each (all postpaid). 
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SR W orldscope on revisionism and 
revisionists 

• More on the last days of Thies Christophersen, 
who died in February (SR41). He died in a home for the 
elderly of kidney cancer at the age of 79, shortly following 
his release by German authorities, who had arrested him 
in January. The fonner agronomist and puncturer of what 
he named "the Auschwitz Lie" liked to tell his friends that 
he spent several days under arrest in the Third Reich for 
telling a Hitler joke; for attempting to right the historical 
balance on the Second World War, Christophersen spent 
the last decade of his life in exile 

• The neo-German witchhunt goes on. In 
Heilbronn, Manfred Junger, 58 years old, was sentenced 
to six months imprisonment without probation last 
December for distributing pamphlets that challenged 
official Germany' s mandatory history of the Holocaust, 
above all the Auschwitz "gas chambers." This is the 
second such conviction for Junger, an ordained Lutheran 
minister; leaflets distributed on his behalf in Germany 
prominently display the address ofCOOOH's Web site. His 
address: Pastor Manfred Junger, D-7406, Bad Rappenau, 
Haller Ring 28, Ger many. 

• After last month' s sorry news from Amnesty 
International (it justifies imprisoning revisionists--see 
SR41), a non-revisionist ' s even tepid defense of the rights 
of Holocaust revisionists might seem welcome. But 
Britisher Geoffrey Wheatcroft ' s line in response to 
European "Holocaust denial" laws: " ... the answer to lies is 
not to imprison the liars but to tell the truth," in his much
noticed new book The Controversy of lion (Addison
Wesley, New York, 1996, p. 340) is noteworthy, sadly, not 
so much because intellectuals, even the professional free
speech fakes like AI, are publicly demanding the 
suppression of Holocaust revisionists--but because almost 
to a man the free-speech intellectuals "ignore" it. 

• Ernst Zuendel's latest (March 15, 1997--#216) 
newsletter, Power, offers a frank, informative, 20-page 
recap of his entire life, including his career as a publicist, 

• activist and fighter for Getman honor and historical 
revisionism. This issue is a valuable review, update, and 
reference on the over twenty years of media vilification, 
physical assault, assassination attempts, fire bombings, 
silencings, arrests, trials, fines, jailings Zuendel has 
endured-and on the breakthroughs like the Leuchter 
Report, David Irving' s about-face on the gas chambers and 
the numerous other research and historical coups Zuendel 
has pulled off or inspired. As Ernst girds for yet another 
round of legal battles (attempts to close down his Website, 
to deport him to Germany, and to sue him on hollow 
charges), we encourage readers of SR to help this 
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courageous, tenacious and good-souled man to the best of 
their ability. . 

[A small contribution to Ernst Zuendel at 
Samisdat, 206 Carlton St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M5A 2L1; and your request for Power #216 (March 
15, 1997), will bring you a copy of this dynamic 
issue. ] 
• David Irving's latest volume, Nuremberg: The 

Last Battle has been published by Focal Point Publications. 
Irving's new book is based on a series of articles which 
were published in German as Nuernberg, die letzte 
Schlacht in 1979. Nuremberg is totally revised and brought 
up to date with the latest Revisionist discoveries. 

In a book which is sure to thrill Revisionists, Irving 
argues that crimes ofthe Nazi's were no greater than those 
committed by the Allies. Irving takes on the gas chamber 
story, the human soap story and the torture of the Nazi 
leadership in Allied captivity. After the relatively tame 
Goebbels, Irving has returned with a blockbuster. Irving 
calls the human soap story a "propaganda lie," and the 
Auschwitz gas chamber "a 

• 

fake." The origin of the Six 
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directories (we have 23 in all), our new provider records 
the infonuation. (A directory is a kind of computer-folder 
which contains infoIInation related to a specific topic.) We 
now know not only the total number of hits being 
registered at COOOHWeb, but we have a breakdown by 
topical area. This infoIInation is helpful to detennine 
which items are attracting attention and which areas of the 
site can perhaps stand a face-lift. 

The statistics reveal that for the first two-week period 
in March, the following directories / areas were our most 
popular: 

COOOH International - 2098 hits 
David Irving - 1826 hits 
Ernst Zuendel Mirror - 1655 hits 
Zionism, Stalinism and the Holocaust Story - 1530 hits 
NewsDesk - 1447 hits 
ThoughtCrimes Archive - 1256 hits 
Gas Chambers and Gas Vans - 1189 hits 
Inconvenient History - 925 hits 
War Crimes Trials - 712 hits 

Million is traced back to 1919. 
The affidavit of Rudolf Hoess is 
also dealt a death blow. This is a 
volume that no Revisionist 
should be without. (Richard 
Widmann.) 

A recent study showed that 92% of 
college students in the United States 
have access to personal computers. 
Would it be too much to surmise that the 

If these numbers were to 
remain constant, and not grow as 
we have every reason to expect they 
will, we would achieve some 
445,000 hits in the course of one 
year. These statistics demonstrate 
the unique outreach capabilities of 
the Internet. Unlike some 
Revisionist efforts, which might be 
criticized for "preaching to the 

[Hardcover, 377 pages, 
illustrated, $39.95 plus 
$4.00 postage. Available 
from: Institute for Historical 
Review, P.o. Box 2739, 
Newport Beach, CA 92659, 

renewed Campus Project's emphasis on 
advertising CODOHWeb is beginning to 
pay off with snowballing numbers of 
college students and faculty dropping 
in? choir," COOOHWeb takes the good 

news of Revisionism to new 
USA] 

INTERNET ROUNDUP: 
CODomVeb Gets the Truth Out 
Richard Widmann 

As mentioned in last month's issue of Smith's Report, 
COOOHWeb was forced to find a new on-line service 
provider when our old provider went out of business. The 
new provider offers better service and faster line-speeds, 
which enable more people to access our site with better 
response-time. Another benefit of the change has been that 
a wider anay of statistical data is now available. 

During the first two weeks with our new provider, 
COOOHWeb registered 17,092 hits! That is, 17,092 
documents on COOOHWeb were accessed by readers. 
That's an average of 1,220 documents per day! 

"Hits" is typical computer-lingo for designating the 
number of times a particular site or Webpage is accessed. 
Each time someone requests any of the COOOHWeb 

audiences all over the world 
A recent study showed that 92% of college students in 

the United States have access to personal computers. 
Would it be too much to surmise that the renewed Campus 
Project' s emphasis on advertising COOOHW eb is 
beginning to payoff with snowballing numbers of college 
students and faculty dropping in? 

Our incoming e-mail (COOOHmaiI@ao1.com) shows 
an overwhelming percentage of those who choose to write 
support our efforts. In recent weeks, we have seen mail 
coming in from allover Europe, including a number of 
Swiss who are looking for alternatives to the enforced guilt 
of the "Nazi Gold" story. 

The Internet gives over 60 million people access to 
COOOHWeb. Every day new people, in growing numbers, 
are discovering COOOHWeb and a treasure-trove of 
Revisionist truth. The future opportunities for 
COOOHWeb now seem boundless. 

• 
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Of Bomb Shelters and Bombshells: 
Auschwitz Crematoria 

One thing sure to strike new visitors to COOOHWeb -
even amid the general wealth of revisionist scholarship, the 
materials in eight foreign languages, the news, the 
commentary, the updates from the free speech front--is the 
extent to which COOOHWeb has become a bastion of 
informed, sophisticated technical evaluation and analysis 
of the central evidence for the Holocaust. 

This aspect of revisionism, more than anything else, 
may prove decisive for a new generation of students of 
scientific, engineering and other technical disciplines at 
colleges and universities targeted by our ads announcing 
CODOHWcb. 

A growing number of articles and studies accessible at 
COOOHWeb home in on a key component of the 
Holocaust allegation--whether or not the crematoria at 
Auschwitz were employed for mass murder by gassing. To 
date, revisionists such as Robert Faurisson, Arthur Butz, 
Gelmar Rudolf, Fritz Berg, Carlo Mattogno, Fred Leuchter 
and growing numbers more have devoted far more energy 
to gathering and studying the evidence for these claims 
than anybody else, perhaps with one exception the 
Frenchman, le. Pressac. 

These revisionists' careful weighings of the scientific, 
documentary evidence on hand are either posted, available 
through, or being posted to the COOOHWeb site. As for 
Pressac's labored efforts to show from Auschwitz ruins and 
blueprints that the crematoria plans or relics evince mass 
murder, none has studied his findings more carefully or 
respectfully than the revisionists. 

Justposted to COOOHWeb is a brilliant new study of 
the Auschwitz crematoria by a revisionist, a lengthy, well
researched article by Samuel Crowell who analyzes some 
three dozen supposed "criminal traces" of homicidal 
gassing Pressac claims to have unea...rt.hed in his study of 
the crematoria. Crowell, steeped in both the Auschwitz 
blueprints and the technical and commercial literature of 
Germany's air defense program, convincingly interprets 
the hardware and construction plans Pressac takes for 
evidence of mass murder as routine measures and 
equipment to make these places gas-tight bomb-shelters 
(S.O.P. in shelters from 1939 on throughout the war). 
Crowell 's "Technique and Operation of Gennan Anti-Gas 
Shelters in World War II: A Critique of lC. Pressac's 
"Criminal Traces" is the latest revisionist bombshell on 
Pressac's lonely efforts to give scientific sanction to the 
"Auschwitz lie." 

Also new on COOOHWeb is Andrew Allen's recent 
demolition of the claim that the Gelmans blew up the 
Auschwitz crematoria to hide the evidence of gassings. 
Allen, a distinguished attorney and activist for revisionism 
who has worked in the defense of such OSI victims as John 
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Demjanjuk and Martin Bartesch, and who successfully 
sued the Simon Wiesenthal Center and other defendants 
for canceling a Holocaust revisionist free speech exhibit in 
California, supplies an infor med and reasoned answer to 
that particular crematoria question: the Gennans weren't 
much concerned with the rooms alleged to house the gas 
chambers. They were very much concerned with destroying 
what evidence they could for the crematory ovens. Why? 
When the Soviets captured Majdanek they made the 
powerfully effective propaganda charge that the crematoria 
were used by the Gennans as a weapon for mass killings. 
This is why in many instances the Gennans, retreating 

from one camp after another, tried to destroy the 
crematoria but oftentimes--Auschwitz and Birkenau being 
the most obvious examples--Ieft the "gas chambers" 
largely intact. 

Very technical to be sure but this is certainly the 
murder case of the century and we revisionists, at last, are 
giving the evidence the attention it deserves. There's 
obvious interest here for collegians, particularly from the 
scientific and technical disciplines and schools, whose 
students are more prone to disdain extellninationist 
arguments from emotion and authority in favor of 
revisionist arg'.1ments from reason and evidence. 

The Tinbergen Archives-a select 
catalog 

Would you like to own authenticated photocopies of 
actual historical documents--ferreted out by revisionist 
researcher Cal Tinbergen from the U.S. Archives, from 
Israeli archives, and from other authoritative sources 
around the world--that put the lie to the official versions of 
the "Russian" revolution; the U.S. Army "liberation" of 
Dachau; the "spontaneity" of postwar Gellnan confessions; 
and--in the separate testimony of Polish chemists and the 
wartime Zionist leader of Hungary--the existence of 
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz? If you would, then 
we've got the catalogue for you! 

These aren't revisionist essays or arguments. Each one 
is a document from an impeccable Establishment source, 
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whether U.S. Ambassador William Bullitt on the Jewish 
presence in Stalin's regime; the U.S. State Department on 
the need to suppress evidence of Jewish involvement in the 
Red revolution; British historian Hugh Trevor-Roper in an 
exclusive interview on the wacky gas chamber testimony of 
Kurt Gerstein; long-suppressed U.S. Army footage of the 
capture of Dachau; Hungarian Zionist leader Rudolf 
Kastner's electrifying postwar testimony in Israel about 
Auschwitz; the studiously overlooked (by 
Extemunationists!) 1995 Cracow Forensic Institute report 
on the Auschwitz gas chambers; and more! 

If you're hungry for historical truth, newly liberated 
from the archives of the enemy, call, write or fax me your 
address and I'll get the 4-page Tinbergen Catalogue to you 
or a friend (I'll need his address) pronto. 

Revisionisiii to the }vorld! 
Porter & the German Court. Germany seeks to extend 

its internal suppression of free inquiry beyond its national 
borders. Carlos Porter isn't having it. Includes translations 
of "The Order of Punishment" by Judge Zeilinger; Porter' s 
full , dramatic "Response" to the ruling; a courageous open 
letter of support from Danish Ph.D. Christian Lindtner, 
"Gerillany Violates the Freedom of Expression." 

Now includes the subpoena from the German court and 
Porter' s remarkably direct defiance of it. 

15pp. $10 

First full-text English translation of Heinrich 
Himmler's important Posen speech 

No wartime speech on German policy toward the Jews 
is as controversial as the one Heinrich Himmler, 
commandant of the SS, delivered at Posen in eastern 
Germany (now western Poland) on October 4, 1943. 
Extenninationists have extracted sentences (in often 
questionable renderings of the German) to prove Himmler 
was discussing the "Holocaust" policy in secret conclave 
with top Nazi leaders; meanwhile, revisionist scholars 
have differed on the significance and even the authenticity 
of the Himmler speech' s "Jewish" passages. 

Now, for the first time, you can decide for yourself, 
thanks to professional translator and revisionist scholar 
Carlos Porter's English translation of the full text of the 
1l3-page transcript ofHimmler' s speech. Himmler' s 4 
October 1943 address at Posen is a fascinating document 
that must be confronted, and is well worth the effort. 
Order your copy today. 38pp. Spiral bound $25 

The Founding Myths of Israeli Politics. Roger 
Garaudy. The book which caused an uproar in France by 
confronting Zionism and the Jewish Holocaust story head
on. Includes an introduction, and a 19-section addendum. 

l31pp. Spiral-bound .$35 
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THE AD. This is the one that has them worried. 
Not a stand-alone, but backed up by CODOHWeb, our high 
tech link on the World Wide Web, where more than 1,200 
documents are being accessed day after day by people 

THE 
HOLOCAUST 

CONTROVERSY 
Ignore the Thought Police. 

Read the evidence. 
Judge for yourself. 

WWW.CODOH.COM 
brsmith@lightspeed.net 

from all over the world. Nothing you can do, for the cost of 
this ad, will produce as much access to revisionist 
scholarship. It costs $40 to $140 per month to run it one 
time each week for four weeks, depending on the paper in 
which it appears. This is the one. Help me run it. 

Thanks, and best wishes! 

Bradley R Smith 
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Lipstadt unleashed against 
CODOH, but loses New York 
University Citadel to Campus 
Project 

Last month's issue of SR reported on the 
mobilization of Hillel, the national Jewish organization for 
students, and the Anti-Defamation League, America's 
most successful censorship organ, against the Committee 
for Open Debate of the Holocaust's latest campus 
campaign, which has succeeded in alerting hundreds of 
thousands of college students and professors to the 
abundance of Holocaust revisionist materials on COOOH's 
site on the World Wide Web. 

Now Professor Deborah Lipstadt of Emory University 
(Atlanta, GA), who has the dubious honor of being 
America's leading academic expert in the gingerly task of 
simultaneously refuting the "Holocaust deniers" while 
denying them their say, has been trundled out of her 
comparative isolation far below the Mason-Dixon line--for 
COOOH is on the attack--in New York City! 

On April 14 Today, the student newspaper at St. John's 
University. on Long Island, New York, ran a front-page 
story headed "History on Trial: Holocaust Gets Revisionist 
Treatment." The student reporter, Philip Sean Curran, 
after smearing Professor Arthur Butz (The Hoax of the 
Twentieth Century) and bad-mouthing the Institute for 
Historical Review, went on to report: "Bradley R. Smith is 
America's most notorious Holocaust revisionist. From a 
privately financed California office, he dispatches 
transmissions on the Internet and advertisements to college 
newspapers. " 

Curran invoked as his authorities--mark well--Professor 
Lipstadt; Jeffrey Ross, who runs the ADL's national 
department of campus affairs; Dennis B. Klein, currently 
an associate professor of history at Kean College and the 
founding director of the Holocaust Center for the ADL; Dr . 
Frank Brady, a professor of communications at St. John's 
(who actually serves as managing editor of this "student 
newspaper"); and Alan Brinkley, professor of history at 
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Columbia University--each of this impressive line-up of 
quasi-academic, thought-control gargoyles assuring Curran 
that revisionist theory is wrong about everything, that all 
revisionists are closet totalitarians, that they themselves 
have the real skinny on the Holocaust story and that 
revisionist theory is not only not needed but very much in 
the way of a better life for the human species as a whole. 
Evidently their printed wisdom wasn't strong enough 
medicine. 

As the April 25 issue of the New York City Jewish 
Press tells us, Deborah Lipstadt traveled to Queens 
College, the New York City alma mater of comedian Jerry 
Seinfeld, to warn against the blandishments of intellectual 
freedom on the Holocaust question as offered by COOOH's 
Campus Project ads. The stem-faced Holocaustomaniac 
yenta-in-chief scolded an all-day conference sponsored by 
the coll~ge, reminding it of a Jewish Queens College 
newspaper editor who, in 1994, ran COOOH's ad 
challenging the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum to 
provide one proof that gassing chambers had been used in 
one German camp anywhere as part of a program of 
genocide. 

According to the hyper-orthodox Press Lipstadt, a 
graduate of New York's famed City College, stated that "a 
Holocaust denier has no place on the campus of a 
university. Since students at a university attend classes for 
a limited time, it is the university's job to filter out the 
absolute untruths spewed by [revisionists]." (The Press's 
resident Talmud experts were doubtless shaking their 
heads over the less than forceful reasoning here.) 
Completing her signature shtick, La Lipstadt went on to 
warn that "at the same time, one must take the threat 
[revisionists] pose seriously." 

One wonders why revisionist theory, led by a small but 
doughty band of European and North American 
researchers and writers, who produce only "absolute 
untruths," would need to be taken seriously by academics. 
The answer is simple: students who "ignore the thought 
police, read the evidence, and judge for themselves" (to 
brazenly quote myself in the ad that has run in more than a 
dozen college newspapers this academic year) may come to 

Continued on page 3 
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conclusions about the Holocaust story that are 
diametrically opposed to those of the Deborah Lipstadts. 

Alas for the efforts of Professor Lipstadt, Hillel, and 
ADL--at the very time when Deborah was haranguing her 
Queens College audience, New York University's 
Washington Square News was already running COOOH's 
advertisement announcing the address of COOOHWeb and 
inviting NYU students to judge revisionist theory for 
themselves. 

I'm so pleased with having the ad running at NYU that 
I want to tell you how its student paper is distributed. To 
begin with, NYU is the largest private university in the 
United States, with more that 47,000 students attending its 
13 schools, colleges and divisions spread through 
Manhattan. Additionally, there are more than 15,000 
faculty and staff at the university. The paper is distributed 
to more than 80 locations around New York City, 
including: The Washington Square Center School of Law, 
the School of Social Work, the College of Arts and 
Science, the School of Continuing Education, the Graduate 
School of Arts and Science, the Courant Institute of 
Mathematical Sciences, and the Robert F. Wagner 
Graduate School of Public Service--among others. At the 
New York University Medical Center the paper is 
distributed daily to the School of Medicine, the Leonard N. 
Stem School of Business and the New York University 
Midtown Center. And then it goes to residential housing, 
home away from home for 7,000 undergraduate, graduate 
and professional students. 

In a word, the censorship bund' s efforts to keep 
COOOH out of New York is failing; and Debby' s gig as a 
homecoming queen in Queens was a flop. 

Meanwhile, COOOH was carrying the fight to Georgia. 
As it turns out, Professor Lipstadt came very close to 
suffering the indignity of seeing our ad run at her place of 
employment, Emory University in Atlanta. The ad was 
accepted by the general manager of The Wheel, but the day 
before it was to run, for the first time, someone on the staff 
went to the site and the ad was pulled. Why? 

COOOH volunteer Albert Doyle talked to Kimberly 
Freeman, the Wheel editor, and she "explained" that the 
general manager is from India or some other South Asian 
land and that when he accepted the ad he thought it was all 
right because he where he comes from freedom of 
expression is considered a good. He didn't realize that in 
America freedom of expression is a sometime thing, thanks 
to the Deborah Lipstadts. Freeman explained to Doyle that 
the Wheel has "a policy of not publishing revisionist ads." 
When he asked her for the wording of the policy she 
changed her story and said that the Wheel has a 
"precedent" for not publishing " Smith' s ads." The 
precedent is that a couple years ago the Wheel had refused 
to print our ad challenging the U.S. Holocaust Memorial 
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Museum. Doyle asked her if the Wheel staff had found 
anything "objectionable" on the site and she said they had 
not. They had simply followed "precedent." 

Meanwhile, the Georgia State Signal continues to run 
our advertisement at its Atlanta campus, in Deborah 
Lipstadt' s own backyard. Maybe this is why she appears to 
be in such bad humor lately. Signal editor Tom Lassiter 
infOt illS me that the Signal has run no further letters or 
articles complaining about the COOOH ad Maybe the 
censors have decided to wait this one out rather than make 
a cause celebre over it. That's one of the differences a 
strong editor can make. 

Meanwhile, during the 50 days previous to Lipstadt' s 
appearance at Queens College, revisionist documents 
published on COOOHWeb had been accessed 67,000-plus 
times! As I reflect on Deborah traveling around the country 
calling for the suppression of revisionist theory, and 
getting a hearing (let's face it) wherever she appears, I tell 
myself-that's okay. The Lipstadts do what they do, I do 
what I do, and the men and women all over the world who 
joined together in accessing COOOHWeb documents 
67,000 times over the last seven weeks alone--they do what 
they do. They're going to continue doing it, they' re going 
to tell their friends and neighbors, and they are all going to 
understand that they are on the side of intellectual freedom, 
on the side of light and against darkness. 

CODOH CONSIDERS 
$50,~OO OFFER 

A COOOH benefactor is willing to offer $50,000 
to one individual who perfOt illS a certain valuable 
achievement to promote COOOH and revisionism in 
national media. Our benefactor has suggested a specific 
(and very challenging) achievement to be accomplished in 
order to receive the $50,000, but has agreed to consider 
your input on whether such an offer, conceptually, is a 
good idea. 

There is nothing to prove or disprove in connection 
with this offer. If any one individual is able to accomplish 
the very simple (yet unheard of in national media) 
achievement we ask, our benefactor will be more than 
happy to confer the $50,000 on that person (and our legal 
advisers are confident the Offer will stand muster!). 

The offer is meant to promote a ~or publicity 
breakthrough for Holocaust revisionism and for COOOH. 
The offer has a strong potential to place COOOH in a 
position to confront the issue of effective--not statutory-
censorship of revisionist scholarship, including the 
celluloid curtain, the electronic smotherout and the 
woodpulp and ink blackout that rules from New York to 
Hollywood while Holocaust propaganda blares unchecked 
and unchallenged across the land--facilitated by such 
examples of corporate corruption as Ford Motor Co. giving 
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a "free ride" to the deceitful and odious Schindler's List 
earlier this year. 

Please read and consider carefully the enclosed version 
of the $50,000 reward offer, as suggested by our 
benefactor. Your input is important--so don't hesitate to 
share (in writing, please) your ideas, comments, and 
suggestions--pro or con. 

Department of Defense targets 
CODOH and the Campus Project. 

We recently received a copy of a published report 
titled Holocaust Revisionism, in which both COOOH and 
its director, yours truly, figure prominently. Neither that, 
nor the fact that the document relies heavily on stock ADL 
"anti-anti-Semitic" boilerplate, nor the circumstance that 
its text is extraordinarily banal, would by itself merit 
treating Holocaust Revisionism 
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persecuted elsewhere--in short, in telms of what has long 
been thought to be the very idea of a university--student 
journalists at scores of American universities, often in the 
face of hectoring from university administrators and 
powerful off-campus Jewish pressure groups (just 
exercising their First Amendment rights, don'tcha know?), 
stood up for intellectual freedom and ran COOOH's ad 
Not, please note, out of subservience to the First 
Amendment. And, by the way, they're still at it! 

It must be said that author Huerta labors to be fair, 
within his limited purview. For all that, his "report" is 
nothing more than a catalogue of revisionists and their 
imagined activities and points of view, with the unfailing 
observation in each case that revisionist findings are 
unscholarly and have been refuted elsewhere. For the 
padre, the bedrock truths of the Holocaust, despite his rote 
bows to the "scholarly" methods (never elucidated) of such 

Extelminationist kingpins as Raul 

separately here. 
What distinguishes Holocaust 

Revisionism is that it was issued 
under the aegis of something called 
the "Defense Equal Opportunity 
Management Institute." Though you 
may not have heard of "DEOMI" (as 
the inevitable acronym goes), any tax 
payments you may have made 
recently are helping support it, since 
it is the offspring of the U.S. 
Department of Defense. Furthelmore, 
Holocaust Revisionism intends to 
influence morale within our military 
forces: distribution of this pamphlet 
is advocated to the aImed forces' 

Though you may not have heard of 
"DEOMl" (as the inevitable acronym 
goes), any tax payments you may have 
made recently are helping support it, 
since it is the offspring of the Us. 
Department of Defense. 

Hilberg, seem to exist in a 
netherworld of belief and obedience, 
hovering somewhere between the 
articles of Revelation and the U.S. 
Army's General Orders. 

Cpt. Huerta's affectation of the 
surface pieties of intellectual 
openness vanish on his pamphlet's 
last page, however, where one reads 
that: 

Furthermore. Holocaust Revision-
ism intends to influence morale within 
our military forces: distribution of this 
pamphlet is advocated to the armed 
forces' "equal opportunity'? personnel 
as well as to "selected senior officials 
to aid them in their duties " (p. i). 

A successful fighting force is 
a cohesive one, one where all 
members have respect for each 
other's diversity and dignity. 
Holocaust revisionism has the 

"equal opportunity" personnel as well as to "selected senior 
officials to aid them in their duties" (p. i). 

The writing of Holocaust Revisionism's author, 
Captain Carlos Huerta, a U.S. Army chaplain, is oddly 
sourced (he often references his own journalistic mish
mashes of revisionist ideas rather than the original 
revisionist text); and replete with distortions and 
misstatements of fact. To take a salient instance of Captain 
Huerta's fumblings with the way things really were, he 
writes regarding COOOH's Campus Project 
advertisements: "In all cases where the ad was run, the 
deciding factor in the students' minds was the need to 
support the First Amendment" (p. 9). It may be that the 
inspiration for this nonsense was the ineffable Alan 
Dershowitz, since the "Dersh" surfaces a sentence later as 
the source of the opinion that "the decision to run or not to 
run the advertisement is not a First Amendment issue." 

Whether that is true or not, in the strictly lawyerly 
sense in which Professor Dershowitz chooses to treat it, the 
fact remains that in the larger sense of liberality, 
intellectual maturity, openness to ideas suppressed or 

potential to destroy that 
respect... Holocaust revisionism is a real force, such as 
racism, hatred, or discrimination, that must be dealt 
with. Not to deal with it is not to give our members in 
unifonn the support that they need to defend this 
Nation. (p. 12) 

Huerta's call to replace First Amendment freedoms for 
servicemen and women with rote allegiance to the moldy 
propaganda falsehoods of another war, ended over half a 
century ago, isn't Department of Defense policy--just yet. 
Latter-day descendants of Roy Cohn and David Schine, 
who pestered military librarians in search of Marxist 
literature to the titillation of liberals in the early 1950' s, 
aren't on the job searching for revisionist books (to 
corresponding hosannas)--just yet. But we thank Cpt. 
Huerta for putting us on the alert. 

[Our researcher did not discover until deadline 
that the "padre" is a "rabbi. " It's interesting to 
consider the fact that--it doesn't matter!] 
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Hans Schmidt's dramatic account 
of his incarceration in 

INTERNET ROUNDUP 
Net revisionists tour U.S. 
Holocaust Memorial Museum 
Richard Widmann 

"democratic" Germany 
Hans Schmidt has just published a memoir of his 

1995 incarceration by the German thought-police, Jailed in 
'Democratic' Germany: The Ordeal of an American 
Writer. As many SR readers will remember, Schmidt was 
grabbed by German thought police while returning home 
from Germany in the summer of 1995. The 68-year-old 
writer was arrested and imprisoned in a fortress-like prison 
at Buetzow. It would be months before Schmidt managed 
to return to his home in Florida. 

What was Schmidt's "crime?" This daring German 
nationalist dared to criticize the current regime running 
Germany in a publication written in the United States. 
Readers of this volume will learn, as did Schmidt, that the 
U.S. State Department does not protest the imprisonment 
of its citizens for certain politically incorrect ideas. 

In past columns I have discussed many of the 
values that the Internet affords revisionism. One of the 
greatest advantages, however, is one that I have not yet 
mentioned, that is, "networking." Through use of 
electronic-mail (email) revisionists have been able to 
communicate faster and more efficiently. This has been of 
great importance in emergency situations, e.g. the close
down without notice of COOOHWeb on July 4, 1996. In a 
matter of hours, revisionists and those sympathetic to 
revisionism were alerted, by email, to this act of 
censorship. There is virtually no cost to sending such 
communications, as most on-line providers charge flat 
monthly charges. 

Another great benefit of email is that revisionists can 
Schmidt's volume assails human rights abuses share ideas, pose questions, and make suggestions to other 

practiced today in Germany, 
as well as attacks on our own 
rights to freedom of speech 
and expression. In return for 
this service, Jailed in 
'Democratic' Germany is 
already prohibited in 
Germany. This forthright 
documentation of Schmidt's 
Orwellian ordeal should 
awaken patriots around the 
globe. This volume is 
recommended for all 
interested in totalitarian 
injustice and the case for 
revisionism. (Richard 
Widmann) 

[Softcover, 490 pages, 
$19.50 plus $3.50 postage. 

Available from: Hans 
Schmidt, PO Box 11124, 
Pensacola, FL 32524 USA} 

The Founding Myths of 
Israeli Politics. Roger 
Garaudy. The book which 
caused an uproar in France 
by confronting Zionism and 
the Jewish Holocaust story 
head-on. Includes an 
introduction, and a 19-
section addendum. 

131pp. 

Smith and Smith on the U.S. 
Holocaust Memorial Museum 

No, it's not the Three Tenors-it's the Two 
Smiths, Bradley and Hans (all right, Schmidt). Like 
Richard Widmann and Fred Toben, Hans and I toured 
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum the month it 
opened, and afterwards I interviewed Hans on video. In 
exchange for your contribution I ",ill 'send you this 
infOllllative video discussion "in concert," fresh from that 
tour. Gelman WWII veteran Schmidt (see the review of 
his book on his recent incarceration for 
revisionist heresy in Germany in this issue) and I discuss 
the Museum's Holocaust cultism and anti-German, anti
Christian agenda--financed by your tax dollars--and set 
the historical record straight on individual lies, 
distortions and omissions of the exhibition. 

In addition to being able to view this exchange, your 
contribution will help fund COOOH's to blast the 
hoaxery and obscurantism the Museum fosters and to 
clear the heads ofthe students and tourists who swarm to 
this pricey propaganda pit on the Potomac every spring. 
Help us--and help yourself to an amusing and 
infOlmative critique of this taxpayer-funded, Bill 
Clinton-dedicated, Zionist-boosting monstrosity! 

In addition, when I ship the "Smith on Smith" video, 
I'll include the double issue (#s 15 and 16) of Smith's 
Report, which includes my account of my own tour 
through the Museum the day before I interviewed Hans, 
and during which I got something of a surprise. 

Video (one hour) (Includes issue #15 & 16 of 
Smith's Report) Suggested contribution $40 

revisionists. In many cases, 
long-distance friendships are 
established. There is a sense 
of camaraderie as people of 
similar outlook can work 
together and share ideas. On 
certain occasions these email 
friendships can be realized 
in person, when email "pen 
pals" travel to foreign lands. 

Such a situation occurred 
recently as Dr. Fredrick 
Toben, founder of the 
Adelaide (Australia) 
Institute, set out on a journey 
to meet with revisionists in 
America and Europe and 
take a first-hand look at sites 
of interest to revisionists 
here and in Europe. Dr. 
Toben is not a mere 
sightseer, but has established 
a very useful and attractive 
website on the Internet at: 
http://www.adam.com.aU/-fr 
edadin/adins.htrnl. He also 
publishes a newsletter which 
is available for a 
contribution (Adelaide 
Institute PO Box 3300 
Norwood 5067 Australia). 

I was very happy to meet 
Dr. Toben face to face after 
exchanging numerous 
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em ails with him over the past year or so. Toben, who has a 
Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of Stuttgart, is a 
friendly fellow with a superb intellect. We met in 
Washington D.C. and set out to get a first-hand look at the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM). 
This would be the first (and I daresay the last) visit that 
either of us would make to the Museum. Although we had 
both read numerous accounts of the Museum's contents, 
we agreed that it was our responsibility as fair-minded 
students of the "Holocaust" to see what is being displayed 
as evidence of the traditional story. 

Upon our arrival at the USHMM we were confronted by 
lines and a large number of people milling around the 
entrance to the museum. Dr. Toben decided not to beat 
around the bush; he walked up to two guards and 
requested to be taken to see Michael Berenbaum, the 
museum's director. To our surprise, one of the guards 
replied, "Berenbaum doesn't work here any more. He left 
about four months ago. He went to Los Angeles to work 
for Spielberg." Quite surprised by this response, we 
entered the museum and went to the infOlmation desk 
where Dr. Toben once again requested to see Berenbaum. 
The story was confirmed! We were told that Berenbaum 
went to work for the Shoah project with Steven Spielberg. 
He had moved about a month prior to our visit. After 
seeing this drab museum first hand, I can understand why 
Berenbaum chose the bright lights of Hollywood. 

In order to get to the main exhibits in the USHMM, one 
must obtain a ticket (tickets are free for visitors they are 
paid for up front by the American taxpayers.) Due to the 
crowds, our tickets would require us to wait for nearly 
three hours before entering. We walked around the small 
exhibit which is provided for those who are waiting. The 
"waiting room" exhibit is mainly comprised of a short film 
called Daniel's Story. This is a melodramatic affair made 
to soften up those who are not sure what they are getting 
into. With little left to do while waiting for our official 
entry time, we wandered into the gift shop. Here visitors 
can purchase a book-length version of Daniel's Story, as 
well as the Maus "Holocaust" comics (for the dads), a 
Theresienstadt Cookbook (for the moms), and Hitler Stole 
Pink Rabbit (for the kiddies). 

After exhausting the usefulness of the gift shop, we 
found that we still had a two-hour wait before our official 
entry would be allowed. Dr. Toben once again took the 
lead: approached the entry guard and explained that he 
was visiting from Australia and that our time for touring 
the museum was limited. The guard shoved Dr. Toben 
through the entry and allowed me to follow. Perhaps 
feeling guilty by this transgression of the rules he shouted 
after us, "Remember, I said no!" Perhaps he just wanted to 
cover himself. COOOH and Adelaide Institute thank this 
kind guard for extending us such "special treatment." 

Prior to entering a dismal elevator, the tourists are 
given special "identification cards" which are supposed to 
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make you identifY with the fate of someone who "lived 
during the Holocaust." My ill card shows Abraham 
Bergman. Bergman spent time in Budzyn, Majdanek, 
Auschwitz, Oranienburg and Flossenbuerg. According to 
the ill card, "After the war Abraham lived in Bavaria for 
three years. He emigrated to Canada in 1949 and then 
moved to the United States in 1959." Well, so far I 
couldn't argue with anything that I had seen at the 
USHMM. This ill card seemed plausible to me. 

The short elevator ride drops you off on the 4th floor of 
the museum. Here visitors must work their way down 
through a labyrinth of stairs and corridors. Dr. Toben and I 
viewed with awe such amazing sights as a milk can from 
the Warsaw ghetto, bricks from the Warsaw ghetto, and 
even a sewing machine. At this point, we were really 
anxious to see some solid evidence--of something. We 
wandered down to the Final Solution floor. Here some 
bunk beds are on exlnbit. Still, we weren't convinced that 
we had seen proof that millions of Jews had been gassed. 

Finally we came to a replica of a model of the Birkenau 
"gas'chamber." The original model is at the Auschwitz 
museum. It was built based on the descriptions from 
survivor testimony. This fairly large replica of the original 
model has numerous figures in it (each about 6 inches tall). 
Up on top of the "gas chamber" an SS man is seen pouring 
Zyklon through one of 4 roof openings. The Zyklon 
apparently drops down into hollow columns which are 
protected with screening to prevent the inmates from 
getting to it. In fact, on-site examinations of Birkenau have 
long ago shattered this myth of hollow columns. 

Next we arrived at the grand finale of the museum, its 
one piece of "proof' for mass gassings, the "gas chamber" 
exhibit. This consists of a replica of door which still exists 
at the camp at Majdanek. In 1989 Jean-Claude Pressac, 
the most painstaking exterminationist student of the 
crematoria, explained very patiently that this was a door to 
a delousing installation, not a homicidal gas chamber. 

After the Final Solution floor, tourists wander to a 
"sacred" area. An "eternal" flame bums in a rotunda 
encircled by Biblical quotations and the names of various 
concentration camps. Upon leaving the exhibit area, one is 
confronted with the seal of the United States of America, 
just in case we have forgotten where we were. Quotes by 
famous Americans also abound on the walls. I have not yet 
determined how that great American seer, George 
Washington, was able to comment on the Holocaust. 

After finishing a tour of the USHMM one is delighted 
to be able to return to a world of reality and to breathe 
some fresh air. 

I shared a lovely evening with Dr. Toben and some 
friends and then it was time to say good-bye. As I began to 
drive off I could see Dr. Toben smiling and waving 
farewell. I reflected on how the Internet had made this day 
possible. I also pondered the fate of Professor Michael 
Berenbaum, who was off to find fame in the make-believe 
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land of Steven Spielberg and Hollywood while Dr. Toben 
was setting off to find truth at Auschwitz itself. 

LETTERS continued from page 2 

about how the Che Guevaras always prefer killing the poor 
and the powerless rather than the rich and powerful. 

I asked this fellow how he happened to get to 
CODOHWeb ifhe knew nothing about it. I imagined he 
got rather a surprise before he left it. But when I learned 
how he got there, I had my own surprise. 

Just looking for info on Ernesto ''Che'' Guevara[he 
wrote], so did an Internet search and came across your 
story. 

The Tinbergen Archives--a select 
catalog 

Would you like to own authenticated photocopies 
of actual historical documents--ferreted out by revisionist 
researcher Cal Tinbergen from the U.S. Archives, from 
Israeli archives, and from other authoritative sources 
around the world? These are not revisionist essays or 
arguments. Each one is a document from an impeccable 
Establishment source, whether U.S. Ambassador William 
Bullitt on the Jewish presence in Stalin's regime; the U.S. 
State Department on the need to suppress evidence of 
Jewish involvement in the Red revolution; British historian 
Hugh Trevor-Roper in an exclusive interview on the wacky 
gas chamber testimony of Kurt Gerstein; long-suppressed 
U.S. Army footage of the capture ofDachau; Hungarian 
Zionist leader Rudolf Kastner's electrifying postwar 
testimony in Israel about Auschwitz; the studiously 
overlooked (by Exterminationists!) 1995 Cracow Forensic 
Institute report on the Auschwitz gas chambers; and more! 

If you're hungry for historical truth, newly liberated 
from the archives of the enemy, call, write or fax me your 
address and I'll get the 4-page (FREE) Tinbergen 
Catalogue to you or a friend (I'll need his address) pronto. 

CODOHW eb adds revisionist, free 
speech materials--including an 
important new language 

New postings to COOOH's site on the World 
Wide Web during the month of April demonstrate the 
growing breadth of COOOHWeb's outreach, as well as 
COOOH's intensifying challenge, in defiance of new 
German government threats to freedom on the Internet, to 
the Holocaust myth and the repression of free inquiry that 
reign in Germany. 

, 
" \'; 
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COOOHWeb is proud to announce the acquisition of its 
first Arabic-language capabilities through linkage 
accomplished on April 17ili to Radio Islam, ex-Moroccan 
army officer Achmed Rami's unique Holocaust revisionist 
and Islamist site in Sweden. COOOHWeb now boasts 
revisionist and Islamic material, including the Koran, in 
Arabic and English, an unmatched combination for a 
possible audience of over 200 million speakers with, shall 
we say, a high potential for receptiveness to revisionism, in 
North Africa and Southwest Asia. 

Earlier in April, COOOHWeb posted an appeal on 
behalf of the Palestinians of East Jerusalem, who are 
subject to an on-going, insidious campaign of deportation 
by Israeli authorities. The appeal was originally published 
on behalf of two Israeli human rights groups, B'Tselem 
and Hamoked. 

Meanwhile, the index to COOOHWeb's page entitled 
"The Tangled Web: Zionism, Stalinism, and the Holocaust 
Story," which includes important articles on the 
sensational (to the uninitiated) links between Communism, 
Zionism, and Nazism, by such important authors as Lenni 
Brenner ("Zionism in the Age of the Dictators A Re
Appraisal"), Winston Churchill ("A Struggle for the Soul 
of the Jewish People"), James 1. Martin (The Pro-Red 
Orchestra Starts Tuning Up in the USA, 1941), and Gore 
Vidal (Foreword to Israel Shahak's Jewish History, Jewish 
Religion) was reworked to split its growing listings into 
pre- and post-WWll materials. "The Tangled Web" has 
been recently updated with new articles by Richard 
Widmann ("The 'Haavara Agreement''') and Roger 
Garaudy's The Founding Myths of Israeli Politics, oft
commented in the pages of SR over the past year. 

The Website's already strong German-language focus 
on the revisionist scholarship of the Holocaust and 
government repression of dissident researchers in this field 
was shalpened by the addition of the booklet-length 
consideration of the hounding of Max Planck lnstitut 
chemist Germar Rudolf for his impeccable (and 
unmatched) report on the results of his chemical 
investigation of the alleged gas chambers of Auschwitz; an 
account of the court -ordered burning of the most 
comprehensive and up-to-date statement of Holocaust 
revisionism, Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte (Foundations 
of Contemporary History), which Rudolf edited; historian 
Dr. Joachim Hofflllann's affidavit in testimony to the 
scholarly character of Grundlagen; as well as new 
materials in English, including Carlos Porter's response 
(see SR 40) to his subpoena for violating Germany's taboo 
against questioning the Holocaust. 

When one considers that the above listing encompasses 
fewer than half of the new postings to COOOHWeb this 
April, that of course being merely a small fraction of the 
materials currently available, world-wide, from the site; 
and when one recalls that this material can at present be 
not merely viewed on computer screens but "downloaded," 
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stored, accessed, printed and disseminated at leisure (or in 
haste, as the case may be), one is almost tempted to feel a 
wee bit of pity for the censors and the thought-controllers. 
We don't, though. 

[Your dollars help sustain CODOHWeb and its 
growing audience, from occupied Berlin to occupied 
East Jerusalem. Please give what you can; your 
donation will earn you one or more of the above 
specified items, within reason ($2 will not get you the 
entire Koran in Arabic!)] 

. . 

• 

Can this be it? A final solution to 
the Final Solution? 

Last month's SR gave a brief description of 
Samuel Crowell's brilliant "Technique and Operation of 
the German Anti-Gas Shelters in World War II: A 
Refutation of lC. Pressac's 'Criminal Traces,'" as it was 
newly posted to COOOH's WWW site, COOOHWeb. Now 
you can read and savor this breakthrough article, in its hot
off-the-computer updated version. 

Yes, we're requesting a sizable donation. But when 
you've finished this meticulously researched, clearly 
written demystification of many of the last remaining 
mysteries of the enigmatic, still vaguely sinister ruins at 
Auschwitz-Birkenau, you'll agree that Crowell's piece 
dispels virtually all remaining doubts as to whether these 
crematoria were designed, or even modified, for mass 
gassing--the very core of the Holocaust myth now inflicted 
on Germany, America, and the world. 

Why? In a nutshell, because Crowell marshals, using 
German technical and commercial literature, 
overwhelming evidence that the "criminal traces" that the 
extenninationists' leading expert on the crematoria, 
Frenchman lC. Pressac, claims to have discovered in 
words, illustrations and hardware relating to the 
crematoria, are in fact standard terminology and fittings 
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for sealing bomb shelters from gas--from without! --rather 
than sealing "gas chambers" to keep gas within. 

Our illustration--from Crowell's text --is just one of half 
a dozen substantiating his thesis. Do you remember those 
doors with the special peepholes so that--according to one 
of the viler Holocaust lies--Nazi sadists could peer in and 
gloat as they observed their victims' death throes? Well, 
here it is as a standard item on a bomb shelter--as depicted 
in a prewar(J) advertisement (the peephole was to allow air 
wardens to inspect the safety and needs of those in the 
shelter). 

Multiply this times two or three dozen more specific, 
devastating explanations of what Pressac (and his 
followers) think is evidence for Gelman mass murder at 
Auschwitz, add Crowell's lucid explanation of the aerial 
gas-warfare fears that made such measures standard in 
Ger man bomb shelters, either primary or makeshift (like 
the Birkenau crematoria), and you've got, well--a final 
solution to the final Solution! 

33pp. (aprox 20,000 words). Spiral bound. 
Plastic covers. Contribution $25 

Your contribution helps us put and maintain this 
article-and many more like it on CODOHWeb; to 
advertise these to college and university students; and 
to accomplish everything possible in the time to come. 

< 
Bradley R. Smith 
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CODOH strikes on campuses from 
New York City to Sacramento ., 

Harvey Taylor, ex-U.S. Navy pilot and a retired 
commercial pilot for United Airlines, is a friend of 
COOOH and a well-known Sacramento-area revisionist 
activist. Harvey had been a little annoyed back in March 
when The Hornet agreed to run our ad announcing the 
Internet address of COOOHWeb, then reneged on its 
contract. Last week Harvey called to report that the 
conspiracy to promote open debate on the Holocaust 
controversy struck at California State University at 

June 1997 

was a productive three days. I handed out dozens of the 
flyer. One young fellow asked me if I was a Nazi. The 
students have been taught that anyone who deviates from 
the Holocaust line is a Nazi. You can't blame the kids. 
When a student asks me that one 1 answer real sincere, like 
I'm kind of shocked: Why, no. I'm not a Nazi. Areyou? 

"Another fellow ambled up and allowed as how his 
grandfather had been shot at Auschwitz! But are you sure 
he was shot?, 1 asked. How do you know? How do you 
know he wasn't gassed? Have you seen his death 
certificate? What was his name? His number, his home 
address? His date of death?" 

"All, Harvey. Those questions make people tense." 
Sacramento on 14,15 and 20 May. "He didn't want to talk about it. 1 have a sneaking 

r.============:::::oJ suspicion some of these people are, Harvey had a sign 
professionally painted on poster 
board (let's do it right, eh?) 
replicating what has become the 
COOOH trademark advertisement 
(see insert), then set himself up for 
business in front of the campus 
library. He hung his sign, which was 
real1y a big advertisement for 
COOOHWeb, from the limb of a 
nea1by tree so that he was fiee to 
move around and pass out our 
leaflet, "The Holocaust Controversy: 
the Case for Open Debate." 

The 
HOLOCAUST 

CONTROVERSY 

shall we say, mistaken about the fate of 
their relatives. I don't doubt their 
honesty, not for a minute, but if they're 
going to use these stories, I want to 
know the details. 

Ignore the Thought Police. "A young lady was curious about 
the sign. I tried to fill her in, saying 
that the Holocaust controversy needs to 
be discussed freely. I said our position 
is spelled out in detail in the COOOH 
pamphlet. She took three of them. She 
gave one to a professor who was 
passing by just then. I found out later 

Read the evidence. 
Judge for yourself. 

WV\'\v. codoh. com 

"What was the first question I was asked?" Harvey 
recounted. "You're not one of those fellows who says the 
Holocaust didn't happen, are you? 

"Not me, I said I look at the big picture. All of 
Central Europe reduced to rubble. Entire cities destroyed. 
Two huge invading armies converging on it, shooting at 
everything and anything, looting and killing. When you 
see the big picture, the concentration camp photos look like 
small potatoes. Who would want to pretend that the camps 
were of great importance? You figure it out-the victors." 

I said: "This sounds like something college kids 
should hear." 

"Of course it is. Their professors aren't going to give 
them the big picture. Not about this subject. All in all, it 

. \' " '; 
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the professor teaches the Holocaust." 
1 said: "That professor may have gone to our Website. 

That leaflet has our Website address on it. She may be a 
revisionist by now." 

"I don't think so. The professors studiously avoided 
even looking at my sign. Students would look at it, but not 
the professors. I wonder what these students will be saying 
about these professors thirty years from now? Anyway, the 
young lady 1 was telling you about --I hate to have to tell 
you this--but she looked Jewish to me, and she started 
telling me that all the people in the Aryan Nations, the 
KKK and all Nazi types should be gassed." 

Continued on page three 
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change its subject heading 
accordingly. Then I'll 
check into where the 
Library of Congress has 
put me. If I'm going to be 
stereotyped, I want to be 
stereotyped as accurately 
as possible. 

Bradley R. Smith On stereotyping 

NOTEBOOK 

=== The 
Library of Congress has updated its 
Subject Headings in Jewish Studies. 
According to the latest info, the 
subject heading "Holocaust, Jewish 
(1939-1945)-Errors, inventions, etc." 
has been removed from the subject 
authority file. It's been replaced by 
two new subject headings: 

"Holocaust denial" (Deborah 
Lipstadt wins one), in which are 
entered works that "discuss the 
diminution of the scale and 
significance of the Holocaust or the 
assertion that it did not occur, and 
"Holocaust denial literature," in 
which are entered "works that 
diminish the scale and significance of 
the Holocaust or assert that it did not 
occur." The difference between the 
two? The first "discusses" denial 
"assertions," the second makes such 
assertions but doesn't discuss them. 

I have discovered that at the 
UCLA library the subject heading for 
my book Confessions of a Holocaust 
Revisionist (2nd edition, enlarged [it's 
mis-cata1ogu~ should read "Part 1" 
-the book being "Part 1" of the 
"enlarged" edition, a work I am not 
going to finish]), has been changed 
from "Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)
-Errors, inventions, etc." to 
"Holocaust Denial." 

I'm a little disappointed. 
ConfeSsions is autobiography. It's 
literature! I should be listed in 
"Holocaust denial literature," not 
"Holocaust denial." I'm going to 
petition the library at UCLA to 

fascists: In the May issue 
of Smith's Report (#43, p.2) I 
remarked that in Toronto Ernst 
Zuendel to be pummeling 
the censors and the Holocaust Lobby 
fascists as hard as ever." It's a scene I 
very much enjoy witnessing, and even 
laughing at. One of our readers, 
Guillelmo Coletti, thought I had 
expressed myself in a very unfunny 
way, and wrote to tell me so with 
considerable irony: 

] really want to know more 
about their (the enemies of 
Zuendel and revisionism) 
conversion to Fascism.] am sure 
you know that some misinformed 
bigots use the word Fascism as a 
punch-line, the same way 
traditional right-wingers use the 
term "commies." Do these 
adversaries of Mr. Zuendel 
actually think they can embrace 
the beliefs ofMussolini, 
Marinetti or Evola? Have some 
of the visions of Pareto or 
D 'Annunzio entered their souls? 
I'm quite eager to know more 
about this. I'm confident your 
statement, at least regarding its 
intentions, was based on facts. 

Well, no, it wasn't, as a matter of 
fact. It was a wisecrack based on a 
stereotype. I suppose it might as well 
be Coletti as someone else who cures 
me of this habit. I sometimes use 
words like "fascist" or "commie" to 
stereotype the behavior of others. 
Stereotypical labeling can be a real 
shortcut in communication, but no 
stereotype can embrace a complete 
individual or movement. Stereotyping 
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is a bad habit. It's a bad habit because 
while it's quick, it's not fully accurate 
and by nature cannot be. At the same 
time, to make it plain where I stand 
here, I should say I gave up on the 
fascists when I was about ten years 
old. 

It was about 1940, when I was in 
grammar school in South Central Los 
Angeles. In those days you could buy 
a sheet of bubble gum a little larger 
than a playing card for a penny. 
Inside the wrapper, under the gum, 
there would be a colored card 
depicting sports figures and so on. 
Kids collected them. One lunch time I 
opened a new gum package and on 
the card found a colored drawing of 
Italian pursuit planes, as they were 
called then, machine-gunning 
Ethiopian natives armed with .... spears. 
I suppose it could be argued that there 
was more to the story than what was 
in the picture (when I was in 
grammar school I still had not read 
the fascist intellectuals), but as I grew 
older I never found that fascism as a 
party or movement ever came to very 
much more than what I saw on the 
bubble gum card. 

Now that I'm past middle age I 
can say that over the years I gave up 
on all the others as well; the 
commies, the Nazis, and finally the 
"democrats" of the West. At first I 
went by the bad taste they all left in 
my mouth, but as I grew older I 
realized that what really made me 
give up on them is that when push 
came to shove they all stood against 
intellectual fleedom. 

Censorship, by definition, is an 
act of violence against intellectual 
fleedom. Censorship cannot function 
without violence or the threat of it. In 
the end the only way to prohibit 
intellectual freedom is violence. How 
else can you keep men and women 
from saying what's on their minds? 
This issue alone of SR is rife with 
reports of acts of violence committed 
against those who are trying, simply, 
to say what they think. 
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Mr. Coletti was right to call me 
on this one. I'm not against those who 
want to censor Ernst Zuendel in 
Canada because they are "fascists." 
I'm against them because they are 
using the threat of violence (forced 

incarceration, fines, expulsion) to stop 
Zuendel from saying what he thinks. 

that no matter what the intellectuals 
write, it's not kosher to use the courts 
or pursuit planes either to suppress 
the intellectual life of those you have 
decided don't need one. 

While you don't have to be a 
fascist to be a censor, as we all know, 
it isn't going to stand in your way 
either. One of the inferences I draw, is 
now, from that old bubble 

from 

"What's wrong with that?" 
"Nothing's wrong with that. I allowed as how it was a 

good idea. I said she should have the honor of dumping the 
Zyklon crystals on them." 

"That was the caring thing to say." 
"I was interviewed by a reporter from The Hornet, the 

student newspaper. I was photographed by his sidekick, but 
no story was published. I guess the Holocaust controversy 
isn't news at Cal State." 

It's news all right. It's what's called suppressed news. 
The Campus Project is becoming something of a tradition 
on American campuses. The program is very simple. We 
place small advertisements in student newspapers 
announcing the Internet address for COOOHWeb (see the 
ad on page one). We urge students and faculty to ignore the 
Thought Police, go to COOOHWeb, take a look at the 
evidence, and judge it for themselves. No polemics. No 
complaining. Just hundreds of thousands of words laying 
out revisionist theory and the consequences of allowing the 
continued exploitation of the establishment story . 

This academic year we began nJDning the ads in 
November, one time each week, with The Signal 
at Georgia State (25,000+ students and faculty-henceforth, 
S&F) in Atlanta. I followed up in The Red and Black at 
University of Georgia at Athens (30,500+ S&F), and The 
Technique at Georgia Institute of Technology, also in 
Atlanta (13,000+ s&F). 

Through February and March I ran the ad in student 
papers at Hofsba University on Long Island (11,000+ 
S&F); Oklahoma State at Stillwater (20,000+ S&F); Iowa 
State at Ames (24,500+ S&F); Florida State at Tallahassee 
(30,000+ S&F); University of Texas at Austin (52,000+ 
S&F). 

Some papers refused to run the ad, some ignored me, 
and those at George Mason University (Fairfax, VA) and 
University of Colorado (Boulder) said they would but 
changed their minds. Three papers, The Tartan at Carnegie 
Mellon (Pittsburgh), The Technique at Georgia Tech and 
The Daily Reveille at Louisiana State (Baton Rouge) ran 
the ad one time, then folded under pressure-I wonder from 
whom? 

At Penn State The Daily Collegian refused to run the 
ad because the editor determined that COOOHWeb is 
"offensive" on the face of it. Karl Streidieck, an ex-U.S. 

" \" 
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Navy pilot and alumnus of the university, went to the 
campus and stationed himself in front of The Daily's 
offices with a sign lettered "Censorship at PSU: Read what 
the Collegian censor doesn't want you to see," and passed 
out my flyer "The Holocaust Controversy." A reporter for 
The Collegian interviewed Streidieck and the story 
appeared in the paper and on The Collegian's Internet 
edition as well. 

Campus Hillel and the Anti-Defamation League of 
course were at work behind the scenes. For two months I 
had no proof of what I knew, from past experience, was 
going on. Then on 17 February the Los Angeles Times ran 
a story quoting ADL regional director of Southern 
California David Lehrer: "People who claim the Holocaust 
never happened . . . have placed ads espousing their 
messages in college newspapers." 

I couldn't deny that. 
We learned that at The Signal at Georgia State two 

Jewish groups, one on-campus and one from off-campus, 
approached the paper to suppress the ads and warned that 
"pressure" would be applied in all the right places until the 
ad was suppressed The Signal continued to run the ad and 
is still mnning it. 

A friend of COOOH relayed two confidential messages 
sent over the Internet from Campus Hillel and the Anti
Defamation League "warning" their members that 
COOOH was running revisionist ads in student newspapers 
and that something had to be done. There were extended 
messages in a private code attached to the regular text that 
we were unable to get into. Who knows what was burning 
up the wires. 

After Hillel and ADL moved their campaign halfway 
into the open to shut down the ads, I placed ads at The 
Daily at University of Michigan at Ann Arbor (39,500 
S&F), The Tech at North Carolina State at Greensboro 
(12,000+ S&F), and in The Washington Square News at 
New York University in Manhattan (37,600+ S&F). I was 
pleased to be able to place the ad in the special graduation 
issue of the WSN That's the issue that is most likely to be 
taken home to mom and dad and shown to the relatives. 
It must be working. 

Thanks to David Thomas we have a sophisticated 
counting program installed to monitor the traffic accessing 
and moving around through, and we see that COOOH 
documents are being accessed more than 1,300 times every 
24 hours. This projects out to half a million documents 
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accessed over a 12 month period. That's without factoring 
in any future growth whatever. 

This is a very solid, long telm project. We're following 
the time-honored practices of the Viet Cong and General 
Motors, two very successful organizations. We're thinking 
ten, fifteen years out. We're going to win the minds and 
hearts of independent and sensible people all over the 
world. The Holocaust Lobby was no overnight success 
itself. It wasn't until the early 1970s, 25 years after the end 
of WWlI, that its mythos reached critical mass with media 
and academia. 

The outlook for revisionism has never been better. We 
have the Internet, the World Wide Web, and a growing 
number of researchers, translators, technicians, and 
supporters of every kind We haven't yet found a way to 
fund the project the way it needs to be funded That's the 
one area where I am still failing to find an answer. I don't 
know what to do about it. Meanwhile, we have to go on, 
making the sacrifices we have to make. 

Doug Collins on trial in Vancouver 
for thumbing nose at Schindler's 
List 

Outspoken, revisionist -friendly Canadian journalist 
Doug Collins is currently being tried before a so-called 
human rights tribunal in Vancouver, British Columbia. His 
crime? In the eyes of BC authorities, publishing something 
"likely to expose a person or a group or a class of persons 
to habed or contempt," but actually for his lack of 
reverence for the Holocaust holy cow and Steven 
Spielberg's epic Schindler's List. 

In March 1994 the outspoken, native-born Englishman 
zinged the movie and the Holocaust lobby in a column 
entitled "Hollywood Propaganda"; that he neither "denied" 
the Holocaust nor slurred Jews collectively was not enough 
to prevent the Canadian Jewish Congress from bringing 
charges under British Columbia's Bill 33, a provincial 
amendment to Canada's Human Rights Act that outlaws 
publishing anything "likely to expose a person or a group 
or class of persons to hatred or contempt." 

The trial underscores a difference between the United 
States and An American, let alone an American 
journalist, would never face such charges; on the other 
hand, an American columnist for an establishment 
newspaper who repeatedly challenged Holocaust hype as 
well as the sacrosanct status of various of his country's 
minorities would soon be looking for another line of work. 

In this case, Doug Collins has been steadfastly 
supported by his paper, the North Shore News (which to be 
sure is also on trial) and is being defended as well by 
attorneys from the British Columbia Press Council and the 
BC Civil Liberties Association. Furthennore, the 
prosecution, and the legislation it's enforcing, have been 
heavily criticized by major Canadian media, from the 
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Toronto Globe and Mail, Canadian Time, and the 
Financial Post on down. 

Those of you familiar with Collins' s bulldog English 
tenacity, his contempt for sham, his war-record as a British 
infantryman captured at Dunkirk and several times escaped 
from Gennan stalags, and his common-sense commentary 
will recognize that in selecting a sacrifice to the Moloch 
erected to punish free expression in British Columbia, the 
province's ruling left-liberal clique and the Jewish 
thought-controllers from the CJC have chosen the wrong 
man. The trial is well on the way to making Doug Collins 
and his sensible views on Hollywood Holo-hype household 
words across the length and breadth of our neighbor to the 
north. 

As the hearing opened on May 19, Doug Collins and 
his fellow defendants were bolstered by the presence of a 
hundred outspoken supporters perhaps explaining the 
hasty decision of human rights tribunal head Nitya Iyer 
(high priestess of the multicultural cult in Be) to close the 
hearing to the press and to the public. 

In any case, Collins and his publisher have alerted 
millions of opponents of enforced "political conectness" to 
the follies of censoring revisionists, and given them food 
for thought as to why Holocaust true believers feel driven 
to silence their critics. 

Update on Ernst Zuendel and the 
Canadian hate police 

Ernst Zuendel' s hearing before the Canadian Human 
Rights Tribunal opened on May 28th, and closed the next 
day. As reported in SR #39 (January 1997), the misnamed 
tribunal is attempting to close down the US-based Zuendel 
Website by holding Ernst responsible under Canadian law 
pertaining to hate (!) over the telephone (! I). 

While a couple of motions brought by Zuendel to end 
the inquisition then and there were (predictably) rejected, 
the raucous antics of the thug-like (and Canadian taxpayer
funded) "Anti-Racist Action" in attempting 
(unsuccessfully) to intimidate Zuendel witness's outside 
the courtroom have backfired. When several of the Jewish 
groups (including Sabina Citron's Canadian Holocaust 
Remembrance Association and the Canadian branches of 
B'nai B'rith and the Simon Wiesenthal Center) which -
have waged an unremitting, 20-year-Iong campaign of 
persecution against Zuendel applied for leave to join the 
government in the prosecution, Zuendel 's fiery, courageous 
and capable attorney, Doug Christie, launched a withering 
attack, pointing to evidence Team Zuendel has unearthed 
of collusion between Jewish groups and ARA, also known 
for raucous demonsbations outside Zuendelhouse, 
including chants and signs urging that Ernst's home 
(several times bombed and torched already) be burnt to the 
ground. Several of the would-be "intervenors" in the 
prosecution, in particular the citrus-faced Citron, visibly 
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squiImed and cringed as Christie told the court and 
them that they were a disgrace to decent Jews. Ernst and 
Doug now believe they have a real shot at keeping these 
busybodies out of the trial. The tribunal, just one tine of a 
multi-pronged attack aimed at ultimately deporting 
Zuendel to a German prison, resumes October 14th. 

fA reminder: CODOH's Website continues to 
"mirror" [duplicate] the contents of the Zuendelsite

just in case he is compelled to close down.) 

SR Worldscope on revisionism and 
•• • revIsionists 

• High-school teacher and former head of the 
Gelman National Democratic Party (NPD) Guenter 
Deckert, currently in a German prison after a series of 
judicial travesties that would have fazed Kafka and driven 
Orwell to distraction, writes in good English to tell us that 
on April 27 he was sentenced to an additional 27 months 
for having organized a meeting 
at which David Irving spoke in 
Deckert's hometown of 
Weinheim in 1990; for having 
sold the (since) banned book, 
Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte 
(complete text available in 
German, and most of it in 
English from COOOHWeb); for 
publishing and selling a 
commentary on his several 
previous trials; and for other 
Holocaust revisionist high 
crimes and misdemeanors .-
(Guenter Deckert, .lVA
Zuchthaus ''Veste, " Pf 3010, D 76643 Bruchsal, 
Germany). 

• Australian revisionist and civil libertarian John 
Bennett just keeps on trucking Down Under; the founder 
and long-time head of the Australian Civil Liberties Union 
continues to publish the ACLU Newsletter; to place Your 
Rights, ACLU's annual guide to speech issues 
(including suppression of Holocaust revisionism at home 
and abroad) with most Aussie newsagents and booksellers; 
and, for the twelfth consecutive year, to publish revisionist 
letters and articles in a majority of Australia's newspapers. 
(Write John Bennett, ACLU, Box 1137, Carlton 3053, 
Australia). 

• Judged by the photograph that adoms his 
stationery, John Bryant, in monk's cowl surmounted by a 
live pigeon, looks as if he's escaped from a Monty Python 
movie. But this indefatigable author of dozens of books and 
articles on philosophy, logic, economics, management, 
marriage, friendship and "political incorrectness" many 
of his writings wallnly endorsed by luminaries from Nobel 
laureates Milton Friedman and Kenneth Arrow to actor 
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Dudley Moore to racial researcher 1. Philippe Rushton and 
psychologist Hans Eysenck is no kook and certainly no 
coward Bryant's latest opus, Political Correctness, 
Censorship & Liberal-Jewish Strong-arm Tactics in High
IQILow Morals Mensa: A Case Study, recounts what 
happened when his irreverent column on the occasion of 
the dedication of the U.S. Holocaust museum ran in the 
high-IQ fellowship Mensa's Tampa, FL newsletter: Tampa 
Bay Mensa's resident eggheads, unable to refute his 
arguments, cringing before organized Jewish pressure, 
dropped Bryant's column-but maverick gadfly Bryant 
doesn't give up easily! (For the 60-page booklet ($8.95) or 
for a free catalogue of his other writings, write: John 
Bryant, PO Box 66683, St. Petersburg Beach, FL 33736-
6683). 

• The latest issue of Jack Wikoff's outstanding 
newsletter Remarks features a well-researched demolition 
of another holocaust canard: that the Nazis massacred 
hundreds of thousands of homosexuals. Wikoff also reports 

• • -
cocktail party. 

• 

on his activities in getting 
Ernst Zuendel's TV program, 
Another Voice of Freedom, on 
public access cable across 
America. (Remarks. P. O. Box 
234, Aurora, NY 13026-0234). 

• Udo Walendy, 
currently in prison in 
Geliliany for "popular 
incitement," was sentenced to 
another 14 months on May 5. 
According to a judicial 
opinion worthy of Lewis 
Canoll's Through the Looking 
Glass, Walendy was "not 
sentenced for what you wrote 

or said, but for what you do not say, and should have said" 

CODOlIWeb becomes 
encyclopedic source of new 
revisionist research & scholarship 

SR readers understand that COOOHWeb functions as 
an archive of classic revisionist research and scholarship; 
that it offers international oubeach in nine languages; and 
that it serves as a beacon of knowledge and to 
revisionists in lands in which access to revisionist material 
is otherwise prohibited 

If you do not have direct access to our Website, 
however, you may still not realize that each month our co

Richard Widmann and David Thomas post 
full-length, brand-new articles on the cutting edge of 
revisionist scholarship; out-of-print revisionist classics; 
historical documents; and reviews, news and commentary 
relevant to the "Holocaust" and other areas of historical 
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revisionism. The accumulation each quarter matches and 
often exceeds that of all revisionist print publications 
together. As a sampling of such recent postings to 
CODOHWeb, we cite these: 

• "Holocaust Victims: A Statistical Analysis": 
Revisionist scholars, including Paul Rassinier, leading 
American demographer Frank Hankins, and Walter 
Sanning, among others, have long attempted to establish a 
realistic estimate, rather than the admittedly "symbolic" six 
million numeral, for Jewish losses during World War II. 
Now Germar Rudolf, chemist, scholar and refugee from the 
Bundesrepublik, has provided, using the latest and most 
complete figures and statistical methods, a "state-of-the
art" estimate of Jewish losses through his careful analysis 
of extenilinationist scholar Walter Benz's critique of 
Sanning's study one very far below six million. 

• Excerpts from 
a 1950 work by Hans Grimm, the renowned novelist (Volk 
ohne Raum) and outspoken German nationalist, 
cataloguing some three dozen evidences and expressions of 
(as well as, in some cases, criticisms of) anti-Germanism 
by leading politicians and journalists in England and 
America, dating 1896 to 1950. A real eye-opener for those 
weaned on the "German devil, Anglo-Saxon angel" theory 
of history! 

• The Ha'avara Agreement: Amidst all the 
flailing and fluff over Swiss bankers' "guilt" in doing 
business with NS Germany, Establishment media have 
forgotten (if many of them ever knew) that Zionist 
authorities were collaborating with Hitler's bankers and 
Finance Ministry in colonizing Palestine through much of 
the 1930's. CODOHWeb has recently posted an English 
translation of "Circular 54/1933 of the Reich Ministry of 
Finance (August 28, 1933)" outlining for Getman 
bureaucrats the agreement between the Reich and the 
Jewish Agency transfer of capital from Germany to Jewish 
colonists settling there from Gennany. 

• 
Gel mans: These short, confidential on-site reports, one by 
an American diplomat in Berlin ("Situation of Jews in 
War-Time Germany"), the other a telegram signed by Gen. 
Dwight Eisenhower in October, 1945, speak volumes about 
how US policy makers viewed things behind the scenes-s -
and the propaganda. US Charge d' Affaires Alexander 
Kirk reports to the US State Dept. in March 1940 that 
German Jews "as a rule receive the same food rations as 
the rest of the population" while in 1945 Ike informs the 
Pentagon that, nearly six months after Germany's 
"liberation," Germans being driven, in accordance with 
Allied policy, from their ancestral homes in eastern 
Germany are dying of malnutrition and disease at fantastic 
rates, and predicts (!) 2.5 to 3 million more dead of similar 
causes in the next six months. (He wasn't far wrong.) 
Much more interesting, damning info in these documents 
as well. 
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• The Natural Order of Things by Bradley Smith. 
A meditation on race, racialism, revisionism and 
fatherhood in which I layout my own mixed feelings about 
my racialist friends and the criticism I've caught from the 
anti-revisionist camp for having such friends. The paradox 
is that over the years, while I have grown increasingly 
sympathetic toward other races, similar feelings of good 
will have extended to individual racialists as well. 

• Two reviews of recent, relevant books: 
CODOHWeb co-master RA. Widmann's review of a 1996 
reissue of Auschwitz commandant Rudolf Hoess's so
called autobiography (now titled Death Dealer) establishes 
that the book was published specifically to stem the 
Holocaust revisionist tide, and that editor Steven Pakuly 
has been less than capable and forthright in addressing the 
historiographical problems of the Hoess document. 

A second book, Stephen Trombley's The Execution 
Protocol, published in 1993, will be of interest to 
revisionists interested-a la "Conrad Grieb" and Robert 
Faurisson in execution technology as well as in the moral 
questions. Offurther interest, Fred Leuchter, revisionist 
"baggage" and all, figures in the book as America's 
unquestioned expert in the field. Reviewed by RA. 
Widmann. 

[If you would you like to read this selection of 
articles from CODOHWeb, your contribution of$14 
(or, hopefully, more) will get you the above materials 
in a 73-page printout, spiral bound, with clear 
protective covers. The intellectual excitement you'll 
experience, and the knowledge that you're helping to 
sustain CODOH and CODOHWeb, should make it a 
worthwhile experience.- Add $4 for p&h.] 

INTERNET ROUNDUP 
A quick tour around CODOHWeb 
for those who haven't been there. 
Richard Widmann 

Each issue of Smith's Report brings information about 
the latest happenings on CODOHWeb, the World Wide 
Web site of Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust 
(http://www.codoh.com). But for those without access to 
the Internet, CODOHWeb remains intangible. What is on 
the "site"? What does one see when accessing the world's 
largest revisionist website? 

For those of you who have been asking these very 
questions, I'd like to give a guided tour of what greets 
vistors to CODOHWeb. When a visitor accesses 
CODOHWeb's "homepage," he or she is confronted by a 
brief statement of purpose which reads in part, "We're 
focused on American culture, on the American ideal that 
liberty has the power to wash a people clean and that there 
is no liberty without intellectual freedom." Scrolling down 
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the screen you will find a "search tool" called "Hotbot" 
which enables you to search COOOHWeb-or other 
leading revisionist sites for any topic of interest. Indeed, 
you can also expand your search to the entirety of the 
World Wide Web (WWW). (And it works both ways
recall how in last month's issue ofSR a visitor recounted 
how he found his way to COOOHWeb through his interest 
in Che Guevara, who was mentioned in one of the chapters 
of Bradley's Break His Bones!!) 

Another scroll down will reveal our Guestbook, where 
people can offer their computer-signature and comment on 
the site. The homepage features a "What's Hot" section 
which provides links to the most recent, important events 
happening in the world of revisionism. There are currently 
three items in "What's Hot;" information about COOOH"s 
"50,000 Offer"; Samuel Crowell's brilliant essay on the 
"Technique and Operation of the Gel man Anti-Gas 
Shelters" [see SR43], and infollnation regarding David 
Irving's new pathbreaking volume, Nuremberg: The Last 
Battle. 

A visitor can choose one of three paths into the site 
from the homepage: the standard path (with graphics); a 
text-only path, which is provided for those with older and 
slower equipment, and a "frames" path, which contains 
state-of-the-art formatting of our pages. The textual 
content remains the same along each of these paths, while 
the view changes to best meet the needs of each visitors' 
equipment. 

Each path will take the visitor to our "Main Index" 
page, our primary table of contents for the site. There the 
visitor will see nine flags representing the nine languages, 
in addition to English, in which we have posted revisionist 
materials. Choosing any of these flags will instantly take 
you to material written in the language of your choice. 
You will then be able to select one of our three major sub
sections, "Revisionism," "Intellectual Freedom" or 
"Bradley R Smith." The Main Index page also contains 
"buttons" to directories, by subject and by author, that list 
all the works on COOOHWeb. Also on the Main Index 
page is a button which, when clicked on, takes you to our 
"Hot Links" page, a listing of approximately 200 other 
websites on a variety of subjects which COOOH has found 
especially interesting. Or you can choose our "Incoming" 
button, which enables you to read or write email messages 
to us via our mailing address: 

COOOHmail@aol.com. 
Each "page" or "document" is designed with its own 

look and colors. The "Revisionism" page features a bold 
message from the father of revisionism, Harry Elmer 
Barnes, proclaiming, "The well-being of the human race, if 
not its very survival, is very literally dependent on the 
triumph of Revisionism." The visitor can choose from a 
variety of categories offered on this page: Gas Chambers 
and Gas Vans; NewsDesk; War Crimes Trials; David 
Irving; COOOH International; Germar Rudolf; Revisionist 
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Viewpoints; Inconvenient History; New Revisionist Voices; 
Robert Faurisson; Book and Movie Reviews. The 
"Revisionism" page also feature links to nine other 
revisionist websites. 

The "Intellectual Freedom" page is topped by a 
quotation from George Orwell: "Freedom of the Press, ifit 
means anything at all, means the freedom to criticize and 
oppose." This page offers visitors access to the following 
pages: ThoughtCrimes Archive; Net Censorship; Germany 
vs. Intellectual Freedom; Zionism, Stalinism, and the 
Holocaust Story. The "Freedom" page includes links to 
current Congressional "Holocaust" Legislation, as well as 
links to other websites which are concerned about free 
speech issues. 

The third major page is our Bradley R Smith page. 
This page features a photo of Bradley alongside a quote 
from one of his books: "I need to live among a people who 
sense the significance of the ideal of free expression." This 
page features many of Bradley's writings, and news about 
his projects: ConfeSsions of a Holocaust Revisionist; 
Smith's Report On-Line; Break His Bones; A Personal 
History of Moral Decay; the Campus Project; and 
Occasional Writings. 

All in all, COOOHWeb offers materials by more than 
60 authors on a wide range of topics of interest to 
revisionists and to anyone who seeks truth on the historical 
and free-speech debate of our time. A staggering 
collection of over one million words and over one hundred 
graphic images are offered in 10 languages. Classics of 
revisionist scholarship, such as the works of Arthur Butz, 
Fritz Berg, and Robert Faurisson are available for reading 
and for copying to all who "enter." 

Cutting edge works by men like Samuel Crowell, 
David Thomas, and this writer have been made available 
for the first time on COOOHWeb. Full text and graphics 
of banned works such as Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte; 
Das RudolfGutachten; Not Guilty in Nuremberg and 
others are available in the very countries which have 
banned them. COOOHWeb also offers English translations 
of works hitherto readable only in German, French, and 
Italian many of them available in English here for the 
first time anywhere. 

Today someone access a COOOH Web page every one 
minute and six seconds. By now, it's clear that 
"cyberspace" has become a major front in the war for truth 
in history and intellectual fjeedom and on that this 
"cyberfront," COOOHWeb has emerged as a mighty 
for tress for freedom, and an armory of historical truth. 

The Tinbergen Artbives-a select catalog Authenticated 
photocopies of historical documents feneted out by 
revisionist researcher Cal Tinbergen from U.S. and Israeli 
archives and other authoritative sources. These are not 
revisionist essays or arguments. Each is a document from 
an impeccable Establishment source dealing with: U.S. 
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Ambassador William Bullitt on the Jewish presence in 
Stalin's regime; the U.S. State Department on the need to 
suppress evidence of Jewish involvement in the Red 
revolution; Hugh Trevor-Roper in an exclusive interview 
on Kurt Gerstein; Hungarian Zionist leader Rudolf 
Kastner's electrifying postwar testimony in Israel about 
Auschwitz; the 1995 Cracow Forensic Institute report on 
the Auschwitz gas chambers; and more! 4pp. Free 

The Founding Myths of Israeli Politics. Roger 
Garaudy. The book which caused an uproar in France by 
confronting Zionism and the Jewish Holocaust story head
on. Includes an intro and a 19-section addendum. 

LETTERS 
Dear Mr. Smith, 

Please allow us to express our sincere gratitude and 
admiration for your courage! The infonnation provided by 
you [on the Internet] through COOOH has greatly 
improved our understanding of our own (Gelman) people's 
past. It is good to know that our recently born son will have 
alternative sources of knowledge available to him as he 
grows up, besides the single-sided views in media and 
schools. Being a student family, our resources are limited; 
however, please accept our small contribution as a token of 
our appreciation [it's in the mail!]. Our best wishes to 
you! PS: We see many parallels between your mission and 
personal courage, and those of Martin Luther 400 years 
ago. 

Wilbur Sensor: Have you ever considered a Ripley's
style "Believe it or Not" category to your Web site? It 
would be a real eye-opener. The Holocaust/Zionism issue 
would lend itself to precisely such an approach. If you did 
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Ripley "cartoon" style you would immediately catch the 
s attention, which would then be directed to the 

more scholarly materials. 
(Nope. Never even dreamed abuut ii. ii's a guod 

idea. I'm going to take a run at it.) 

Anneliese Hoepp: Do you have anything in Spanish? 
I travel once a year to Cuba. The people there are very 
much interested in the Holocaust controversy. All the tour 
guides speak and read English. I always take some 
literature, including your flyer "The Holocaust 
Controversy: The Case for Open Debate." 

(We have a Spanish language page on 
CODOHWeb which features a Spanish language 
translation of Carlos Porter's Not Guilty at 
Nuremberg, but that's all. At this very moment we're 
lookingfor an "editor" who can take charge of this 
page on CODOHWeb so that we can deliver 
revisionist theory to the some 300 million people who 
speak the language.) 
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NAMES: They're still the name of the game. If you 
know someone you think would be interested in receiving a 
free copy of Smith's Report and my essay, "The Holocaust 
Controversy; The Case for Open Debate," please send me 
his or her name. Every new subscriber is important, even if 
it's only one. CLIPPINGS: Please continue to send 
relevant press clippings, particularly, but not exclusively, 
from sources I am unlikely to see in my daily round Don't 
think the other person will do it. He won't do it. MEA 
CULPA: I want to apologize to those of you who had to 
wait so long to receive materials from the Tinbergen 
Archives which you ordered for me. It was not Tinbergen' s 
fault, but mine. My right-hand woman, Robin, left in 
February to have a baby and after she returned in April she 
could only work about ten days before she had to leave for 
good Those of you who ordered from us were caught in the 
middle. We have everything pretty well up now 
(I'm still working on the sets of back issues of SR but am 
almost there) and will be back on course in about ten days. 
Again-it wasn't Tinbergen; it was me. 

[Your contribution helps sustain CODOH and 
CODOHWeb and our growing audience, which 
stretches from occupied Berlin to occupied East 
Jerusalem. We can do it with you, but how could we 
do it without you? 1 

( ) 
• 

Bradley 

627· .8757 Fe: 
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High Court Lights Up a Glorious 
Fourth for Revi.sionists at Home, 
As Foreign Governments Sweat 
and Wiesel Whines at Rising 
Revisionist Cyber-Tide 

It was a pre--Fourth of July gift for Americans, and for 
Holocaust revisionism-hungry folks around the world On 
June 26, the Supreme Court of the United States shuck 
down President Bill Clinton's and the Republican
controlled Congress's Communications Decency Act 
(CDA). In its landmark decision, the nation's highest court 
ruled that the law violated Americans' First Amendment 
rights. (We at CODOH can't help but contrast the 
favorable impact of this year's court decision with last 

Summer 1997 

year's July 4 sneak-attack black-out of our Website by its 
server, thanks to the machinations of its district manager, 
Holocaust f(lnatie Ride Horowitz.) 

No one has more I'f'Alson to rejoice at the court's 
decision than revisionists-not just here in America, but 
abroad, for in many of the countries most afflicted by the 
Holocaust dogma, there is at present no other practical, 
legal method of accessing infounation-hard, 
uncompromising scholarly fact-that challenges the state
sanctioned lies of the extel minationists than by the 
Internet. 

There is little question that revisionism via the 
Internet is . to make inroads here and abroad 
These inroads are difficult to quantify, other than in the 
increasing but not entirely satisfactory "hit counts" 
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The leading German-language revisionist quarterly VU!11eljahreshefte fuer freie Geschichtsforschung (Quarterly for 
Free Historical Research) used a reproduction of the home page of CODOHWeb, CODOH's site on the World Wule 
Web, as it appears on computer screens of revisionists around the world, to iUustrate the cover of its second issue, 
themed "War in Cyberspace Revisionism on the Internet: The Censors' War against the Electronic Revolution." 
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COOOHWeb on the 
Internet, reinvigorate the 
Campus Project, and 
upgrade Smith's Report 
to where it compares 
with any revisionist 
publication of its kind 
that has ever appeared in 
print, and excels most. 

Bradley Smith 

Revisionism isn 't a 
business. I have no 
salary and no regular 
income. I knew it wasn't 

NOTEBOOK 

Y 00 may have noticed that this 
issue of Smith 's Report is late. If I 
were a sober, practical professional I 
wouldn't let on why. But mine is an 
unfailingly amateur personality SO I'm 
going to spill the beans. I'm over my 
head in expenses and debt and I'm 
moving to Rosarito-as in Mexico-a 
beach town 20 miles south of the 
border in Baja California. We have 
been thinking about it for 10 years. By 
the time you have this in your hands 
we'll be there. I think it's going to 
prove to be a blessing. 

I'll have a house to live in that's 
rent-free, a relatively spacious office 
to work: in after working for nine 
years in our dining room and garage, 
a USPO mail box in San Ysidro on 
the U.S. side of the border, and a 
cross-border postal delivery service 
every 24 noun.. I' il ha"e two 
telephone lines into the house and a 
Stateside telephone answering service. 
My expenses will drop (very) 
significantly, ifmy calculations are 
anywhere at all in the ball park:, so I 
will go no further into debt, and I'll 
be able to spend less time juggling 
five and ten dollars from one place to 
another and more time on the work I 
have before me. 

Every month for close to three 
years I have gone deeper into debt. 
It's been a real bother. It's nicely 
ironic that soon after I lost my two 
major supporters and began building 
my debt, I was able to establish 

• , . 

a business before I got into it but I got 
! Lfl.to it anyway. I know of only three 

people in the world who make a living 
at revisionism--and they 're on notice. 
If anyone out there knows how to 
make revisionism a business, I'm all 
ears. 

Putting aside my personal 
financial mess, the good news is that 
it will have no effect whatever on 
COOOHWeb. Our Internet server will 
remain in Orange County where it is 
now. It doesn't matter where I live. 
Richard Widmann and David Thomas 
will continue to do the lion's share of 
the work on the site, and 
COOOHWeb will continue to grow, 
as we noted in SR44, as an 
encyclopedic source of new revisionist 
research and scholarship. I could be 
shot by a Mexican border agent on my 
way to Rosarito and COOOHWeb, 
structured as it is, would just keep 
sailing on through the cosmos in the 
best of hands. 

Smith 's Report will not be affected 
by the move. SR is the instrument I 
use to infonn you of what I am doing 
(together with a growing number of 
volunteers) to encourage open debate 
on the Holocaust controversy. I have 
corralled top editorial belp for Sa, 
and none of these individuals have 
ever lived here in Visaila or any other 
place where we could meet face to 
face. With regard to the work it 
doesn't make any difference whatever 
to any of us that I am going to be in 
Mexico. We are working now with 
people all over the globe. It costs next 
to nothing to communicate using e-
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mail. It costs next to nothing to 
produce SR using e-mail. It ' s a 
miracle of modern technology. Five 
years ago it would have been 
impossible for me to operate in this 
manner. Five years ago there was no 
Internet "Web;' to speak of. Five years 
ago I would have been a dead duck 

The Campus Project will not be 
affected by my being in Mexico. I' ll 
be a half·hour from the border. It ' s a 
45-minute drive from Rosarito to San 
Diego. I can manage the Project using 
e-mail, fax and the postal service next 
acviemic ye<lr as I did last and the 
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years before that. I can run the 
Project; we' ll have to see if I can 
raise the money to run it well. But
and my apologies--I am going to have 
to refuse to go any further into debt. 

The first week in May I 
understood I had to change the course 
my expenses were taking. I could 
either decide to move or I could wait 
and hope for the best. If the best 
happened I could stay where I am, but 
if something less happened we, all of 
us, would be out on the street, 
literally, maybe as early as September. 
It was suddenly an easy decision to 
make. When you have no choice, it's 
easy. When you have a choice you can 
go back and forth. Once you know 
there 's no choice you do what's 
necessary. 

There 's always a catastrophe 
looming in the background when 
you're in revisionism, unless you are 
not very much in it. People used to 
ask me why I got into revisionism in 
the first place. I didn't know why I 
got into it. I used to say it was just 
poor judgement I thought I had 
decided to become a professional 
writer but then, in 1979, I read Robert 
Faurisson's article for Le Monde, 
"Auschwitz: The Problem of the Gas 
Chambers." It had taken me years to 
come to the decision to become a 
professional writer, but it took only 20 
minutes to become a revisionist. Now, 
as people discover that once again I 
seem to be in extremis, I am being 
asked why I don 't get out of 
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revisionism. I don't know that either. 
I don 't know why I got in, don 't know 
why I'm not getting out. It doesn't 
even cross my mind to get out. In 18 
years it would appear I haven't 
learned anything. 

Somehow. I did it yesterday, I'm 
doing it today, I expect to do it 
tomorrow. My sense of things, still, is 
that revisionism is at the pivot point 
of the intellectual life of Western 
culture, and that it will remain so on 
into the next millennium. My 
immediate concern is that I get rid of 

the useless burdens that interfere with 
my effectiveness as a writer, obstruct 
my imagination, and undermine what 
should be a fun-filled life. 

I've learned that revisionism is 
somehow worth the bother to me. 

Continued from page one 

(records of site visits) being registered by COOOHWeb 
(see Richard Widmann's "Internet Round-up," in SR42 
and the lead story, 

well as Persson's equally predictable promise to beef up 
Holocaust indoctrination in the schools, made the wire 
services here in America, its revealing after math didn 't. 

On June 15, the day after the prime minister's speech, 
Sweden's small but wr 

"Lipstadt Unleashed .... " 
in SR43) and by such 
sister sites (linked to 
COOOHWeb) as Ernst 
Zuendel 's site (which 
COOOHWebis 
"mirroring," or 
copying, in the even 
that the legal 
proceedings currently 
underway against Ernst 
in Canada force him to 
close down his 
America-based site 
[http://www . websom. 
com/ezuendel») . 

There are more 
indirect indicators of 
revisionism's impact 
over the Internet, 
however. A recent 
survey of teenage 
middb:-school students 
in Sweeden, conducted 
by the University of 
Stockholm and the 
Crime Prevention 
Conncil (!), found that a 
good 30 percent of the 
youths questioned have 
doubts about whether 
the Holocaust is a 
historical fact (reported 
in the Hackensack, NJ 
Record, June 14, 1997). 

Welcome to the CODOH 
HomePage 

Committee For Open Debate on the Holocaust 
Bradley R. Smith, Director 

Richard Widmann, Editor David Thomas, Web Master 

The purpose of this site is to promote intellectual freedom 
with regard to this one historical event, which in tum will 

promote intellectual freedom toward all historical events (thus 
all other issues). We have chosen to concentlate on the gas 

chamber stories and war crimes trials because they are 
emblematic of the allegedly lInique monstrosity of the 

Germans before and during World War II . We believe it 
deeply vulgar to spend half a century condenming others for 
their violence and brutality when we have not yet learned to 

condemn our own, or even recognize it. We want to help 
civilire Americans. We're not (R;nnans and we're not Jews 

(well, some of us are) and we are not focused on how naughty 
they were or wele not. We're focused on American culture, 
on the American ideal that liberty has the power to wash a 
people clean and that there is no liberty without intellectual 

freedom. 

Above is the first text you read when you click on the 
HomePage of CODOHWeb. Scrolling down the screen a 
few inches takes the viewer to the CODOHWebsite index 

pictured on page one of this issue ofSR. 

from insignificant 
Holocaust 
lobby opened a media 
offensive against Radio 
Islam, ex-Moroccan 
army officer Ahmed 
Rami's Islatnist, anti
Zionist and Holocaust 
revisionist radio 
program, and against 
Rami 's site on the Web: 
WWW. http:// 
flashback. seI-rislarn], 
also known as Radio 
Islam and linked, by one 
click of a computer 
mOllse, to COOOHWeb. 

Just one week after 
the prime minister's 
official outrage over the 
findings of the opinion 
poll, Sweden's attorney 
general initiated legal 
proceedings against 
Rami 's Website. Like it 
or not-and we don't
we can't help but note 
that Swedish officialdom 
(ably hectored along by 
such stalwarts as Jakob 
Ringart, head of The 
Association of Survivors 
of the Holocaust) went 
right to the source of 

While this story, which included a predictable 
lamentation from Swedish prime minister Goeran 
Persson("This is, naturally, an appalling warning sign") as 

what it considered the 
chief culprit in the growing disaffection of Swedish 
schoolkids with the Holocaust cult. (More than a few of 
these bright, intellectually independent young people--a 
high proportion of whom can read English-undoubtedly 
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made their way-just one click, remember?--from Radio 
Islam 's Web site to COOOHWeb with its vast array of 
revisionist scholarship, news, commentary etc.) 

In Germany, the censors who operate the government 
know what's at stake. On July 4, Ge1lilany's leaders issued 
a declaration, not of independence, but of servitude, as the 
upper house of the German legislature passed the first law 
to control "cyberspace," to take effect on August 1. As with 
their long-standing efforts to control traditional print 
material, they've camouflaged themselves behind a 
concern with fighting "smut" directed at juveniles so they 
can disaml conservative sensibilities-while making their 
main concern revisionist and nationalist literature. 

Besides Western Europe, the virus of suppressing 
reyjsiomst idp 2" O!1 the InteT.et has :"ow spread to 
Australia, where Fredrick Toben's Adelaide Institute 
Website [http://www.adam. com.au/-fredadin/adins.html) 
has had a complaint brought against it before the so-called 
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission by the 
Executive Council of Australian Je,,'l)'. 

Elie Wiesel focuses on danger of Internet. In a recent 
interview, super-survivor, Nobel laureate and self
proclaimed huntan cannonball (see SR 42, "Elie Wiesel: 
Sometimes the Truth Is an Accident") Wiesel unbosomed 
bimselfto The Jerusalem Post on the "deniers" (that's us, 
folks). As paraphrased by the Post, Elie said this regarding 
the chief avenue of attack along which revisionism is 
storming against frauds like himsetftoday: 

The real problem with the deniers, Wiesel says, is 
the Internet, and how it' s used to spread lies and hate, 
especially to young people. He proposes a closed
meeting with the best legal minds, as well as 
philosophers, to discuss the issue of free speech, and 
what should be done. "Of all things, this is the most 
important. " 

These sentiments, published in the JP International 
Edition for the week ending May 24, 1997, don't exactly 
fill our hearts and minds with blithe anticipation. Why 
behind closed doors? And haven't our philosophers and 
best legal minds been discussing "the issue offiee speech" 
for two and a half millennia? For our tastes "what should 
be done" echoes too much of Lenin for peace of mind 

We prefer the U.S. Supreme Court, for all its lapses, 
and the First Amendment, whatever its shortcomings, to 
Wiesel's proposed anti-revisionist cyber-starchamber. And 
we note that neither of the two Jewish justices, Breyer or 
Ginsburg, by finding the CDA an unconstitutional 
infringement on free speech, seemed inclined to go along 
with Wiesel's likely prescription for "what should be done" 
about free speech for Internet revisionists. 

Of course, there's a method to Wiesel's madness, and 
the mock-philosophical ruminations and rationales of this 
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two-penny Torquemada are being translated into action at 
this moment by police agencies around the planet. But it 
must not be forgotten that they're acting because their 
bosses feel they must: that all the media brainwashing, the 
mandated Holocaust "education," the supervised tours of 
Auschwitz and Belsen, are failing, simply failing, before 
the onslaught of the facts, as heroically uncovered and 
intrepidity advanced by men and women such as Robert 
Faurisson, Gerillar Rudolf, Arthur Butz, David Irving, 
Ingrid Weckert and their like. 

Thanks to the First Amendment to our Constitution, 
and to the independence from royal and parliamentary 
infringement on our rights which the founders of our 
nation proclaimed and fought for over 200 years ago, the 
C{'mmittee for Open Debate of the Hol<Y'...aust, through 
COOOHWeb, remains free of governmental meddling. 
Today, COOOHWeb offers the questioning and questing 
youth of Sweden, of Germany, of France, of Australia-in 
the native languages of all those countries-no less than to 
college kids in America, an arsenal of fact, news and 
commentary on what really happened in those 
concentration camps 50 plus years ago, and why the truth 
about it and the freedom to debate it is so important today. 

Napoleon said that victory goes to the big battalions. 
While revisionists are small in number, an awful lot of 
them are big in mind and big in heart. Thanks to them, 
with your continued help to carry on the fight, with the 
seed of doubt we've helped plant already growing in the 
minds of our most inquisitive young people, victory--while 
not yet perhaps in sight-becomes conceivable. 

LYLE STUART "BARRICADES" 
REVISIONIST MANUSCRIPTS 

I recently had occasion to read an article sent me from 
the Hoboken Record (2 February 97) titled "House of 
Stuart." It gave the background to the publishing history of 
Lyle Stuart, who is perhaps the most independent and 
controversial mainstream book publisher in the United 
States. He specializes in publishing books that challenge 
orthodox American culture, including The Anarchist 
Cookbook, the exposes of the CIA by Philip Agee, and 
most recently The Tumer Diaries. His latest publishing 
house is called . . 

The Tumer Diaries of course is the revolutionary 
racialist diatribe written by William Pierce of The National 
Alliance and is said to have helped influence Tim 
McVeigh to bomb the Oklahoma City federal building, if 
he bombed it. Reading the Hoboken Record article I was so 
carried away with Mr. Stuart's credentials and courage that 
I decided to send him the opening section of the book 
manuscript I've been working on, which used to be titled 
Break His Bones but which now I'm calling A Simple 
Writer (I have my reasons). 
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It occured to me that if Lyle Stuart won't publish me, 
no main line publisher of any note will publish me. I might 
as well get over it. On 6 June I received a page and a half 
letter from Mr. Stuart rejecting the mere idea of publishing 
any Holocaust revisionist work, and particularly mine. I 
was so pleased that this daring and independent publisher 
would take the trouble to that at first I failed to see how 
interesting the letter really is . 

Stuart dismisses me as a "misguided" fellow and notes 
that he has never met anyone in the Ger lIlan government ... 
who denies the existence of the gas chambers ... " Recalling 
the adventures of Germar Rudolf, William Staeglich, Fred 
Leuchter, Hans Schmidt and a score of others who have the 
misfortune to be Gelman in this day and age, or simply to 
have passed through that benighted land, I can easily 
accept Stuart's experience on this matter. What it would 
mean for a high*ranking or well*known Gelman to tell a 
Jewish*American publisher that there were no gas 
chambers at Auschwitz? 

In his letter Stuart writes: "Where I differ from the 
Jewish holocaust professionals is that they speak of only 
6,000,000 Jews. The fact is that some fourteen to eighteen 
million gypsies, homosexuals, Jews, Catholic priests and 
nuns and political prisoners were murdered by starvation 
and disease or were cooked in the camp ovens." 

He does not say the whole 14 to 16 million were 
"cooked" in the camp ovens, so in all likelihood we have 
here a man of reasoned restraint. Maybe only a million, or 
even half a million nuns and priests and gay ladies and 

David Irving takes a novel swing 
at Der Spiegel: a fine scandal is 
about to break in Germany 

[We received David Irving's Der Spiegel 
brochure (see below) just before we were to go to print 
with this issue of sa He sent along a disk version, so 
it will go on CODOHWeb very shortly. We think the 
brochure will create a great scandal behind the 
scenes. "Meanwhile," Irving writes, "I am spending 
the next four weeks putting the final polishing touches 
to volume n of my Churchill's War biography." 

The "brochure" just published by David Irving is a 
simulated Der Spiegel cover story detailing Irving's 
persecution, by Ger lIlan authorities, and vindication, by the 
present custodians of the Auschwitz myth, for his claim 
that the alleged gas chamber in Auschwitz*I is a postwar 
fake. Done with the British historian's usual flair and 
attention to verisimilitude, the story ( "Der 
ruinierte 'Historiker hat Recht' [The "ruined" historian is 

• • • 
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gents and others were broiled and roasted in the camp 
ovens. Nevertheless, this lends more credibility to the 
Hansel and Gretel syndrome than I have imagined I would 
ever hear, and suggests that the German propensity for 
cooking those who annoy them was already well developed 
by the end of the 18th century. 

You can judge bow evolved we are becoming as a 
people when you compare the unsavory (no pun intended) 
but powerful imagery of Lyle Stuart's imagination with 
that of the simple, almost simple*min.ded, Sinclair Lewis of 
three··quarters of a century ago (see: Letters, Lou Rollins). 

Stuart was particularly enthusiastic about Claude 
I .anzmann's Shoah, so I sent him my Confessions of a 
Holocaust Revisionist, which has a chapter devoted to a 
key segment of the film, that of Abraham Bomba, the 
barber of Treblinka. I don't think it will do the trick Lyle 
Stuart is a man who is ready and willing to challenge 
anything and everything~xcept one thing. 

Stuart can publish a book that proposes the mass 
murder of millions of people based on a racial ideology he 
loathes because he knows that while such a book is a great 
scandal for the media, no one in his circle will take it 
seriously. Revisionism is something else again. His circle 
takes revisionism very seriously. There's something about 
Revisionist theory that makes these very sophisticated 
people nervous, particlllarly when it is advanced by 
someone like myself who likes these people and has lived a 
good part of his life among them. 

right]) is indistinguishable in design, typography and style 
from a typical story in Gelillany's leading news 
magazine only the story's different from the usual fare: it 
tells the truth! This is one parody that will have Gelman 
officials "chewing the carpet" and media kingpins from 
Spiegel publisher Rudolf Augstein on do~n-paging their 
lawyers and hailing Germany's busy idea police. But, as a 
diagonal little subhead on the "cover" announces: "Not a 
forgery. Only a reconstruction" (Keine Faelschung. Nur 
eine Rekonstruktion). Funny, that's now the official line on 
the gas chamber at Allschwitz*!... 

[SR readers can obtain a copy of this German* 
language account of Irving's fight for truth on the 
Auschwitz gas chamber, and how he and other 
revisionists have forced Auschwitz authorities one 
damaging concession after another, by sending us a 
one-dollar bill.] 
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W orldscope on revisionism and 
revisionists. 

• It looks as if the eternally embattled Ernst 
Zuendel has scored a partial victory by eliminating the 
Canadian Human Rights Commission as a co-prosecutor in 
the Canadian "human rights" hearing to deprive him of 
flee speech via his American-based Website. Meanwhile, 
an even bigger bombshell, if you 'll pardon the expression, 
is shaping up around the indictment of two shadowy 
Marxist and "animal-rights" activists in the 1995 attempt 
to murder Zuendel with a pipe bomb. The arrest wallant, 
as yet unserved, links the two would-be assassins to Jewish 
benefactors anti-revisionist "activists" in the Toronto area. , 
More as this storv -

, , 
, 
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with establishment efforts at ingratiating itself with New 
York., Brussels and Jemsalem threaten the real Germany's 
mind and soul. (Hutten-Verlag, 25884 Vioel/ 
Nordfriesland, Germany.)) 

• The second issue of Vi erteljahreshefte foer freie 
Geschichtsforschung (Quarterly for Free Historical 
Research), from the cover of which we have taken the 
illustration on the front page of this issue of SR, includes 
articles by such revisionist kingpins as Robert Faurisson, 
Carlo Mattogno, editor Gelmar Rudolf and COOOH 
associate Richard Widmann. The Gel man-language 
review, published in Flanders (Stiftung VHO, Postbus 60, 
B-2600 Berchem 2, Belgien [Flandern]) is now quite 

possibly the world's 

develops ... 

• In another 
Canadian "human 
rights" commission 
effort to punish and 
muzzle free expres
sion on the Holocaust 
controversy, the trial 
of Doug Collins and 
the North Shore News 
(North Vancouver, 
British Columbia) for 
(retrospectively) 
writing and 
publishing an 
allegedly sacrilegious 

Books for a "New Age" Library 
on the Holocaust Controversy 

leading revisionist 
journal. 

• Sieipnir, a 
highly intelligent 
revisionist and 
"nationalist" 
magazine published 
in Berlin by the 
Verlag der 
Freunde, is out 

Will these New-Age books on the Holocaust controversy affect the thinking 
of our Old-Age scholars and media intellectuals? We' ll have to wait and see, 

• The Gas Chambers of the Gods 
• Denying the Truth: Holocaust Fundamentalism for the 

New Age 
• The Gerstein Prophecy 

again (the previous 

• The Shroud of Zyklon: Legend or Pious Fraud? 
issue was seized by 
German police for 
"denigrating" this 
or that [unspecified 
in the warrant] 

• Hermetic Teachings of the Gas Chambers: Charging 
Your Body with Zyclon Crystals 

column of the movie Schindler 's List, concluded at the end 
of June. Rights commissar Nitya Iyer, acting as a one
woman tribunal, will now decide whether the offending 
column infringed Jews' sensibilities and what penalties, if 
any, should be imposed on the paper and its columnist. 

• Nowhere has suppression of Holocaust 
revisionism scholarly or otherwise been as systematic 
as in Germany. At last there 's a systematic, scholarly and 
passionate German answer and challenge to official 
obscurantism, in the fOim of the massive Unterdrueckung 
und Verfolgung Deutscher Patrioten: Gesinnungsdiktatur 
in Deutschland? (Suppression and Persecution of 
Gel'man Patriots: Dictatorship of Opinion in 
Gel many?), a 657-page collection of dozens of articles on 
every aspect--Iegal, philosophical, intellectual, historical-
of Germany's latter -day dictatorship of opinion regarding 
the Holocaust, by dozens of authors from Ph.D.'s (Alfred 
Schickel, Ernst Topitsch, Rolf Kosiek., Hans Nawratil) to 
legal experts (Juergen Rieger) to activists (Manfred 
Roeder). Everything you wanted know about suppression 
of free speech on the Holocaust and on the national 
question in Gennany, and how its increasing tempo in line 

symbol of state 
patriotism). The latest issue contains BracDey Smith's 
hard-hitting confrontation with America's professional 
Jewish Holocaustomaniacs (SR #32, May 19%) which we 
hope is not grounds for another police raid and seizure 
(Sleipnir, Verlag der Freunde, Postfach 350211, 10211 
Berlin). 

• Down in the Antipodes, freewheeling Aussie 
philosopher and revisionist Fredrick Toben (see SR 43 , 
May 1997, "Internet Roundup") is, as noted in the cover 
story of this issue, being brought up on charges by 
Australia's Human Rights (bah!) and Equal Opportunity 
Commission for publishing "malicious anti-Jewish 
propaganda" on the Website of his Adelaide Institute. To 
wit, the AI: "denies the existence of the Holocaust, blames 
Jewish people for the actions of Stalin and threatens 
violence against Jewish people." The hearing begins 
September 29. Adelaide Institute, POBox 3300, Norwood 
5067, Australia, 

• The COOOH conspiracy (who said we don't 
believe in ' em?) to spread the revisionist word through the 
writings ofBradJey Smith advances with publication of 
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Brad's article, "The Holocaust Controversy: The Case for 
Open Debate" in issue #2 of the alternative quarterly The 
Hoover Hog: A Review of Dangerous Ideas, 621 Kings 
Row, Charleston, WV 25314. 

• How does a Holocaust true believer run afoul of the 
keepers of the flame of Holocaustomania? When he dares 
expose a Jewish-led "holocaust" of Germans. That's what 
Jewish author John Sack did, in his account of the postwar 
camps in Communist-occupied parts of the Reich An Eye 
for an Eye, where hundreds of thousands of Germans died. 
Re one commandant, the Polish Jewess Lola Potak, Sack 
POints out: "The truth was that the Germans in Lola's -
prison were worse off than Lola had been at Auschwitz .. . " 
Sack's scheduled address to the US Holocaust Memorial 
Museum last Febmary was canceled at the last minute by 
the museum's director. The June/July issue of The 
Washington Report on Middle East Affairs, recently 
commended in SR for its fairness in printing letters from 
revisionists on the Holocaust, has done a very creditable 
write-up on the Sack affair, including the orchestrated 
ignoring or trashing of An Eye for an Eye by the press. 

Revisionism on the Internet 
As featured on CODOHWeb 

Revisionism on the Intemet-This handsome, durable, 
spiral-bound "journal" presents a cross-section of the 
materials that are making COOOHWeb a world-wide force 
for the truth that underlies history's; greatest taboo. As 
described in the previous issue of SR, Revisionism on the 
Internet contains exiled German chemist Gerlllar Rudolf's 
analysis of Gerlll3n Establishment scholar W.A Benz's 
efforts to re-establish the six million figure in the face of 
the revisionists assault-Rudolf's findings, the most up-to
date on the question, are worth the price of this booklet. 

But there's more: Brad Smith's hitherto unpublished 
meditation :>':1 revisionism, meR, raciali"m and fatherhood, 
"The Natural Order of Things"; renowned German novelist 
Hans Grimm's 1950 survey of Allied policy 
pronouncements, "Germany Must Be Destroyed"; the texts 
of four long-submerged official documents of 
"inconvenient history": from Hitler's covert agreement 
with the Zionists (Ha'avara), the real "final solution" 
(Rademacher letter), Dwight Eisenhower's horrific 
estimate of impending German casualties due to the Allies' 
postwar expulsions (Eisenhower telegram), etc.--as well as 
reviews of the latest biography ofRudolfHoess (Steven 
Pakuly's Death Dealer) and a book on executions in 
America (Stephen Trombley's The Execution Protocols) by 
COOOHWeb co-Webmaster Richard Widmann. 

Share in the excitement that Swedish schoolkids, 
German patriots and other visitors to COOOHWeb from 
around the world are experiencing in the liberating 
encounter with truths that are withheld from them 
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elsewhere, and help CODOH carry forward its struggle, by 
contributing $14 (or more) for this 73-page print-out. 

LETTERS 
Robert Faurisson. Because of my press release of 19 

April 1996 (See p. 4-5 of "An Assessment of the 
Garaudy/ Abbe Pierre Affair," January-October 1996) I 
was immediately indicted. For many reasons, my trial was 
twice postponed. It will start on 25 September in Paris. The 
presiding judge said to my lawyer, Eric Delcroix, that it 
would not last more than 3 hours (for me and for the 
Jewish lawyer[s] plus for the prosecutor and for my 
lawyer). As usual, I will be found guilty and sentenced, 
probably 4 weeks later. 

Un 8,9, and 15 Jan1..aty 1998, Pierre GuiHaume 
(publisher) and Roger Garaudy (author) will have 3 long 
afternoons for their own trial. R Garaudy is now behaving 
in an even more cowardly way than I expected. In the 
Italian newspaper Awenire (19 November 1996), he went 
so far as to sav that he could not have denied the existence 

• 

of extennination camps since, arrested on 14 September 
1940. he had spent 33 months in such a camp! Abbe Pierre 
has lost all dignity: he keeps on apologizing and saying he 
was absolutely \\70ng: "1 had not read the book!" 

In France (58 million inhabitants), only 3 people have 
1) said 2) and repeated 3) publicly that there were no gas 
chambers and no genocide: Robert Faurisson (68), 
Vincent Reynonard (28) and Roger-Guy Dommergue 
(75?): the last one, being a Jew, has never been sued. 

Paul V: (Australia): It takes a lot of guts to do what 
you are doing. 1 have been to all the concentration camps 

. in Europe and spent many days in Auschwitz. Nowhere did 
I find any evidence to support the ExterIIlinatiorust 
story ... just the opposite. Given the choice between working 
in a prisoner detail at Auschwitz with up to 1700 calories 
food per day with no bombers and reguiar work-OR 
.. . being a German soldier on the Eastern Front with mines, 
bombs, bullets, Partisans, and all the locals would be no 
contest for me I'd have taken my chances in Auschwitz. 
Thanks for doing what you are doing. You're a Hero. 

Pshaw. 

Lou Rollins: I've been reading It Can 't Happen Here 
by Sinclair Lewis. As you may know, it's a novel depicting 
a Nazi-like dictatorship established in America in 1937 
(first published in 1935). I thought you'd be interested to 
know that among the many atrocities perpetrated by the 
dictator's henchmen was a gassing of Jews! Here's the 
relevant paragraph: 

"In Rhode Island, the door of a small orthodox 
synagogue in a basement was locked from the outside after 
thin glass containers of carbon monoxide had been thrown 
in. The windows had been nailed shut, and anyway, the 
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in. The windows had been nailed shut, and anyway, the 
nineteen men in the congregation did not smell the gas 
until too late. They were all found slumped to the floor, 
beards sticking up. They were allover sixty. " (Signet 
paperback., 1970, pp. 232.) 

I like the "beards sticking up" detail. A good 
second-level writer working at top fonn. 

Will Shake-Spear: [The Holocaust is] but a walking 
shadow, a poor player That struts and frets [its] hour upon 
the stage And then is heard no more. It is a tale Told by an 
idiot, full of sound and fury Signifying nothing. 

Congratulations, Sir: A great career awaits you! 

Tutta Arnold: I am a 70-year old woman, fled from 
East GeIlllany in December 1945. My heart-felt thanks to 
you and others like you. The mental agony suffered all 
these years has been almost unbearable. God bless you! 

Sverker Odesjo (Sweden) More of your like is 
needed! 

Anonymous. When I get "Business Reply Mail" 
envelopes bearing the notation "No postage necessary if 
mailed in the United States," I simply enclose a copy of 
your leaflet: "The Holocaust Controversy: The Case for 
Open Debate," in the envelope and drop in the mail. 

I do the same thing. I've been meaning to make a note 
of it in these pages for months. One person sending my 
leaflet out 10 times a month, for example, is not 
particularly spectacular. But 100 or 500 individuals 
returning 10 or 20 or more leaflets in post-paid envelopes 
every month adds up qUite nicely. 

Evelyn E.K.S. Judge. I think you give Deborah 
Lipstadt too much valuable pUblicity. One who lies doesn' t 
deserve even a bad word. She deserves to be ignored-the 
only suitable nonviolent response. Compared to you, 
ueborah IS like the spiritual dead. Remember what Jesus 
said about them: "Let the dead bury the dead. I have other 
work for you to do!" I don't wish to lure you away from the 
Holocaust battle, but I don't like seeing your excellent 
talent squandered on falsehoods . Ultimately, falsehoods 
prove themselves. 
----------_._--- - ------_. __ .- ----_. 

THE NEW ADDRESS: This September issue of SR 
(remember, there is no August issue) will run our new 
postal add1ess, and my new telephone and fax numbers. 
Don't worry about losing contact. The Post Office will 
forward my mail for 12 months. The USPO did a perfectly 
good job with forwarding when I moved from Hollywood 
to Visalia eight years ago. The e-mail address for 
COOOHWeb will not change, no matter where I move . 

• , . 
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NAMES: They' re still the name of the game. If you 
know someone you think would be interested in receiving a 
free copy of Smith's Report and my essay, "The Holocaust 
Controversy; The Case for Open Debate," please send me 
his or her name. Every new subscriber is important, even if 
it's only one. CLIPPINGS: Please continue to send 
relevant press clippings I am unlikely to see in my daily 
round. Don't think the other person will do it. He won't do 
it. MEA CULPA-AGAIN!: In SR 44 I wrote that I was 
almost out of the woods with shipping materials in 
exchange for contributions you have sent. That was six 
weeks ago. I'm behind again. This month I have the I'm
moving-the-family-and-the-office-to-Mexico-excllse . 
Please bear with me a couple more weeks. 

A SPECIAL THANKS to those ofvou who have -
helped me this last month with especially generous 
contributions to get me through this relocation. I could not 
have done it without your help. Literally! I could not have 
done it. Once I'm in Mexico and have my office set up I 
will contact each of you. Thanks again. 

, 

Bradley 

[Your contribution helps sustain CODOH and 
CODOHWeb and our growing audience, which 
stretches from occupied Berlin to occupied East 
Jerusalem. I can do it with you, but how can I do it 
without you?} 
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CODOH EXPOSES AUSCHWITZ PERJURER-

LEADING SURVIVOR & TOP ZIONIST HELPED FOUND 

U.S. HOLOf:AUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM 

False ~·.byewitness" Testll110ny Helped Hang Gennans 

This month CODOH drops a bombshell. We have dis
coverffi, and now reveal, that a celebrated "suryiyor, ~ a 
prolllinent Zionist, and a major figure in the founding and 
leadership of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum gave 
false testimony irnmerliately after World War IT. testimony 
that helped convict and hang Gerlllans in 1945. 

The sworn word of this survivor-~e\'ewitnessr on the -
Auschwitz "gas charnlx':rs" and on the number of Jews 
kilJed at Auschwitz is contradicted today not only by Holo
caust revisionists, by exponents of Holocausl orthodox)" 
including the research staff of the Mllseum. but by the es
tablished facts. By alerting the Ameriom public to this 
scandal CODOH intensifies its C~lIIII~ign against the 
USHMM., a campaign that began last month with the expo
sllre of the Museum's "Majdanek gas-<:hamber door" hoax. 

Committed Zionist, Prominent :}urvivor, USHMM 
Founder 

The false witness-and U.S. Holocaust Memorial Mu
seum founder-is Dr. Hadassah Bimko Rosensaft. She was 

interned at Auschwitz in rnid-1943, then at Bergen-Belsen 
from December 1944 until its liberation by the British in 
April 1945. After that, she joined with Joseph Rosensafi, 
who became her busband, in leading the Jews of Bergen
Belsen, and later Jews throughout the entire British zone of 
occupation in Germany. The Central Jewish Committee, 
which Joseph beaded (Hadassab served on the presidium), 
was instrumental in helping Jews emigrate-legally and 
illegally-to Palestine. 

The Rosensafts went on to be leaders among Holocanst 
survivors, in particular under the auspices of the World 
Federation of the Bergen-Belsen Survivors, of which her 
husband long served as president, sbe as vice-president. 

• , . 

(When husband Joseph died in 1975, Elie Wiesel delivered 
the eulogy.) Their son Menahem founded and leads the 
lnteillational Network of Childt en of Jewish Holocaust 
Survivors. and has frequently figured in news stories and 
op-ed pieces with vicious attacks on Pat Buchanan and 
Kurt Waldheim, and as a would-be hunter of alleged Nazi 
~m criminals., inclllding Dr. Mengele (naturally). 

According to The Holocaust Museum in Washington, a 
celebratory' book on the Museum co-authored by former 
Museum director Jeshajahu Weinberg, Hadassah Rosensaft 
~"as a leader in eulisting the "unwavering support of the 
survivors for the Museum" in its founding stages. She 
served on the content committee that deter mined the type 
and quality of exhibits the Museum would display. Indeed, 
a study of the Museum's creation, PreServing Memory: The 
Stroggle to Cr'{!-[!!e America's Holocaust Museum by Ed
ward Linenthal, leports that Dr. Rosensaft 
considering her bistory, more probably out of a concelll for 
piety than accu:racy-tbe display of alleged human ha i r 
from Ausch"'itz as well as the casting of the "gas cham
ber" door from MajdanCk: that CODOH ally Samuel 
Crowell has identified as a commonly manufactured Ger
man air-raid shelter door. After the Museum's opelljng, 
Hadassah Rosensaft continued to serve as a member of the 
U.S. Holocaust Museum Memorial Council. 

False Witness 
To us at CODOH, Dr. Hadassab Rosensaft would be 

ordinarily of little interest other than as a particularly dtrti
ful and long-lived devotee of the Holocaust cult. And of 
little interest she was., until a CODOH researcher (who 

Continued 00 page three 
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Bradley R. Smith 

complished by our 
Webmaster David Thomas 
and our Editor Richard 
Widmann. We accept the 
accolade, of course, but 
point out that the site is 
mnch sliperior now to 
what it was a few months 
ago when we got our "Top 
5%'" Ja'ing. 

NOTEBOOK 
The fact that we are living in 

Mexico is still sinking in on SR read
els, and on us. One reader writes: 
"Thill move to Mesico is a serious 
miRalze. A very serious mistake. You 
are too vulnerable down there. There 
are too many people who would like 
to get at you. They can wipe out eve
rything you've done in a matter of 
minutes. And it puts your family in 
balm's way too. If they can't find the 
executioners of a Mexjcan cardinal, 
do you think you'll matter one bit the 
day after you're gone? For Clying out 
loud, what are you thinking aboutT 

Another wlites: "It's a good idea, 
going to Me.xico. You should have 
done it a long time ago. It's a lot of 
trouble, I'm sure of that, but you'll be 
safer down there." 

These two points of yje\\' 1 epre
sent much of the mail I have gotten 
on the su~ In all likelihood, one is 
right. 

Some time ago CODOHWeb was 
reviewed by Lycos, one of the Inter
net' s top se3lch engines (an "engine'" 
in this case tx::ing the computer pro
gIalil that allows you to "search" all 
the Web sites and all the data bases 
all ovcr the world that are on the In
ternet) . I forgot about it(!) until it was 
blought to my attention again by a 
COIl espondent CODOH-Web was 
inchJdcd in the Lycos Top S'Y .. ! 
What's that, yon ask? Lycos Top 5% 
is " ... a selective directory oftop-shelf 
sites rated by the Web's most experi
enced reviewers.'" This accolade is 
due almost entirely to the work ac-

, , , 

As usual this time of 
year, I'm busy setting up the Campus 
Project. Nothing I've done in the last 
month has yet emerged above ground. 
Underground, of course, it's another 
matter. 

The Summer 1997 issue of the 
Anti-Defamation I .eaglle bulletin 
FrolflLine features a story titled 
"Press and Prejudice on Campus." 
There we find that the ADL Depart
ment of Campus Affairs sponsored a 
panel entitled '" An'i-Semitism in the 
Campus Media: Whose Responsibility 
Is ItT It took place at City University 
of New York (CUNY) and v.;as mod
erated by John Hockenberry, the for
mer star of National Public Radio. 

The prospectus for the conference 
asks "What's WrongT What ' s wrong, 
among other things, is that "College 
newspaper editors publish anti
Semitic Letters to the Editor and ad
vertisements" [emphasis mine]; and 
that "Holocaust denial is advocated by 
professors in publications and on the 
lnte:.!...-et. ~ 

What is it necessary to do? Create 
special IetIealS for Jewish high school 
seniors that v..-ill "Teach those enter
ing college how to fight anti-Zionism 
[and] Holocaust deniaL." And it is 
very interesting to see that they have 
put the two together. 

As we reported here in SR 46, 
CODOHWeb features a folder titled 
"The Tangled Web: Zionism, Stalin
ism, and the Holocaust Story.'" One 
department in that folder is devoted to 
"The Consequences'" of exploiting the 
Holocaust story to legitimate the Is
raeli depredations against the Pales
tinians. The ADL is going to have to 
hold a lot of retreats for high school 

students to convince them that what 
they see in "Consequences" can be 
legitimated by nothing more than 
double talk. 

When I heard that a confeIeJlce 
was going to take place September 24-
26 at the University of South Car0-
lina (Columbia), asselllbling nine of 
the living American prosecutors from 
the Nmeillberg and subsequent WID 

crimes trials, and that it was to be 
keynoted by Professor Daniel Goldha
gen of Harvard, author of Hitler's 
Willing Frecutioners: Ordinary Ger
mans and the Holocaust, I put to
gether an opinion piece based on an 
excerpt from an elegantly written pa
per by IMT scholar Carlos Porter, 
titled simply "War Crimes Trials.'" In 
an endnote I informed the reader that 
Porter's book Not Gililty at 
berg: The Gummr Defense Case, has 
been censored by the Gel lIIan Gov
ernment and ordered confiscated and 

• 

t hal the reader ca n fi nd the full text of 
the book on CODOHWeb. 

I mailed the pjece to student 
newspapers at 35 Southern and East
ern-seaboard colleges. Two days be
fore the conference was to begin I 
faxed it directly to the editor of the 
USC Gamecock News. Instructions for 
obtaining a copy of the essay are on 
page eight. 

As expected, we did not bear 
from Dr. Walter Reich, Director of 
the United States Holocaust Memo
rial Museum by Ielmn mail (see SR 
46, p. 4). So I think I was well ad
vised to go ahead with an opinion 
piece written by Samuel Crowell on 
the Museum's "gas chamber'" door, 
the one "proof' of gas chambers ex
hIbited at the Museum Titled "The 
U.S Holocaust Memorial Museum and 
the Problem of its 'Gas ChambeI' 
Exhibit, ,., a key sentence from the 
middle of the essay reads; 

The fact tha1 common, mass 
produced air-raid shelter doors 
were used as "gas chamber" 
doors has certainly never been 
recognized by historians. How 
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anyone could take a bomb shelter 
door and say without explanation 
that it is a "gas chamber" door 
can only bring into question the 
rectitude of the institution which 
sponsors it. I would imagine that, 
as it stands, the Mllseum exlubit 
could well become a temble em-

to its management, 
as it demonsh ates the extent to 
which irrationalism and academic 
politics have been allowed to in
feet the study of recent history. 

Crowell's opi II ion piece is circu
lating to student newspapers at the top 
Imiversities across the country. (See p. 
7 on how to get the piece. Read what 
our college editors are reading!) 

1be CODOH ad that ran in Imi
versity newspapelS during the 
1996197 academic year remains the 
primary' ad for the Project. Because of 
the provocative theory Samuel 
Crowell is JXll$uing on the Museum' s 
flaudulent exhibit of a "gas cballlbel" 
door, 1 have put together a second ad 
add I essing that issue (see this page). 

This new ad has already been ac
cepled by The Washington Square 
News at New York University, and by 
the DaiZv ktec at San Diego State 
University, plus two others that have 
said probably. It looks like it will not 
be difficult to place the ads. Paying 
for them could be. 

My observation in SR 46 regard
ing Hitler and tylalllly bas elicited a 

Continued from page one 

lot of mail. One Jeader writes that "it 
seems to not occur to you, Bradley, 
that intellectual fieedom is not neces
sarily the highest value." 

As a matter of fact, it does occur 
to me. 1 have written in a number of 
places that 1 do not believe any ideal 
can be proven to be ideal. Ideals are 
preferences we have based on our 
genes, our culture, and the lives we 
have led. 1 think intellectual freedom 

THE 
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displays a replica of a 
standard Ger man air-raid 

shelter door but labels it the 
door to a "gas chamber." 
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-...,'Ould be preferable to tyranny-on 
lhe American campus, in Hitlerian 
Germany, with my family. Others 
have other preferences. J promole 
intellectual freedom as well as J WII 

able by arguing for it and practicing 
it. Others promole tyranny as best 
they can, typically by encouraging the 
initiation offorce against those lI-1th 
whom they disagree about one thing 
or another. While no society allows 
its citizens to express what they think 

with complete freedom, J prefer a 
society in which you feel you can take 
a run at it to one when? you know up 
front you'd better forget about it. 

Several readers have written to 
say that they very milch enjoyed 
reading "I.aughing: Not I augbing," 
the story about my first fOllllal bull
fight as a carefree youth. One reader 
sent the manllScript back to me with 
his proofing corrections. Seeing all 
the typing enors, my whole bead 
turned red (thanks, Dan). 1 could not 
have imagined sending out something 
so full of typos, and ridiculous typos, 
as 1 did with "Laughing." A couple 
years ago at an lliR conference Greg 
Raven awarded me first pi ize for 
publishing the revisionist newsletter 
most in need of editorial assistance. I 
took Greg' s advice and got that for 
SR, but last month when 1 had a 
computer problem and could not get 
the plOofed version of "} ~lUghing" to 
print oot-I don ' t know why-I typed 

• 

it up again fifinomm scratch at the last 
minute and did not send the new type
script through the editing process 
before I gave it to Patricia to send out. 
And there you have the whole story. 
Apologies to one and all. 

A last minute e-mail message 
infOlIllS me that our opinion piece 
based on Porter's " War Crimes Tri
als~ article bas run in the lnntem at 
Ohio State University. We'll have 
details next month. 

prefers to remain anonymous), noticed her little-used 
middle name: Bimko. That distinctive name rang a bell, a 
quick search ensued, and-Io and behold!-Dr. Hadassab 
Roscnsaft pmved to be identical to none other than Dr. 
Ada Bimko, who gave important testimony, false testi
mony, deadly testimony during the first Beisen trial in 
autumn of 1945. 

ever, DO revisionist to our knowledge bas recognized that 
the false testimony of A.cia Bimko was given by a witness 
who would one day become a major voice in deciding pol
icy and, in<hxl, the very exhibits at America's taxl"yer
supported, official U.S. Holocaust museum-a museum 
whose director, Walter Reich, recently wrote, in an essay 
titled, without apparent irony. "No, We're Not in the En
tertainment Business," the following words: 

Revisionist researchers have long been familiar with 
Ada Birnko's testimony. Carlo Mattogno, for example, 
devoted several pages to it in The Journal of Historical 
Review (in "Two False Testimonies from Auschwitz," pp. 
35-38, Volume 10, DO. 1, Spring 1990). Until now, how-

, , . 

In all of its activities, the Holocaust Museum is 
fiercely devoted to historical authenticity. It takes 
immense pains to guard against enors or miSIepre
sentations. This is a responsibility of all museums; 
it's ours all the more so becallse Holocallst deniers, 
driven by antisemitic animus, are ready to pounce 
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on any elJors or distortions."(Washington Post, 
August 31, 1997) 

What SOIt of'"'historica1 authenticity," then, did Dr. 
Ada Bimko (soon to become Hadassah Rosensaft) display 
under oath during the Trial of JosefKI3nler and Forty
Four Othets, more commonly known as the first Belsen 
trial at I .ueneburg, GellllallY, SeptembeI 17, 1945 to No
vembc:l 17, 19451 

r In a written deposition entesed into evidence, she 
staterl· "1 have examined the records of the numbers cre
mated and I say that the records show that about 4,000,000 
persons wcr-e crematerl at the camp [Auschwitz].'" In her 
tedimony from the witness stand, Ada Bimko swore that a 
member of the crematorium told her 
tbat four lIIi11ion Jews had been crelllaterl at Auschwitz. 
(This and the follov.ing tes:i:ncuj' is &ti.'ed from the Trial 
of Josef Kramer and Forty-Four Others, OOited by Ray
mond Phillips, Hodge & Co., 1949.) 

Let it be noted that the ell II ent director of the 
Auschwitz State Musellm-Franciszek Piper-in an article 
included in a book published in association ~ith the 
USHHM (Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death Cmnp, Yisrael 
Gutman and Michael Berenbaum, erlitors)-has redllcerl the 
Auschwitz death toll to no more than 1.5 million. a figure 
without lxtsis In that context we recall the "elY widesplead 
and heavily labored efforts of ex:1e.t lIIinationists at the time 
the 4 million figwe was disavowed. sevela! years ago, to 
blame the exaggeration on the (non-Jewish) Poles. Now we 
observe the testimony of Dr. Bimko, who is Jewish (like 
her Sondedmmmando acquaintance), telling the court in 
1945(!) the already oment 4 miJlion story. 

While on the witness stand, Dr. Bimko c1aimerl to 
have, together with an SS NCO, visiterl a '"'gas chamber'" 
eqllil¢ ~itb shov.'Clheads, and, in a room above it, seen 
with her own eyes remember, she is an "eye"-witness
"two pipes \Vb.ich I was told contained the gas. There were 
also two huge metal containers containing gas,'" Mattogno 
notes thi~ as the "ClOwning absmdity Of Bi!11ko'S testi
mony," one ·which shows that "In fine, Dr. Ada Bimko 
never set foot in any of the clematoriums at Birkenau and 
her' testimony' on this subject is completely 
fabricated .. Bimko, not even aware that Zyklon B was 

in cans, SJXdks of.. 'huge metal containers con
taining gas,' as if the gas in question were methane!" 

Thigh-slawers though these claims are to revisionists 
who know today that no more than 1.3 million were ever 
sent to Auschwitz, and who are aware that in no Auschwitz 
"gas chamber" does the U.S. Holocallst Memorial Museum 
claim that cyanide gas was piped in from huge metal con
taillCfs, Ada Bimko's testimony impressed the British 
plOsecutOts and judge at the Belsen trial. Chiefprosecutor 
T.M Back-house stated, in his closing speech: "'1 particu
larly rely on the witness Dr. Bimlm. She, in my submis
sion, is a partiaJlarly reliable witness, a professional 
,",man, who did magllificent work in Belsen, and, we are 
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told, is still there at the hospital, and her evidence I would 
ask you to accept.'" 

Accept it the comt did, even when Dr. Bimko
Rosensaft stumbled badly in her accusation against one 
Karl Francioh, a cook at Bergen-Belsen. She had sworn in 
two written depositions to have seen Francioh shoot a man 
dead On the witness stand, however, she testified that the 
man Francioh shot dead was a woman. It would seem to us 
that a medical doctor who had done "magnificent work" in 
a concentration camp hospital would know right off the 
difference between a man and a woman but we're dealing 
here with a founder of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Mu
seum and therefore, as we all know, DOl mal standards of 
human perception do not apply. 

The cook, Kurt Francioh, was hanged on December 
13, 1945. Ten other Gelman defendants were convicted 
and e.xecu1ed thanks to the testimony ofHadassah Bimko 
RosensaFt and witnesses like her (though few had her fine 
professional training) at the first Belsen trial. 

Walter's Choice 
Mllsellm Director Walter Reich, with his fierce devo

tion to historical authenticity_ and his immense pains to 
guard against ellors or misrep!esentations, has a choice, 
which we, tipping our hats to a ripe bit of Holocaust 
schlock (remember Sophie's ChOice?) hereby dub 
"Walter's Choice." The choice is this: Reich can either 
publicly disavow Dr. Hadassah Bimko Rosensaft's false 
testimony on Auschwitz and Belsen, and adillit to its terri
ble results-or else change the Museum's exhibits and 
"educational" propaganda to match Rosensaft's postwar 

lies. 
That is, Dr. Reich can: 
1) order mnseum staff to modify the model of the 

AuschwitzlBitkenau "gas chamber" on display at the Mu
seum to fit Bimko-Rosensaft's false testimony. For this 
staff, which bas already given us the fake gas chamber 
door flam Majdanek, it should be a snap. These profes
sionals will silllply install scale versions of the two 3-inch 
"gassing" piJ;es, a scale velsion of the "huge metal gas 
cylinders,'" and a scale version of the room "above" the gas 
chambers she swore to have seen with her o~n eyes at Bel
son. Once those three details are taken care of Dr. Reich's 
staff can then restore the old four million dead figure for 
Auschwitz that the Soviet Commission oflnquiry and his 
colleague Dr. Bimko- have attested to, or-

2) he can publicly disavow Hadassah Bimko Rosen
saft's corrupt eyewitness testimony about Auschwitz and 
sever every connection the mllseum has with this deadly 

. 
pelJurer. 

Which will it be? In the short nm, of course, it likely 
won't be either. Reich and the Museum, beholden. to the 
"survivor community," solicitous of the truth only insofar 
as the Museum's falsehoods don't angf:r any large or mon
eyed interest, will try to sweat this one out-just as they are 
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going to try and sweat out CODOH's exposure of their 
kgas cbambd' door hoax. 

Director Reich knows we're out there: he's said as 
much. By now he also knows that COooH has blown the 
whistle on his "gas chamber" door. When the Bimko-

tlaft story is brought to his attention, and it will be, 
we suspect that, for the first time, he will start to envy his 
predecessor Michael Be:renbaum's escape from the Mu
setlm's directorship to the employ of movie mogul Steven 
Spielberg. Yet there is a simple solution to all his worries 
about revisionists. It is to make historical truth the stan
dard of his museum, and his own standard 

W orldscope on Revisionism and 
Revisionists 

"I hereby make a commit meD1 that 1 shan not buy and 
1 shall not pay for my ficedom. No one bas ever bought me 
and no one ever will buy me. 1 shall not pay your fine and 
you will put me in prison if you like." WIth those defiant 
words Robert Faurisson concluded his defense against the 
cha rge of denying the Holocaust in yet another trial in a 
Paris court on September 25 . The prosecutor had asked 
that Faurisson be fined over $4,000 for violating France's 
Fabius-Gayssot law, which explicitly criminalius contest
ing the factuality of the Holocaust; the usual bevy of Jewish 
and "S1m>ivor~ OIganjzations assisted. in the prosecution. 
Fallrisson's crime this time: having sent a letter of correc
tion to a French news agency. The court is expected to rule 
on October 23, at which time the nearly 70-year-old revi
sionist may become France's Jeading prisoner of con-

• 

SCIence. 

Doug Collins, the brave C.anadian journalist who has 
long been the taIget of HolocallstomalIiacs in Canada, has 
announced his retirement as collllllllist for the North Shore 
News (North Vancouver, British Columbia). Collins and 
his newspaper were recently tried before the British C0-
lumbian Hllman Rights Council for allegedly slurring Ca
nadian Jewry through an uncomplimentary column Collins 
wrote on the movie Schindler's List (the case evidently 
won't be decided until next year). It is our understanding 
that Doug Collins, though a still lively 77, had decided to 
retire some time before the OCHRe trial farce, and will 
remain active as a writer. Let every revisionist, and every 
fighter fOT ftecdom and truth everywhere, tip his or her bat 
to this late twentieth-centu.ry rarity: a brave, honest, and 
honorable journalist! 

Canadian author James Bacque is back in the news 
with another blockbuster. Bacque's book Other Losses 
Cleated a sensation that roiled major lIle4ia and academia 
with its charges that Dwight Eiseu.hower and other Ameri
can and French authorities deliberately allowed millions of 
Gelman row's in their custody to die after Gerlllany's 
sw;rcnder. Now Bacque bas homed in on the postwar star-

. \. 
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Mercies pIOvides new evidence and a new overview of 
something many revisionists are aware of, and that Ger
mans who lived thlOugh the grim years 1946 and 1947 
have long known: Treasury Secretary Henry Morgentbau's 
genocidal scheme was not shelved, but was put into prac
tice with catastrophic postwar losses among Get mans. 

There's good news out of Sweden, where the Swedish 
justice depaI t I I lent has just dI opped cha rges (of inciting 
anti-Semitism) against Ahmed Rami's Radio Islam Web 
site. The Swedish government had moved against Rami's 
strongly Holocaust revisionist Web site last June, shortly 
after a poll of Swedish secondary school students revealed 
that a third of them doubted the official history of the 
Holocaust (see SR 45, "High Court Lights Up a Glorious 
Fourth. .. "}. Swooish authorities were hampered in their 
attempts to fix responsibility fOT the contents of the Radio 
Islam Web site by the fact that at least 23 persons in sev
eral countries have access to and are able to post materials 
to his site. 

As fate would have it, York's HoI0C2.u.st mu-
sellin opened on Septelllber 11, about the same time Bac
que launched his attack. on the Morgenthan Plan. And who 
was the biggest fund-raiser for the new museum? None else 
but Henry Morgenthau's son RobcIl (who was able to add 
additional muscle to his pitches by virtne of his powerful 
position as Manhattan district attorney). Omitting 
(naturally) any reference to his futher's plan to starve 
Gellnany, the New York Times account of the o{Xning 
hailed Henrv as "the most tenacious advocate of an Ameri--
can rescue of the Jews during World War Il ("After 50 
Years of Struggle, ROOemption, " September 14, 1997). The 
only audible protest against the new museum: a lawsuit 
brought by hyper -Orthodox rabbis agai nst the mllselJm' s 
inclusion of homosexuals as Holocaust victims. 

Willis Carto loses (again)! This 
time in Texas 

On August 22, 1997, Judge Harvey Brown ruled 
against Willis Carto in a decision in the state of Texas. 
This was another ofCarto's nuisance, but very expensive, 
time-consuming, and potentially hank I opting, lawsoits, 
which he pays for ultimately with the money he took from 
the bequest left the Legion for Survival of Freedom (LSF), 
the parent company of the Institnte for Historical Review, 
by a descendent of Thomas A Edison. 

This latest suit was brought by the "Carte group" 
against Andrew Allen., Frederick (Fritz) Berg, and John 
Cuny. Allen., Berg, and Curry were sued as directors oftbe 
Legion for Survival ofFrecdom (LSF). 

The specifics of the case were about whether a true le
gal relationship existed between the Carte group and the 
LSF. Judge Brown ruled that there is not, and the dcfen-
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daots' motions were g.tanted on all grounds. Judge Brown 
\\-TOte: 

"Plaintiffs' [the Carto Group] ability to bring this suit, 
based on their claims as a voting group Incorporators, is 
not available. Other than his claim as a voting member 
Incorporator, Willis Carto has no legal relationship with 
!SF [emphasis added-BRS] which would allow him to 
snstain this suit ... The Carto group's actions in generating 
a pap:r LSF, and bringing suit in its name as the Plaintiff
in-Intervention are without effect." 

This case demonstrates once again the legality of the 
removal of Willis Carto from the LSF and the Institute for 
Historical Review's day to day activities. 

This is the fourth time that an attempt by Wills Carto 
to take over the lHR. has reen thrown out of court. Orange 
County Court Superior Court Judge Polis ruled after a trial 
that "'Wiilis Carto was exe..rcising subslantial control over 
the Legion without any apparent legal anthority" and that 
the evidence submitted by Carto to that court was 

-thv as evidence and disbelieved by the court." 
The California Court of Appeals simply stated that a 

"Carto-elected" director has no standing to bring an action 
against LSF or the Institute. San Diego judge Maino ruled 
that Carto didn't elect directors and didn't have a right to 
keep the millions of dollars left to LSF and the Institute by 
the Edison descendent. And now Texas judge Harvey 
BlOwn has ruled against Carto and for the InstitUle. 

The pattern appears clear. In effect, Carta is using the 
Edison bequest of millions, which the courts one after an
other have ruled he illegally diverted from the LSF and the 
Institute. to attempt to bankrupt those for whom the money 
was intended in the first place. He has nothing to lose by 
continuing the process, other than a further diminution of 
his character, so he will likely continue it. 

INTERNET ROUNDUP 
Gelman Thought Police Cite CODOHWeb 
by Richard Widmann 

One of the most popular areas on CODOHWeb is our 
International page. On this page we featllre important re
visionist papers in languages other than English. Specifi
cally, we now offer -works in Arabic, Danish, Flench, Ger
man, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, 
and Swedish. We happily perform the public service of 
beaming banned works directly back into the very countries 
responsible for their censorship. 

We have just le2rneO that on March la, 1997 German 
Thought Police conducted raids on the home of Gel lIIar 
Rudolfs in-laws and a friend who maintained a Post Office 
Box for him. CODOH has obtained a copy of the search 
warrant which was issued by the State Court ofBoeblin
get!. This judicial inquiry was signed by one Dr. Payer, 
Judge of the Disu ict Court. The charge was the typical 
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charge oftoday's Gelluany, "'inciting racial ha
tred" (Volksverhetzung). 

According to the document: 

A "\\-alrant is heleby ordered for ... the purpose of 
confiscating and/or placing into police custody: 

1. Written documents pc:rtaining to the publi
cation on the Inte11let, and in particular COncel n
ing contacts with the "Committee for Open De
bate on the Holocaust" made with GeIlllar 
Scheerer [i.e. Gellilar Rudolfl and otherwise ille
gal and relevant materials, in particular anti
Semitic writings which incite to racial hatren, as 
well as ancillary materials, such as COlllputer ac
cessories, disks, etc. 

The warrant continues: 

On the Internet in recent times theIe is a site 
http://wv.w.codoh.com which has reen dissemi
nating racial hatJed. inciting materials to this ad
dress. The aforementioned address is a contact 
for the duly convicted but fugitive Gerlll .. ,r 
Scheerer [i.e. GeImar Rudolf]. 

Therefore the suspicion exists, that the sale and 
disu ibution of the relevant illegal writings, such 
as the Rudolf-Gutachten (The Rudolf Report), 
Auschwitz: Nackte Fakten (Auschwia: Naked 
Facts), and Grundlagen zur Zeirgeschichte 
(Foundations o/Contemporary History) are being 
cal ried out by the aforementioned accused or from 
his address. 

Using this 'warrant as their passkey, the Thought P0-
lice of the new "democratic" Gel manv raided the homes in -
question. Apparently the objective of the raid was to <Xr 
tai n any infO! Illation leading to the whereabouts of Gel lIlar 
Rudolf. This raid once again has forced Rudolf and his 
family to move in order to stay a step ahead of the new 
Gestapo. 

Interestingiy, the three works cited in the warrdllt are 
among the most scholarly and objective treatments of the 
subject in existence. The Rudolf Report is a technical 
analysis of cyanide compounds in the "gas chambers" of 
Auschwitz. This lengthy report picks up where Fred 
Leuchter's report left off. Auschwitz: Naked Facts is a 
compilation featuring leading revisionists' analysis and 
debunking of the work of Jean-Claude Pressac. Founda
tions o/Contemporary History is the primary scholarly 
anthology of its kind It fe2tures articles by today's leading 
revisionist authors including: John Ball, Friedrich Berg, 
Robert Faurisson, Carlo MattOg.tIO, Germar Rudolf and 
others. Foundations ""'35 so threatening to GeImany's 
fearful regime that it was ordered to be burned (1) in the 
summer of 19%. 

CODOHWeb is proud to present each ofthcse works 
in Gelman. In addition, we have been instmmental in the 
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JX1Sling of Foundations of Contemporary History in its 
English translation. The realization of the Gelman 
authorities' emban asslllent over eb' s struggle 
for intellectual ficcdom WIll in no way deter us. In fact, we 
have become even more resolved to counter today's truth
censors. 

COOOHWeb has now established a new index on our 
Intellectual Freedom page. This index is entitled "Banned 
Books." Here we have begun listing various ~onist 
titles that have been banned around the world and a listing 
of the countries responsIble for the censorship. Whenever 
possible COOOH will attempt to post these banned titles in 
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Dacbau. According to Jones, this door indicated it was 
95% plObable that the room in question was a gas cham
ber. 

Although I had no evidence to plOve it, I pointed out 
to Jones that the "Brausebad" might have been intended to 
do double-duty as a shower room and, when necessary, an 
air-raid shelter, with a gas-tight door to protect agpinst 
possIble gas attacks. 

At that time the best I could do to support this conjec
ture with evidence was to cite references from litelalnre 
about WWII to air-tight doors on various rooms in various 
sorts of structures built by the Gennans, and to quote a bit 

their entilety to our Web site. 
Each of the titles mentioned 
in the Get Ill3n search war
rant are listed on our new 
page and their entire texts 
can be found on 

eb with the click 
ofa mouse. 

Two CODOH opinion pieces: Thomas Crowell on 
the replica of the Majdanek "g:as-<:hamOCI" door exhibited 
at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Musenm, and Carlos Por
ter on War Climes Trials. These two opinion pieces ate 
circulating this month to student newSpapel s at OUT top 
IJllivetsities. About 850 words each. I'll send you both for a 
couple bucks to cover p&h. 

of "eye-wi I ness testi
mony" by a female 
Auschwitz survivor who 
told about being put into a 
"gas chamber"' during an 
air raid and then, when 
the raid was over, being 
taken out of the "gas 

CODOH WIll continue to 
stand for Intellectual Freedom and we will continue to alert 
the world to the undemocratic ways of those who pull the 
strings of power in Ge.tlnany today. The would-be cen
SOTS, Thought Police and book burners of our ti me should 
recall the words of l.S. Mi11 who wrote in his famous trea-, 
tise, "On Liberty," "We can never be sure that the opinion 
we are endeavoring to stifle is a false opinion; and if we 
were sure, stifling it would be an evil still." 

LETTERS 
Samuel 

Crowell's extremely valuable work on the routine and le
gplly required use of gps-tight dpors with peepholes by the 
Ge.t mans for tens of thousands of air-raid shelters shows, 
once agpin, bow totally devoid of any real evidence the 
Holocaust story is regarding the alleged use of Nazi gas 
""h"'-""be~ .,... .. m:ss m"·der ..... '0... J..;) .1VJ.~ u.a • 

For Jean-C1ande PJessac the discovery of some gas
tight doors at Auschwitz condemned the Nazis. His 567-
page book in large fOllllat with hundreds of SS collStI'uV 
tion drawings and photos was given rave revi ews in 1989 
by the NY Times and many other organizations for suppos
edly being the definitive answer to the Holocaust deniers. 
The use of one such door for a room which also contained 
14 shower beads "constitutes the timdameliial proof' ac
COIcJing to P:t(SS3C. Samuel Crowell shows that Ptessac's 
)xoof' amounts to nothing at all. 

-Friedrich Paul Berg 

No mdeDce, but a 1iOUDd conjecture: You may re
member my "Great Debate" about the Holocaust with 
Texas publisher Mitchell Jones several years ago. Jones 
made a major deal out of the air-tigbt door that locks from 
the outside on the alleged gas chamber ("Brausebad") at 

, . , 

chamber" agpin. 
So CI Dwell ' s newly discovered evidence about this is 

very interesting. Congratulations. 
- Lou Rollins 

TN'bnkallv detla iled a.nd immepselv inti iguing: I 
am an academic historian ... . J have some secondaIv re--
search interests in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Ger-
man history, particularly the security and police ofg;:miza
tions and operations of Nazi GeJlllany .... 

I come, therefore, to your site with some better than 
passing familiarity with the primary somces and secondary 
literature on Nazi atrocities. While I do not agree with the 
historical accuracy (or, perhaps more accurately, the inter
ptetation of historical evidence) ofa great deal of the ma
terial I have found in the COOOH site, I found milch 
which is both immaculately documented and e,xtremely 
thought -provoking to someone who does research in the 
field. 

I think that your site provides a lIseful advocacy of 
viewpoints and analysis which otherwise would go nnno
ticexi For example, the analysis of the diplomatic of the 
alleged Wannsee protocol [Johannes Peter Ney] is simply 
brilliant, and the disC1Jssion of the possibility oflocations 
at Allschwitz-Birkenau often characterized as gas
chamocrs being bomh/gas shelters is technically detailed 
and immensely intriguing. .. . 

What I want to say is that, despite my reservations 
alxru:l some of the material on your site, I think it provides 
a valuable contnbution to a fiee and vigorous debate on an 
extremely important historical issue. 

The author of this missive, his ivy League univer
sity, and his primary academic interests have been de
leted to protect the innocent. We routinely protect aca
demics who write us at COOOHWeb, even when they 
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do not ask us to do so. The reason is that, while we very 
much appreciate their interest in what we are doing, we 
suspect that any academic who writes us openly using 
his real name is politically too naive to be left on his 
own. 

J'm beginning to change my mind about this. We 
may have to sacrifice afew academics to the thought 
police to make our point about the lack of intellectual 
freedom on American campuses, particu/ar~v with re
gard to Holocaust studies. Lenin wasn't wrong about 
everything.. He said-J suppose it originated in peas
ant circles-that when you want to make an omelet you 
have to break a few eggs. 

Afaybe the time is come to allow proJessors who 
contact CODOHWeb openly to risk the skillet. That 
Great Omelet-Maker in the sky may have uses Jar a 
Jew cracked plOfessors Ihai J nm'en '( dreamed oJyet. 

The Holocaust Controversy: 
The Case for Open Debate 
by Bradley Smith. 

Help distribute the most widely read revisionist essay 
ever ! This new printing contains our new 
mailing addresses. Use those postage-free junk mail en-
velopes you . throwaway. Leave them at lIbrar-
ies, schools, cantinas, wherever you pass your time. 
Eight panels. Sample copy your sase. 10 copies $2. 
50 copies $5. 100 or more copies 8 cents ea. (postpaid). 

Why is this issue of Smith's Report reaching 
you late? Let me count the whys 

1) You may recall that the last issue of SR was late; 
the issue we did after my move from California to Mexico. 
Since that one went out late, this one got started late. 

2) The first week: in October we weI e touched by the 
outer edge of a tropical stolIn. She blew out the electticity 
in RosariID-not in the whole town, just in our neighbor
hood 

3) She blew out my fax and my telephone answering 
machine. The telephone went too, along with my connec
tion to the Intelllet, but that was fixed within 24 hOlliS. The 
telephone company here bas proven to be velY stable. 

4) My printer chose this tjme to begin to malfunction. 
Nothing to do with the storm. The "dIiyer~ went out and 
no matter what I try I have 0Cen lmable to get my hands on 
a new one. I don't even know why. 

5) Tlying to get small elect:tonic machines repaired in 
a SlIIall Mexican town is an adventure. I have spent 10 
days on it so far and I'm still counting. That's the briefest 
outline of the full, complicated, frusttating, but learning
rich story I can give. 

We'll play catch up on our schedule over the nex1: 
couple issues. 

, , , . 

P.O.Box439016/P-IlI SanDiego CA 92143 

Back Issues of Smith's Report: 
Single copies: $3 ea. 

The first 40 issues: $77 
List of lead articles for first 40 issues: $1 

Please check your I ecords. If you contnbuted to 
COOOH or Smith's Reporl between 1 March and 1 August 
1996, and have not contnbuted since, your rime bas come. 
We are going to work out a "ttailing'" progtam so that eve
ryone is notified automatically when a contnbution is due, 
just like real newsletter publishers do it, but we still have 
not gotten it done. Please help me here! 

Thanks. 

~ ) 

" 
Bradley 

• 

PLEASE - USE MY NEW ADDRESS 

• 

Smith's Report 
For your COlltI ibution of $29 you will receive 

SmUh's Report for one year - 11 issues 
$35 Canada and Mexico 
$39 overseas addresses 

All contributions and correspondence to 

Bradley R. Smith 
Post Office Box 439016 / P-1l1 

San Diego, California 92143 

T: (San Diego) 619.687.1950 
T & F: (Rosarito, Baja California, Me"""";xioo) 

011.52.66123986 

E-mail: <es21bcoc@telnor.net> 
On the Internet: 

http://www.codoh.com 

Please make all checks payable to 

Bradley R.. Smith 
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